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About GreenCharge 
GreenCharge takes us a few important steps closer to achieving one of the dreams of modern cities: a 
zero-emission transport system based on electric vehicles running on green energy, with traffic jams 
and parking problems becoming things of the past.  The project promotes: 

Power to the 
people!  

The GreenCharge dream can only be achieved if people feel confident that they can access 
charging infrastructure as and when they need it.  So GreenCharge is developing a smart 
charging system that lets people book charging in advance, so that they can easily access the 
power they need.   

The delicate 
balance of 
power  

If lots of people try to charge their vehicles around the same time (e.g. on returning home from 
work), public electricity suppliers may struggle to cope with the peaks in demand.  So we are 
developing software for automatic energy management in local areas to balance demand with 
available supplies.  This balancing act combines public supplies and locally produced reusable 
energy, using local storage as a buffer and staggering the times at which vehicles get charged.    

Getting the 
financial 
incentives right  

Electric motors may make the wheels go round, but money makes the world go round.  So we 
are devising and testing business models that encourage use of electric vehicles and sharing 
of energy resources, allowing all those involved to cooperate in an economically viable way.   

Showing how it 
works in 
practice  

GreenCharge is testing all of these innovations in practical trials in Barcelona, Bremen and 
Oslo.  Together, these trials cover a wide variety of factors:  vehicle type (scooters, cars, 
buses), ownership model (private, shared individual use, public transport), charging locations 
(private residences, workplaces, public spaces, transport hubs), energy management (using 
solar power, load balancing at one charging station or within a neighbourhood, battery 
swapping), and charging support (booking, priority charging).  

To help cities and municipalities make the transition to zero emission/sustainable mobility, the project is 
producing three main sets of results:  (1) innovative business models;  (2) technological support;  and (3) 
guidelines for cost efficient and successful deployment and operation of charging infrastructure for Electric 
Vehicles (EVs).  
The innovative business models are inspired by ideas from the sharing economy, meaning they will show how 
to use and share the excess capacity of private renewable energy sources (RES), private charging facilities and 
the batteries of parked EVs in ways that benefit all involved, financially and otherwise.  
The technological support will coordinate the power demand of charging with other local demand and local 
RES, leveraging load flexibility and storage capacity of local stationary batteries and parked EVs. It will also 
provide user friendly charge planning, booking and billing services for EV users. This will reduce the need for 
grid investments, address range/charge anxiety and enable sharing of already existing charging facilities for 
EV fleets.   
The guidelines will integrate the experience from the trials and simulations and provide advice on localisation 
of charging points, grid investment reductions, and policy and public communication measures for accelerating 
uptake of electromobility. 

For more information 
Project Coordinator: Jacqueline Floch, Jacqueline.Floch@sintef.no   

Dissemination Manager: Reinhard Scholten, reinhard.scholten@egen.green 
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Executive Summary 
This deliverable packages together the six newsletters that have been produced for the GreenCharge project 
between February 2019 and February 2022. Each newsletter has featured a dedicated theme: 

• Issue 1 – Introduction to the GreenCharge project and Pilot cities 
• Issue 2 – Business models and prototypes for cities 
• Issue 3 – Evaluation and simulation 
• Issue 4 – Roaming 
• Issue 5 – Reference architecture 
• Issue 6 – Summary and recommendations 

The newsletters have been disseminated via the channel of the Informed Cities newsletter produced by ICLEI. 
This has meant the newsletter has been received by at least 1,000 recipients. Issuance of newsletters has been 
promoted via GreenCharge’s own communication channels, such as social media, and an archive of the 
newsletters have been made available on the GreenCharge website 
(https://www.greencharge2020.eu/newsletters/).  

The newsletters have contained common features, including internal project updates and e-mobility news from 
around Europe happening outside of the project (reflecting the important relationship with D1.3 on innovation). 
The structure of each newsletter has been based around the following template: 

• Introduction from the coordinator or a workpackage leader 
• Feature News Article 
• World News 
• Uptake Cities Profiles 
• In Brief, e.g.: 

o Links to further News Stories on website 
o Latest Project Publications 
o Project Diary 

• Puzzle 
• Link to website and social media channels 
• Contact details 

Newsletters, available as PDFs on the GreenCharge website, provide an ongoing, easy-to-read summary of 
some of the the main aspects of the project for readers as a legacy after the project. 
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1 About this Deliverable 

1.1 Why would I want to read this deliverable? 
This deliverable contains a valuable archive of condensed information describing, in an easy-to-read and 
public-facing manner, project activities and the achievement of key project milestones via a series of 
GreenCharge newsletters. These also contain an historical record of news and thinking that was current at the 
time of the project work being undertaken.  
At the time the newsletters were produced, they formed a key channel for bringing together the latest project 
updates and communicating them in a bite-size form to key stakeholders, highlighting new deliverables and 
other content on the project’s website of greatest value for them to read. 

1.2 Intended readership/users 
The newsletters contain meaningful content for practitioners as well as assisting in promoting the GreenCharge 
brand and concept. The newsletter content was less focused on experts in the field but more focused on building 
a general understanding and acceptance of e-mobility, priming actors to be more involved in this field in the 
future (such as those involved in transport planning but without detailed e-mobility plans) as well as others in 
adjoining sectors (such as building, technology and planning) who could be more involved in enabling the 
effective delivery of e-mobility measures if their overall knowledge and competence was greater. 

For detailed and complex project findings and information, the newsletters refer to deliverables hosted on the 
website and other sources of information. The newsletter itself was not intended to be a technical document, 
and this is reinforced by the fact it used the broad Informed Cities newsletter as a springboard for its 
dissemination. This is an important point for ICLEI’s existing Informed Cities audience – many subscribers 
are not in the field of mobility, but rather broadly interested in sustainable development. 

1.2.1 Dissemination Channels 
The GreenCharge newsletter was disseminated as follows: 

• Via a link contained within Informed Cities newsletters 
• Via links on social media 
• Via direct ‘ad hoc’ emails to professional contacts of the Consortium partners 
• Via passive browsing on the Newsletter page of the GreenCharge website 

1.2.2 Role of the Informed Cities Newsletter 
As referenced in the Grant Agreement, GreenCharge did make use of the Informed Cities newsletter (run by 
ICLEI), which acts as the carrier for the GreenCharge newsletter and is received by over 1,000 subscribers. In 
each relevant edition of the Informed Cities newsletter, GreenCharge has been profiled (alongside other 
mobility projects), but with a click-through to a separate and specific PDF GreenCharge newsletter which is 
branded separately and contains a fuller range of stories dedicated to GreenCharge. Both the Informed Cities 
Newsletter and the GreenCharge Newsletter editions are linked to in following sections and past issues remain 
available online. 

1.3 Data Protection and Privacy 

1.3.1 Management of Contacts 
A protocol was developed to ensure data relating to contacts collected by PNO on the GreenCharge website 
were passed securely via the GreenCharge Sharepoint site for the purposes of administering the Informed 
Cities Newsletter. 
Contact details were collected as follows: 
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• Using the existing Informed Cities contact database 
• Using additional contacts added to the Informed Cities database collected by PNO via the 

GreenCharge website. These were added to the Informed Cities newsletter database via the opt-in 
process during newsletter sign up. Users were encouraged to sign-up to the newsletter via social media 
and prominent feature boxes on the project website 

No partner contact details are included within the newsletter as standard, but logos of project partners are 
included on the final page of the newsletter. 
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2 Newsletter Content Schedule 
Within a limited number of issues, the Newsletter was designed to give fair treatment to the breadth of subject 
matter of the GreenCharge project. It was also opportunistic in terms of tieing into milestones that generate 
newsworthy content over the course of the project, and external innovations. Given the COVID pandemic, the 
Newsletter schedule also had to be adjusted in response to the revised pace and flow of the project. 

As far as possible, each WP was given a headline article slot. This fitted as closely as possible to the milestones 
within the Project (shown in the GANTT chart on p46 of Part B and p41 of Part A of the Grant Agreement). 

Table 1: GreenCharge newsletter schedule 

News-
letter 
Number 

Theme/Focus WP 
Focus 

Key 
Milestone/ 
Deliverable 
Reference 

Foreword 
Author 

Date of 
Publication  

Link to 
Informed 
Cities 
Newsletter 

Link to 
Green-
Charge 
Newsletter 
(see 
Appendix) 

1 

Introduction 
and Pilot 
cities (see 
Appendix A1) 

WP2 MS1 
Joe 
Gorman, 
SINTEF 

Feb 2019 

https://mai
lchi.mp/ee
3326bd08
44/newslet
ternov201
8-461737  

https://ww
w.greench
arge2020.e
u/wp-
content/up
loads/2019
/02/Green
Charge-
Newsletter
-February-
2019.pdf  

2 

Business 
models and 
prototypes for 
cities (see 
Appendix A2) 

WP3 MS4 
Arno 
Schoevaar
s, PNO 

October 
2019 

https://mai
lchi.mp/c5
da9b1558a
e/newslett
ernov2018
-
603377?e=
3a60d07a6
f  

https://ww
w.greench
arge2020.e
u/wp-
content/up
loads/2019
/10/Green-
Charge-
Newsletter
-October-
2019.pdf  

3 

Evaluation 
and 
simulation 
(see Appendix 
A3) 

WP5 MS5-6 

Beniamino 
Di 
Martino, 
University 
of 
Campania 
Luigi 
Vanvitelli 

March 
2020 

https://mai
lchi.mp/e6
d04a2a1e8
e/newslett
ernov2018
-2539934  

https://ww
w.greench
arge2020.e
u/wp-
content/up
loads/2020
/03/Green-
Charge-
Newsletter
-3.pdf  
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News-
letter 
Number 

Theme/Focus WP 
Focus 

Key 
Milestone/ 
Deliverable 
Reference 

Foreword 
Author 

Date of 
Publication  

Link to 
Informed 
Cities 
Newsletter 

Link to 
Green-
Charge 
Newsletter 
(see 
Appendix) 

4 Roaming (see 
Appendix A4) WP4 n/a 

Jürgen 
Werneke 
and Arjun 
Subramani
an, 
Hubject 

September 
2020 

https://mai
lchi.mp/dc
85c4f4f36
c/newslett
ernov2018
-
5032482?e
=3a60d07a
6f  

https://ww
w.greench
arge2020.e
u/wp-
content/up
loads/2020
/09/Green-
Charge-
Newsletter
-4-
September
.pdf  

5 

Reference 
Architecture 
(see Appendix 
A5) 

WP1/4 n/a 
Shanshan 
Jiang, 
SINTEF 

September 
2021 
(deferred 
due to 
COVID 
pandemic) 

https://mai
lchi.mp/4a
755d5336
17/newslet
ternov201
8-
13395494?
e=fff3d30f
ed  

https://ww
w.greench
arge2020.e
u/wp-
content/up
loads/2021
/09/Green-
Charge-
Newsletter
-5-
final.pdf  

6 

Summary and 
recommend-
dations (see 
Appendix A6) 

WP1 MS8 
Jacqueline 
Floch, 
SINTEF 

February 
2022 

Final 
version to 
be issued 
late 
February 
2022 

Final 
version to 
be issued 
late 
February 
2022 

  

2.1 Newsletter Editorial Principles 
The newsletter content was designed to be: 

• Short 
• Non-technical 
• Engaging 
• Set within a real world context 
• Colourful and visual (i.e. making use of images) 
• Enjoyable to read 
• Easy to read on-screen as a PDF 
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2.2 Sign-off and approval 
The newsletter was be developed by ICLEI with the following input from the GC project team: 

• Drafting of PCOS 
• Early input from WP8 team (monthly telco) 
• Involvement with innovation manager and wider project to solicit ideas for content (ongoing) 
• Review at PCOS stage 
• Completion of content 
• Completion of graphic design 
• Intermediate and final review 
• Publication via Informed Cities newsletter 

2.3 Structure 
A consistent structure was used for the newsletter. This allowed it to be planned and content harvested from 
partners who got used to expecting certain sections of the newsletter to be filled. 

Table 2: Newsletter structure 

PAGE 1:  

Project Title and logo   

Date and Issue Number ß Header (all pages) 

Newsletter Theme/Topic Title   

    

Introduction from the coordinator or a workpackage leader ß Body 

Feature News Article (see schedule below)  

    

Link to website and social media channels   

Contact details (for newsletter and project) ß Footer (all pages) 

Appropriate references to CIVITAS & H2020   

  

PAGE 2:  

World News (- controversies and innovation, short stories and links to the 
outside world) 

 ß Body 

  

PAGE 3:  

Uptake Cities Profile (2 of 12) ß Body 

Links to further News Stories on website (list)   

Latest Project Publications (list)   

Project Diary (- internal and opportunities for involvement)   

PuzzlEd? (wordsearch, crossword, spot the ball, spot the difference etc.)   
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2.4 Other project deliverables that may be of interest 
This Deliverable sits within Work Package 8 and is guided by the overall Communication Strategy and Plan 
for the project (D8.1). It also interfaces with D1.3 (Innovation News and Updates). 

2.5 Other projects and initiatives 
The activities of a number of other related projects have been included within the Newsletter (e.g. MEISTER, 
USER-CHI and SIMPLA). The increase on online events in particular allowed opportunities for learning 
outside of the immediate GreenCharge project to be shared (e.g. webinars that the Newsletter audience could 
also benefit from). 
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3 Newsletter Archive 
The Appendix include the newsletters that have been published. 

• GreenCharge Newsletters 1-6 
• Informed Cities Newsletters (mobility editions) February 2019 – February 2022 
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4 Conclusions 
The Newsletters have been a useful means to communicate information about the GreenCharge project and 
the wider context in which it operates, thus supporting the Innovation Management task. The Newsletter has 
allowed internal project outputs and activities to be communicated in an easy to understand way to a wide, 
non-technical audience. The Informed Cities Newsletter has provided a channel by which the Newsletter has 
been able to be conveyed to a wide audience in the sustainability and governance sector, introducing a broad 
set of stakeholders in local government and research to the challenges faced at the electric mobility and energy 
interface and their potential solutions. The Newsletters also allow readers to look back on the project and its 
key components even after the date of publication, by being stored and publicly available on the project website 
as well as to direct subscribers. 
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A Appendix A  

A.1 First GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter 

A.2 Second GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter 

A.3 Third GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter 

A.4 Fourth GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter 

A.5 Fifth GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter 

A.6 Sixth GreenCharge Newsletter (draft) 
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A. Appendix A   
1. First GreenCharge and Informed Cities Newsletter  

 



A Warm Welcome to Advances in 
Electric Mobility and Green Energy

äĞƭ� ŲƵƙ� ǍóƙŃŲƵơ� ɌĞŤƖĞƙŲƙơɍɔ ơĞĞŤ�
ƭŲ� ďĞ� ŤŲơƭśǔɔ ŲĐĐƵƖŃĞėɔ ǎŃƭľ�
ŲƭľĞƙ� ƭľŃŦķơȯ� IŃǍĞŦ� ƭľóƭȪ� ŤóŦǔ� ŲĶ�
ƵơɔóơŘɔŲƵƙơĞśǍĞơȩɔǎľóƭ�ĐóŦɔUɔėŲȪɔóơ�
óŦ� ŃŦėŃǍŃėƵóśȪɔ ƭŲ� ľĞśƖ� óėėƙĞơơ�
ĞŦǍŃƙŲŦŤĞŦƭóś� ƖƙŲďśĞŤơȰɔ ¾ľóƭɏơ�
ǎľǔ� U� ǎóơ� ėĞśŃķľƭĞė� ǎľĞŦ� ƭľĞ�
ŲƖƖŲƙƭƵŦŃƭǔ� óƙŲơĞ� ĶŲƙ� ŤĞ� ƭŲ� ƭóŘĞ�
ŲŦ� ƭľĞ� ƙŲśĞ� ŲĶ� ĐŲŲƙėŃŦóƭŲƙ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȯɔ �ƭ� śóơƭ� Ʉ� óŦ�
ŲƖƖŲƙƭƵŦŃƭǔ� ƭŲ� ĐŲŦƭƙŃďƵƭĞ� ŃŦɔ ó�
ĐŲŦĐƙĞƭĞ� ǎóǔȯɔ IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȪ� óơ�
Ɩóƙƭ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ� 1Åȳơ� PŲƙŃǞŲŦ� ǭǫǭǫ�
ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞȪ�Ńơ�ŦŲƭ�ķŲŃŦķ�ƭŲɔơŲśǍĞ�ƭľĞ�
ǎŲƙśėɏơɔ ĞŦǍŃƙŲŦŤĞŦƭóśɔ ƖƙŲďśĞŤơ�
óśś� ŲŦ� Ńƭơɔ ŲǎŦȪ� ďƵƭ� Ńƭ� ǎŃśś� ŤóŘĞ�
ó� ƙĞóś� ĐŲŦƭƙŃďƵƭŃŲŦȪ� óŦė� ƭľóƭɏơ�
ķŲŲė� ĞŦŲƵķľ� ĶŲƙ� ŤĞȯɔ ±ŲȪɔ ǎľóƭ�
Ńơ� Ńƭ� óďŲƵƭȰɔ ¾ľĞ� ķŲóś� ĐóŦ� ďĞ�
ơƵŤŤóƙŃơĞė�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ǎĞď�ƖóķĞȩ

¾ľĞ� ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ� ǎŃśśɔ ėĞǍĞśŲƖ�
óŦėɔ ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭĞ� ó� ƙóŦķĞ� ŲĶ�
renewable energy technologies 
partnered� ǎŃƭľ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ŤŲėĞơ� ŲĶ�
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ� ŃŦ�ó� ƙóŦķĞ�ŲĶ�ĐŲŤŤĞƙĐŃóś�
óŦė� ėŲŤĞơƭŃĐ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơĞƭƭŃŦķơȪ� óśś�
ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞ�óŃŤ�ŲĶ�ŤóŘŃŦķ� Ńƭ�easier to 
integrate zero-emission vehicles 
ŃŦƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ǎóǔ�ǎĞ�óśś�ƭƙóǍĞśȯ

Uƭ� ǎŃśś� ŤóŘĞ� Ńƭ� ĞóơŃĞƙ� ƭŲ� ĐľóƙķĞ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� óŦė� ƵơĞ� ķƙĞĞŦ�
ĞŦĞƙķǔȯɔ��Ŧė�óśś�ƭľŃơ�ǎŃśś�ďĞɔďóơĞė�ŲŦ�
ơŲśŃė� ďƵơŃŦĞơơ� ŤŲėĞśơ� ƭľóƭ� ĞŦơƵƙĞ�
ǦŦóŦĐŃóś�ǍŃóďŃśŃƭǔɔɄɔǎĞ�óƙĞ�ŦŲƭ�ɌľŃƖƖŃĞ�
ŃėĞóśŃơƭơɍȬɔ

U� óŤ� ėĞśŃķľƭĞė� ƭŲ� ơľóƙĞɔ ƭľŃơ�
ŦĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙȴ� Ńƭ� Ńơ� ƭľĞɔ Ǧƙơƭɔ ŃŦɔ ó� ơĞƙŃĞơ�
ŲĶɔ ơŃǓȯ� �Ƶƙ� ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ� Ńơ� ďƵŃśƭ� óƙŲƵŦė�
3 case study citiesȪ� óŦėɔ ǎĞ� ǎŃśś�
ƵơĞɔƭľŃơ�Ǧƙơƭ�ŦĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙɔƭŲɔŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐĞ�
ƭľĞơĞɔ ƭŲ� ǔŲƵȯ� ÞĞ� ľŲƖĞ� ƭŲ� ĞǓƭƙóĐƭ�
ó� ķƙĞóƭ� ėĞóś� ŲĶ� ŃŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ� ĶƙŲŤ�
ƭľĞɔ ĐóơĞɔ ơƭƵėŃĞơɔ óŦėɔ ǎŃśś� ƵơĞ� ƭľĞŤ�
ƭŲ� ľĞśƖ�ó� ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ� Ǭǭɔ ɌĶŲśśŲǎĞƙɍɔ ĐŃƭŃĞơ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖɔĞŤŲďŃśŃƭǔɔƙŲóėŤóƖơȯ�ɔɔɔɔ

�ƵƙɔŦĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙɔ Ńơ�ŦŲƭ� ŕƵơƭɔó�ǎóǔ�ĶŲƙ�
Ƶơ�ƭŲ�ďŲóơƭ�óďŲƵƭ�ŲƵƙ�ǎŲƙŘɔȾƭľŲƵķľ�
ƭľóƭ� Ńơ� óśơŲ� ƭƙƵĞȿȯ� Uƭ� Ńơ� óśơŲ� ó� ǎóǔ�
ƭŲ� ĞơƭóďśŃơľ� ĐŲŦƭóĐƭ� ǎŃƭľ� ƭľŲơĞ�
ŃŦƭĞƙĞơƭĞė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ƭŲƖŃĐơ�ǎĞ�ǎŲƙŘ�ŲŦȯɔ

ÞĞ� ľŲƖĞ� ǔŲƵ� ĞŦŕŲǔɔ ƙĞóėŃŦķ� Ńƭ� óŦė�
óśơŲ�ĶĞĞś�ĶƙĞĞɔƭŲ�ĐŲŦƭóĐƭ�ƵơɔǎŃƭľɔóŦǔ�

ĶĞĞėďóĐŘ� ƭŲ�ľĞśƖ�ķƵŃėĞ� ƭľĞ�ĐŲŦƭĞŦƭ�
ŲĶ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞ�ŃơơƵĞơȪ�Ųƙ�ƭŲ�ĞơƭóďśŃơľ�ėŃƙĞĐƭ�
ĐŲŦƭóĐƭȯɔɔ

fƵơƭ�ĞŤóŃś�ŤĞ�óƭȩɔ
ŃŦĶŲʊķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵɔ
Ųƙ�ǍŃơŃƭ�Ƶơ�óƭȩɔ
ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵɔ

fŲĞ�IŲƙŤóŦȪ�
¦ƙŲŕĞĐƭ�!ŲŲƙėŃŦóƭŲƙȪ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȯ
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Electric Mobility

I suppose you know the story about how the emperor Nero 
played his fiddle while Rome burned? In these days when we 
read ever more pessimistic reports about global warming, it’s 
easy to feel that our planet – not just Rome – is burning up…

“GreenCharge takes us a 
few important steps closer 
to achieving one of the 
dreams of modern cities: 
a zero emission transport 
system based on electric 
vehicles running on green 
energy, with traffic jams 
and parking problems 
becoming things of the 
past.”

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

¾ľŃơ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�ľóơ�ƙĞĐĞŃǍĞė�ĶƵŦėŃŦķ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�1ƵƙŲƖĞóŦ�ÅŦŃŲŦɏơ�
PŲƙŃǞŲŦ�ǭǫǭǫ�ƙĞơĞóƙĐľ�óŦė�
ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞ�ƵŦėĞƙ�
ķƙóŦƭ�óķƙĞĞŤĞŦƭ�vŲ�ǲǱǴǫǬǱ

S U M P S - U P

S U M P S - U P

ǎǎǎȯŃŦĶŲƙŤĞėĐŃƭŃĞơȯĞƵ
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16 Partners 3 Pilot sites6 Countries

!ŃƭŃĞơ� óƙĞ� ƭĞơƭŃŦķ� ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦơ�
ŃŦ� ƖƙóĐƭŃĐóś� ƭƙŃóśơ� ƭľƙŲƵķľŲƵƭ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȯ� ¾ľĞơĞ� ĐŲǍĞƙ� ó�
ǎŃėĞ� ǍóƙŃĞƭǔ� ŲĶ� óƖƖśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơȩ�
vehicle type� ȾơĐŲŲƭĞƙơȪ� ĐóƙơȪ�
ďƵơĞơȿȪ�ownership model� ȾƖƙŃǍóƭĞȪ�
ơľóƙĞė� ŃŦėŃǍŃėƵóś� ƵơĞȪ� ƖƵďśŃĐ�
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭȿȪ� charging location 
ȾƖƙŃǍóƭĞ� ƙĞơŃėĞŦĐĞơȪ� ǎŲƙŘƖśóĐĞơȪ�
ƖƵďśŃĐ� ơƖóĐĞơȪ� ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ� ľƵďơȿȪ�
energy management� ȾƵơŃŦķ�
ơŲśóƙ� ƖŲǎĞƙȪ� śŲóė� ďóśóŦĐŃŦķ� óƭ�
ŲŦĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơƭóƭŃŲŦ� Ųƙ� ǎŃƭľŃŦ� ó�
ŦĞŃķľďŲƵƙľŲŲėȪ�ďóƭƭĞƙǔ�ơǎóƖƖŃŦķȿȪ�
óŦė� charging support� ȾďŲŲŘŃŦķȪ�
ƖƙŃŲƙŃƭǔ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķȿȯ� �ĐƭŃǍŃƭŃĞơ� ŃŦ� ŲƵƙ�
ƖŃśŲƭ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ�óƙĞ�ơƵŤŤóƙŃǞĞė�ŲŦ�ƭľĞơĞ�
ƖóķĞ� ȾǎŃƭľ� ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ� ŃŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ�
ŲŦśŃŦĞȿȯ

±Ų� ĶóƙȪ�  ƵơŃŦĞơơ� !óơĞ� ǎŲƙŘơľŲƖơ�
ľóǍĞ�ďĞĞŦ�ľĞśė�ŃŦ�ĞóĐľ�ĐŃƭǔ�óŦė�ƭľĞ�
ơƖĞĐŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ� ƖŃśŲƭ� ĞǓĞƙĐŃơĞơ�
ľóǍĞ� ďĞĞŦ� ơƵďŕĞĐƭ� ƭŲ� ėĞƭóŃśĞė�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖŤĞŦƭȯ

IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�
ƖŃśŲƭ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ

In Barcelona, GreenCharge 
will support the e-scooter 
(moto) sharing fleet. Specific 
attention will be paid to 
developing strategies for 
battery swapping hubs. 

±Ťóƙƭ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ�óŃŤơ�
ƭŲ� ŤŃŦŃŤŃǞĞ� ŃŤƖóĐƭ� ŲŦ� ƭľĞ� ķƙŃėȪ�
ĶŲơƭĞƙ� ƙĞŦĞǎóďśĞ� ĞŦĞƙķŃĞơȪ� śŲĐóƭĞ�
ďóƭƭĞƙŃĞơ�óŦė�ơĐŲŲƭĞƙơ�ĶŲƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�
ŃŤƖƙŲǍĞ� ďóƭƭĞƙǔ� śŃĶĞ� óŦė� ľĞóśƭľȪ�
óŦė�ŃŤƖƙŲǍĞ�ďŲŲŘŃŦķ�ơĞƙǍŃĐĞơȯ

 óƙĐĞśŲŦó� ľóơ� ó� śŲŦķ� ľŃơƭŲƙǔ� ŲĶ�
ơƵƖƖŲƙƭŃŦķ�ó�ŤŃǓ�ŲĶ�1Ý�ŲƖƭŃŲŦơȪ�ǎŃƭľ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ƙĞķŃơƭƙóƭŃŲŦơ�ǎĞśś�óďŲǍĞ�ƭľĞ�
±ƖóŦŃơľ�óǍĞƙóķĞȯ

GreenCharge in Barcelonan

UŤóķĞȩ�tŲƭŃƭÞŲƙśė

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

“Electric scooter sharing is an innovative 
element in order to reduce car use.”

Feature Article: Introduction to GreenCharge 
eMobility in Bremen, Barcelona and Oslo

Barcelona

Bremen

Oslo

Type of EV          Energy          Location

3 ¶T ±
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The special focus of this 
GreenCharge pilot is combining 
the promotion of e-cars with 
car sharing as well as the use of 
second life stationary batteries 
to balance peak demand at 
charging stations. 

¾ľĞ� ƖŃśŲƭ� ŃŦĐśƵėĞơ� ďŲƭľ� ľŲŤĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦ�ƖƵďśŃĐ�ơƖóĐĞơȪ�
óŦė�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦ�ŃŦƭĞƙŤŲėóś�ľƵďơ�ĶŲƙ�
ďŲƭľ� ƖƙŃǍóƭĞśǔ� ŲǎŦĞė� óŦė� ơľóƙĞė�
Đóƙơȯ�  ƵơĞơ�ǎŃśś� ďĞ� ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭĞė� ŃŦƭŲ�
ƭľĞ�ĞǓƖĞƙŃŤĞŦƭơȯ

¾ľĞ� !Ńƭǔ� ŲĶ�  ƙĞŤĞŦ� ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞơ�
Đóƙ� ơľóƙŃŦķ� óơ� óśƭĞƙŦóƭŃǍĞ� ƭŲ� Đóƙ�
ŲǎŦĞƙơľŃƖȪ� ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŃŦķ� ľŲǎ�
ŦĞǎ� ľŲƵơŃŦķ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖŤĞŦƭơ� ĐóŦ�
ďĞ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė� óơ� śŲǎ� Đóƙ� óŦė� śŲǎ�
ĐóƙďŲŦ�ŦĞŃķľďŲƵƙľŲŲėơȯ�

GreenCharge in Bremen+

UŤóķĞȩ�!Ńƭǔ�ŲĶ� ƙĞŤĞŦ�

GreenCharge will implement 
charging management to 
ensure that total power 
for charging in apartment 
parking garages is within grid 
limitations ('load balancing'). 

�� ďŲŲŘŃŦķ� ơǔơƭĞŤ� ƭŲ� ľĞśƖ� ƖƙĞėŃĐƭ�
ƖŲǎĞƙ� ŦĞĞėơ� óĐƙŲơơ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�
ơŃƭƵóƭŃŲŦơ� óŦė� ƵơĞƙ� ķƙŲƵƖơ�ǎŃśś� ďĞ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞėȯ

¾Ų�ŤĞĞƭ�Ńƭơ�óŤďŃƭŃŲƵơ�ĞŦǍŃƙŲŦŤĞŦƭóś�
ķŲóśơ� ĶŲƙ� ƭľĞ� ĐŲŤŃŦķ� ǔĞóƙơȪ� �ơśŲ�
ŦĞĞėơ�ƭŲ�ďĞ�ƖƙĞƖóƙĞė�ĶŲƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ƵƖ�ƭŲ�ǭǫǫȪǫǫǫ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ�ÞŃƭľ�
ǲǫʇ��ŲĶ�ƙĞơŃėĞŦƭơ�śŃǍŃŦķ�ŃŦ�ǧóƭơ�óŦė�
óƖóƙƭŤĞŦƭơȪ�ƭľŃơ�ƖŲơĞơ�ó�ơŃķŦŃǦĐóŦƭ�
ĶƵƭƵƙĞ�ĐľóśśĞŦķĞȯ

GreenCharge in Oslo&

UŤóķĞȩ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȵ¦v� 

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

“We don‘t want as many EVs as possible   but   we
 do want a high share of EVs  in the car-fleet.”

“Rather than starting charging as soon as 
vehicles are connected to chargers, management 

systems will help schedule charging patterns 
according to expected future vehicle use and 

grid capacity, among other options.”

Feature Article: Introduction to GreenCharge eMobility

p +Y

&

Type of EV          Energy               Location

¶T

p
Type of EV          Energy          Location

¶T
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Ǭǭ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ�!ŃƭŃĞơ�ǎŃśś�śĞóƙŦ�ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�ƭľƙĞĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖŃśŲƭ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ�ƭľƙŲƵķľ�ơŃƭĞ�ǍŃơŃƭơ�óŦė�óŦ�óėǍóŦĐĞė�
ǎĞďŃŦóƙ�ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞȯ�We have one space left in the programme - if you would like to discuss joining 
us – please do so nowȯ�¾ľŃơ�ƖóƙƭŃĐŃƖóƭŃŲŦ�ǎŃśś�ĐƵśŤŃŦóƭĞ�ŃŦ�óŦ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�roadmap�ĶŲƙ�ĞóĐľ�ĐŃƭǔ�
ƭľóƭ�ǎŃśś�ĐŲǍĞƙ�ŃơơƵĞơ�ƙĞśóƭŃŦķ�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ĐŲŦơƭƙƵĐƭŃŲŦȪ�ĐŲŦǦķƵƙóƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�śŲĐóƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
ĶŲƙ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȵľǔďƙŃė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�óŦė�ƭľĞŃƙ�ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭŃŲŦ�ŃŦƭŲ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ƖśóŦŦŃŦķȯ

ÞĞ�ǎŃśś�ƖƙŲǦśĞ�ƭǎŲ�ŲĶ�ŲƵƙ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ�!ŃƭŃĞơ�ŃŦ�ĞóĐľ�ŲĶ�ŲƵƙ�ŦĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙơȯ�UŦ�ƭľŃơ�ŃơơƵĞ�ǎĞ�ľĞóƙ�óďŲƵƭ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ơƭƙóƭĞķŃĞơ�ŃŦ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ĶƙŃĞŦėơ�ŃŦ�1ėŃŦďƵƙķľ�óŦė�±ƭŲĐŘľŲśŤȯ

Edinburgh – turning on Scotland’s most ambitious urban EV programme

�� ŘĞǔ� óŃŤ� Ńơ� ƭŲ� óśơŲ� ơƵƖƖŲƙƭ�
ŃŦŃƭŃóƭŃǍĞơ� ƭŲ� ľĞśƖ� ėŃơơƵóėĞ� ėƙŃǍĞƙơ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ľóǍŃŦķ�ƭŲ�ďƙŃŦķ�ƭľĞŃƙ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�
ŃŦƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ĐŃƭǔ�ĐĞŦƭƙĞȯ

¾ľĞ� ƖƙŲǦśĞ� ŲĶ� 1Ýơ� Ńơ� ķƙŲǎŃŦķ� óŦė�
ďĞĐŲŤŃŦķ� óŦ� ŃŤƖŲƙƭóŦƭ� ĞśĞŤĞŦƭ�
ŲĶ� Åh� óŦė� ±ĐŲƭƭŃơľ� IŲǍĞƙŦŤĞŦƭ�
ĐśŃŤóƭĞ� ĐľóŦķĞ� óŦė� ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�
ƖŲśŃĐŃĞơȯ� ¾ľĞ� ±ĐŲƭƭŃơľ� IŲǍĞƙŦŤĞŦƭ�
ŃŦėŃĐóƭĞơ�ó�ŤóŕŲƙ�ĞǓƖóŦơŃŲŦ�óĐƙŲơơ�
±ĐŲƭśóŦė�ŲĶ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ďǔ�ǭǫǭǭ�
ĐŲƵƖśĞė� ǎŃƭľ� ó� ƖľóơŃŦķ� ŲƵƭ� ŲĶ� óśś�
ŦĞǎ� ĶŲơơŃś� ĶƵĞś� ĞŦķŃŦĞơ� ďǔ� ǭǫǮǭȯ�
tóŦǔ�Åh�ĐŃƭŃĞơ�óƙĞ�ŦŲǎ�ĞŤďóƙŘŃŦķ�
ŲŦ� ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞơ� ƭŲ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖ� 1Ýơ�

ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞȪ� ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ� jŲŦėŲŦȪ�
tóŦĐľĞơƭĞƙ�óŦė�(ƵŦėĞĞȯ

¾ľĞ� ơƭƵėǔ� ĐóƙƙŃĞė� ŲƵƭ� Ńơ� ƭľĞ� Ǧƙơƭ�
ŲĶ� Ńƭơ� ŘŃŦė� ĶŲƙ� ó� śŲĐóś� óƵƭľŲƙŃƭǔ� ŃŦ�
±ĐŲƭśóŦė�óŦėȪ�ėƵĞ� ƭŲ� ƭľĞ� ơƭƙóƭĞķŃĐ�
óƖƖƙŲóĐľ�ƭóŘĞŦȪ�ƖƵƭơ�1ėŃŦďƵƙķľ�óƭ�
ƭľĞ�ĶŲƙĞĶƙŲŦƭ�ŲĶ�1Ý�ǎŲƙŘ�ŃŦ�±ĐŲƭśóŦėȪ�
ŃĶ�ŦŲƭ�ƭľĞ�Åhȯ�

äŲƵ� ĐóŦ� ƙĞóė� ŤŲƙĞ� óďŲƵƭ�
1ėŃŦďƵƙķľɏơ�śóƭĞơƭ�ƖśóŦơ�óƭȩ

Edinburgh blazes green trail with 
new electric vehicle infrastructure 
plan ǎǎǎȯĞėŃŦďƵƙķľȯķŲǍȯƵŘȵŦĞǎơ

The people of Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland, UK, benefit 
from electric bus routes, a successful urban light rail line and 
recent rail electrification to nearby cities – with a proposed 
expansion of its shared bike system to also include ebikes. 
Having learnt from observing the progress – and mistakes 
– made in other cities on road-based electric vehicle 
infrastructure, Edinburgh is now ready to roll out its own 
comprehensive electric mobility approach.

How? 
An investment grade 
Business Case enabled the 
City of Edinburgh Council 
accelerate proposed growth 
in EV charging in the city, 
responding to both the 
market and the increasing 
number of residents and 
business requests for 
charging infrastructure.

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

GreenCharge Uptake Cities – 
What’s Up in Edinburgh and Stockholm
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Stockholm – building  a long history of EV support through EU projects

ÞŃƭľŃŦ� ƭľĞ� !UÝU¾�±� 1!!1v¾©U!�
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȪ� ±ƭŲĐŘľŲśŤ� Ńơ� ǎŲƙŘŃŦķ� ǎŃƭľ�
śŲĐóś� ơƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙơ� ƭŲ� ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭĞ�
ǧĞĞƭơ�ŲĶ�ĞɄĐóƙķŲ�ďŃŘĞơ�ĶŲƙ�ƙĞơŃėĞŦƭơȪ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ǍóŦơ� ĶŲƙ� ƭƙóėĞơŤĞŦȪ� óŦė�ó�
ŦĞǎ� ƖśƵķɄŃŦ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ľǔďƙŃė� ƭƙƵĐŘ�
ĶŲƙ� ŦŃķľƭɄƭŃŤĞ� ėĞśŃǍĞƙŃĞơ� ƭŲ� ĐŃƭǔ�
ƙĞơƭóƵƙóŦƭơȯ� ¾ľĞ� ĐŃƭǔ� ǎŃśś� ŃŤƖƙŲǍĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ� ƭľƙŲƵķľ�
ó� ƖƙŲĐĞơơ� óŦė� ɌĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŤóƖɍ�
ƭľóƭ� ĞŦóďśĞơ� ƙĞśĞǍóŦƭ� ƖóƙƭŃĞơ� ƭŲ�
óƖƖśǔ� ĶŲƙ� ƖĞƙŤŃƭơ� ƭŲ� ŃŦơƭóśś� ŲŦɄ
ơƭƙĞĞƭ�ĐľóƙķĞƙơȯ� Uƭ�ǎŃśś�óśơŲ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖ�
ŃŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ� ŲŦ� ĐśĞóŦ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� óŦė�
ĶƵĞśơȪ� ǎŃƭľ� ó� ƭóƙķĞƭĞė� ĐóŤƖóŃķŦ�
ƭŲ� ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ� ľŲƵơŃŦķ� óơơŲĐŃóƭŃŲŦơ�
ŲŦ� ƭľĞ� ŃŦơƭóśśóƭŃŲŦ� ŲĶ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ� ŃŦ� ŤƵśƭŃɄĶóŤŃśǔ�
ďƵŃśėŃŦķơ�óŦė�ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ�ľŲƵơĞľŲśėơȯ�

UŦ� IƙŲǎ±ŤóƙƭĞƙȪ� ơŤóƙƭ� ɌėĞśŃǍĞƙǔ�
ƙŲŲŤơɍ� ĶŲƙ� ƖóƙĐĞś� ĐŲśśĞĐƭŃŲŦȪ�

ơĞƙǍĞė�ďǔ�ĞɄĐóƙķŲ�ďŃŘĞơȪ�óƙĞ�ďĞŃŦķ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė� óśŲŦķ� ǎŃƭľ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ĐóƙɄ
ơľóƙŃŦķ�óŦė�ĞɄĐóƙķŲ�ďŃŘĞ�ƖŲŲśơ�óŦė�
ŃŤƖƙŲǍĞė� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
ƭŲ� ơĞƙǍĞ� ŤƵśƭŃɄĶóŤŃśǔ� ľŲƵơŃŦķ� ŃŦ�
ó� ėŃơƭƙŃĐƭ� ŲĶ� ±ƭŲĐŘľŲśŤȯ� ¾ľŃơ� Ńơ�
ĐŲŤƖśĞŤĞŦƭĞė� ďǔ� ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ� ƖƵďśŃĐ�
óŦė� ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ� ŃŦŃƭŃóƭŃǍĞơȪ� ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�
ƭĞơƭŃŦķ� óƵƭŲŦŲŤŲƵơ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ďƵơĞơȪ�
ƖƙŃǍóƭĞśǔɄŲƖĞƙóƭĞė� ĶƙĞĞɄǧŲóƭŃŦķ�
ĞɄǍĞľŃĐśĞ�Đóƙ�ơľóƙŃŦķ�óŦė�ĞɄơĐŲŲƭĞƙ�
ǧĞĞƭơȪ�óŦė�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ƖóơơĞŦķĞƙ�ĶĞƙƙŃĞơȯ

Experiences from setting up 
public charging facilities for 
electric vehicles in Stockholm
ǎǎǎȯơƭŲĐŘľŲśŤȯơĞȵIśŲďóś
Ⱦ�ƖĞŦơ�óơ�¦(HȪ�ŃŦ�1ŦķśŃơľȿ�

Good practice:  
Clean vehicles in Stockholm
ǎǎǎȯŃŦƭĞƙƙĞķĞƵƙŲƖĞȯĞƵȵƖŲśŃĐǔśĞóƙŦŃŦķ

Stockholm is one of the homes of electric transport innovation, 
from electric vehicle roadways, international stakeholder events, 
and participation in a number of energy and transport projects 
such as SmartEdge, GrowSmarter, Eccentric and EV Energy. 
The city has been working since the 1990s on this agenda. Its 
efforts are now coinciding with favourable market conditions: 
as technologies catch up with the city's interests, the e-mobility 
landscape is promising.
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More? 
You can read more about 
Stockholm’s latest plans and 
subscribe to its newsletter 
at: City of Stockholm 
Environmental Cars 
department information.

www.stockholm.se/
fristaende-webbplatser
(in Swedish – we advise 
Google Translate)

Nyhetsbrev 4/2018

Miljöbilar i Stockholm

Tema:
Eccentric 
Special

De företag som ingår valdes ut i en tävling: 
– Många var intresserade av att delta.

'HW� ¿QQV� HWW� VWRUW� IRNXV� Sn�PLOM|Q� XWH� Sn�
I|UHWDJHQ��VlJHU�0DULDQQH�.HPQHUW��PLOM|��
RFK�KnOOEDUKHWVDQVYDULJ�Sn�0RELOLW\�0RWRUV�
VRP�VlOMHU�1LVVDQ�

8UYDOHW�JMRUGHV�I|U�DWW� In�PnQJD�ROLND�
YHUNVDPKHWHU�LQRP�OHYHUDQVHU�RFK�VHUYLFH�
PHG�YDULHUDQGH�nUOLJ�N|UVWUlFND�UHSUHVHQ�
WHUDGH��$OOD�GHOWDJDUH�¿FN�OHDVD�HQ�HOVNnS�
ELO�WLOO�SULVHW�DY�PRWVYDUDQGH�IRVVLOELO�

15 bud-, hantverks- och serviceföretag testar sedan e! år 
eldrivna transportbilar i sin dagliga verksamhet. Samtidigt 
kartläggs förarnas upplevelser av a! köra och ladda elbil. 
Testet ingår i EU-projektet Eccentric och drivs av Miljöför-
valtningen i Stockholm tillsammans med en återförsäljare  
av lä!a elskåpbilar.

Eltransportbilar  
inspirerar i jobbet

Fo
to

: M
ik

ae
l R

öh
r

Magnus Roswall på Roswall El monterar laddboxar och ser sig själv som elbilsinspiratör. Elbilen har 
 fungerat förträffligt i jobbet, tycker han. 

– Flera bilar har redan rullat ett år och
I|UDUQD� lU� YlOGLJW� SRVLWLYD�� (OELODUQD� KDU�
OnJD�GULIWVNRVWQDGHU�RFK�JHU� I|UHWDJHQ�HQ�
EUD�PLOM|SUR¿O��VlJHU�0DULDQQH�.HPQHUW�

Grönare företag
(WW�DY�I|UHWDJHQ�VRP�N|U�HOVNnSELO�VHGDQ�L�
YnUDV� lU� -XOLXVEHUJ� 9l[WVHUYLFH�� 3DWULN�
-RKDQVVRQ�lU�P\FNHW�Q|MG�PHG�ELOHQ�

± 'HW�NlQQV�YlOGLJW�EUD�DWW�YDUD�PHG�L
HQ�I|UlQGULQJ�VRP�RFNVn�lU�HQ�PLOM|LQVDWV��

En jakt på  
goda idéer
EU-projektet Eccentric testar nya 
hållbara lösningar för resande och 
godstransporter i Stockholm. 
Y!erligare fyra europeiska städer 
deltar: Madrid, München, Åbo och 
bulgariska Ruse. Det fyraåriga 
projektet pågår till 2020 och 
 passerade under hösten halvtid. 

De fem städerna testar till-
sammans 50 olika åtgärder inom 
sex olika temafält:
• Stadsplanering och parkering
• Gång och cykel
• Mobilitetslösningar
• Kollektivtrafik
• Elfordon och laddinfrastruktur
• Citylogistik

Eccentric har som mål a! snabba 
på marknadsutvecklingen för 
hållbara transporter.

– Vi är alltid på jakt e"er goda
idéer för a! genomföra våra 
klimat- och framkomlighetsstrate-
gier, säger Paul Fenton, projektle-
dare för Eccentrics stockholmsdel.

Arbetet sker i nära samarbete 
mellan de fem städerna samt 
forskare och företag:

– Vi har samarbetat mycket
med Åbo och en stor kommunal 
delegation från München har varit 
här för a! ta del av Stockholms 
trafiksäkerhetsarbete.

– E! 20-tal europeiska städer
har visat stort intresse för vårt 
 arbete och deltagit i två work-
shops, säger Paul Fenton.

Budgeten för Eccentric är cirka 
190 miljoner kronor, varav 37 mil-
joner i Stockholm. Merparten är 
EU-pengar, resterande kommer 
från deltagande företag. Hela 
de!a dubbelnummer av Miljöbilar 
i Stockholm handlar om projektet.

Läs mer: civitas.eu/eccentric

>>>

UŤóķĞȩ�¦ŃǓóďóǔ

GreenCharge Uptake Cities
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Driving Change Together – 
38 Cities Sign Up to Climate 
Change Partnership for 
E-mobility
¾ľĞ� UU±(� ƙĞƖŲƙƭơ� ƭľóƭ� ƭľŃƙƭǔɄĞŃķľƭ�
ĐŲƵŦƭƙŃĞơ� ĶƙŲŤ� ǦǍĞ� ĐŲŦƭŃŦĞŦƭơ�
ƖśƵơ� ǬȪǭǫǫ� ĐŲŤƖóŦŃĞơ� óŦė�
ŃŦƭĞƙŦóƭŃŲŦóś� ŲƙķóŦŃǞóƭŃŲŦơ� ơŃķŦĞė�
ƵƖ� ƭŲ� ơƵƖƖŲƙƭŃŦķ� ĞŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ� óƭ�
ƭľĞ� hóƭŲǎŃĐĞ� !�¦ǭǯ� ĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞȪ�
ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�ŲƵƙ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�
U!j1Uɏơ�ÞŲƙśė�±ĞĐƙĞƭóƙŃóƭȯ�
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ�
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵơėķȯŃŃơėȯŲƙķȵŦĞǎơ

One Gets Bought Every 
Nine Minutes in UK
 ƵơŃŦĞơơIƙĞĞŦ�ƙĞƖŲƙƭơ� ƭľóƭ�ǱǫȪǫǫǫ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�Đóƙơ�ǎĞƙĞ�ƙĞķŃơƭĞƙĞė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
Åh�ŃŦ�ǭǫǬǳȪ�óŦ�Ǭǳʇ�ŃŦĐƙĞóơĞ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�
ƖƙĞǍŃŲƵơ� ǔĞóƙ� ǎŃƭľ� ŦĞóƙśǔ� ƭľƙĞĞɄ
ƘƵóƙƭĞƙơ�ŲĶ�ơóśĞơ�óĐĐŲƵŦƭĞė�ĶŲƙ�ďǔ�
ľǔďƙŃė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ�©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯďƵơŃŦĞơơķƙĞĞŦȯĐŲŤɔ

Micromobility – 
the Mode of the Moment?
ÞŃƙĞė� ĞǓƖśŲƙĞơ� ƭľĞ� ǍóśŃėŃƭǔ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ�
óƭƭĞŦƭŃŲŦ� óƙŲƵŦė� ŤŃĐƙŲŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ó� ƙĞĐĞŦƭ� ĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ� ŲŦ� śŃķľƭ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� óƭƭĞŦėĞė� ďǔ� ŲǍĞƙ�
Ǳǫǫ�ƖĞŲƖśĞ�ŃŦ�!óśŃĶŲƙŦŃóȯ�
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ�ǎǎǎȯǎŃƙĞėȯĐŲŤɔ

Electric Car Total in Europe
and China Both Reach 
the 1 Million Mark 
vĞǎơǎľĞĞś� ƙĞƖŲƙƭơ� ƭľóƭ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ŲǎŦĞƙơľŃƖ�Ńơ�ķóƭľĞƙŃŦķ�ƖóĐĞ�
óĐƙŲơơ�ƭľĞ�ǎŲƙśėȪ�ǎŃƭľ�ďŲƭľ�1ƵƙŲƖĞ�
óŦė�!ľŃŦó�ŦŲǎ�ŲŦ�ĞƘƵóś�ƖĞķķŃŦķ�ŃŦ�
ƭĞƙŤơ�ŲĶ�ŲǎŦĞƙơľŃƖȯ�
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯƭľĞŦĞǎơǎľĞĞśȯĐŲŤɔ

New E-Uses for 
Street Kiosks in Barcelona 
¾ľĞ�IƵóƙėŃóŦ�ƙĞƖŲƙƭơ�ŲŦ�ó�ơĐľĞŤĞ�
ǎŃśś� ƖŃśŲƭ� ƵơŃŦķɔ ŘŃŲơŘơ� óơ� ƖśóĐĞơ�
ǎľĞƙĞ�ǔŲƵ�ĐóŦ�ĐľóƙķĞ�ǔŲƵƙ�ŤŲďŃśĞȪ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ơĐŲŲƭĞƙ�Ųƙ�ďŃĐǔĐśĞȪ� ŃŦ�ó�ďŃė�
ƭŲ� ƙĞƖƵƙƖŲơĞ� ƭľĞ� ĐľóƙóĐƭĞƙŃơƭŃĐ�
ơƭƙĞĞƭ�ĶĞóƭƵƙĞơ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ĐŃƭǔȯɔ
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯƭľĞķƵóƙėŃóŦȯĐŲŤ

ICE-ing in USA – 
a real threat?
1śĞĐƭƙĞŘ� ƙĞƖŲƙƭơ� ŲŦ� ŃŦơƭóŦĐĞơ� ŲĶ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ƖŲŃŦƭơ� ďĞŃŦķ� ďśŲĐŘĞė� ďǔ�
ŃŦƭĞƙŦóś�ĐŲŤďƵơƭŃŲŦ�ĞŦķŃŦĞ�ėƙŃǍĞƙơ�
ŃŦ� ó� ėĞďóƭĞ� ŲǍĞƙ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�
óŦė� ƭľĞ� ƙŲśĞ� ŲĶ� ƖĞƙơŲŦóś� ĐľŲŃĐĞ�
Ɂ� ǎŃƭľ� ƭľĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŲƖĞƙóƭŲƙȳơ�
ƙĞơƖŲŦơĞȯ�
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯĞśĞĐƭƙĞŘȯĐŲɔ

What are the Basics Behind 
EV Success in Norway 
�ǓŃŲơ� ĞŦĐóƖơƵśóƭĞơ� Ńƭơ� ơŃŤƖśĞ�
ƭľŲƵķľƭơ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�ŘĞǔ�śĞóƙŦŃŦķ�ƖŲŃŦƭơ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ƖƙŲķƙĞơơ� ŃŦ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŲŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ� ŃŦ�
vŲƙǎóǔȯ�
©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯóǓŃŲơȯĐŲŤ

World 
News Ý

UŤóķĞȩ�HŲƭŲśŃó

UŤóķĞȩ�HŲƭŲśŃó

News to share? 
Contact us or share it 
with us on Twitter
@GreenCharge2020
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ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

GreenCharge Kick-off 
meeting
¾ľĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ŘŃĐŘɄŲǣ�ŤĞĞƭŃŦķ�
ǎóơ� ľĞśė� óƭ� ±Uv¾1H� ŃŦ� ¾ƙŲŦėľĞŃŤȪ�
vŲƙǎóǔ�ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�Ǭǲƭľ�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ǭǫƭľ�ŲĶ�
±ĞƖƭĞŤďĞƙ� ǭǫǬǳȯ� �śś� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơ� ŤĞƭ�
ƭŲķĞƭľĞƙ�ƭŲ�ƖśóŦ�ƭľĞ�ƭľƙĞĞ�ǔĞóƙơ�ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȯ�

Business Model Innovation 
Game 
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� óƙƙóŦķĞė� Ɍ ƵơŃŦĞơơ�
tŲėĞś� UŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ� IóŤĞơɍ� ĶŲƙ�
ĞŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ� óƭ� ĞóĐľ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ� ƭľƙĞĞ�
ƖŃśŲƭơ� ĐŃƭŃĞơ� ŃŦǍŲśǍŃŦķɔ ó� ŤŃǓƭƵƙĞ�
ŲĶ� ĐŲŦơŲƙƭŃƵŤ� ŤĞŤďĞƙơ� óŦė�
ƙĞƖƙĞơĞŦƭóƭŃǍĞơ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ� śŲĐóś�
ƙĞĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�ķƙŲƵƖơ�ŃŦ�ĞóĐľ�ĐŃƭǔ

©Ğóė�ŤŲƙĞ�óƭȩ
ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵȵŦĞǎơɔ

Open Day in Barcelona
tóƙĐľ�Ǭǳ�Ɂ�ǭǫ�ǭǫǬǴȯ

Project Meeting in Bremen 
(internal)
�ĐƭŲďĞƙ�ǳ�Ɂ�Ǭǫ�ǭǫǬǴȯ�
�ƖĞŦ�(óǔ�
¾ !

GreenCharge 
Newsbits

GreenCharge 
Publications

GreenCharge 
Diary

�Ƶƙ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ǎĞďơŃƭĞ� Ńơ�
ǎľĞƙĞ� ǔŲƵ� ǎŃśś� ǦŦė� ŲƵƙ� ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�
ėĞśŃǍĞƙóďśĞơȯ� ¾ľĞ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�
ƭĞóŤ�ǎŃśś�ƖŲơƭ�ŦĞǎơ�ŲŦ�ĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�
ƖóƖĞƙơ�óơ�ǎĞśś�óơ�ŃŦĶŲƙŤóś�ƵƖėóƭĞơ�
ǍŃó� ŲƵƙ� ǎĞďơŃƭĞ� óŦė� ơŲĐŃóś� ŤĞėŃó�
ĐľóŦŦĞśơȯ� äŲƵ� ĐóŦ� śŲŲŘ� óƙŲƵŦė�
ƭľĞ� ĶŲśśŲǎŃŦķ� ơĞĐƭŃŲŦơ� ŲĶ� ŲƵƙ� ŦĞǎ�
ǎĞďơŃƭĞ� ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ 
óơ� ǎĞ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖ� ƭľĞ� ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ� ƭŲ� ǦŦė�
ŲƵƭ�ŤŲƙĞȩ�

•  About:�¦ƙŲŕĞĐƭȪ�!ŲŦơŲƙƭŃƵŤȪ�
¦óƙƭŦĞƙ�¦ƙŲŕĞĐƭơȪ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ�!ŃƭŃĞơ

•  Pilot Sites:  óƙĐĞśŲŦóȪ� ƙĞŤĞŦȪ�
�ơśŲ

•  Project Outputs and 
Deliverables ȾĐŲŤŃŦķ�ơŲŲŦȿ

•  News & Events

Contact us for confirmed 
times and dates for when 
you can come along and 
speak to the GreenCharge 
project team LIVE in 
Barcelona or Oslo!

E-charged 
Social Media

Follow our Twitter feed 
for latest updates... 
@GreenCharge2020.

äŲƵ� Ťóǔ� óśơŲ� ďĞ� ŃŦƭĞƙĞơƭĞė� ŃŦ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞɏơ�ơŃơƭĞƙ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ� ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
PŲƙŃǞŲŦ�ǭǫǭǫ�ƙĞơĞóƙĐľ�ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞȩ�
MEISTER
ǎǎǎȯŤĞŃơƭĞƙƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȯĞƵ
ƭǎŃƭƭĞƙȯĐŲŤȵt1U±¾1©ȶPǭǫǭǫ 

“¾ľĞ� ƖƵƙƖŲơĞ� ŲĶ� t1U±¾1©� Ńơ� ƭŲ�
ėĞơŃķŦȪ� ǍóśŃėóƭĞ� óŦė� ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞ�
ďƵơŃŦĞơơ� ŤŲėĞśơ� ƭŲ� ŤóŘĞ� Ńƭ� ŤŲƙĞ�
óƭƭƙóĐƭŃǍĞ� ĶŲƙ� ŲƖĞƙóƭŲƙơ� ƭŲ� ŃŦơƭóśś�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ� óŦė� ĶŲƙ�
ƖŲƭĞŦƭŃóś� ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙơ� ƭŲ� ƵơĞ� ƭľŃơ�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞȯ“

In 
Brief

� � �

#FF 
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ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

GreenCharge Business Model workshops for electric mobility. 
More information will be featured in the next newsletter

UŤóķĞȩ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȵPƵďŕĞĐƭ 

IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ľóơ� ĐŲŤƖŃśĞė� ơŲŤĞ� ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ� ŤŲơƭ� ĐŲŤŤŲŦśǔ� ƵơĞė� ǎŲƙėơ� óŦė�
ƖľƙóơĞơ�ȾŕóƙķŲŦȿ�ǎĞ�ľóǍĞ�ĶŲƵŦė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�1Ý�
ŃŦėƵơƭƙǔȯ�PóǍĞ�ó�ĐŲǣĞĞ�Ųƙ��f�óŦė�ơĞĞ�ľŲǎ�
ŤóŦǔ� ǔŲƵ� ĐóŦ� ǦŦė� ŃŦ� ƭľĞ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�
ǎŲƙėơĞóƙĐľȯ

Ȩ��ƭľĞ�óŤŲƵŦƭ�ŲĶ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞė�ďǔ�
ƵơĞƙơ�óƭ�ó�ƖóƙƭŃĐƵśóƙ�ƭŃŤĞ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ėóǔȰ

Ȩ��ĞŦơƵƙŃŦķ�ƭľóƭ�ƭľĞ�ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞŤĞŦƭ�ĶƙŲŤ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�Ńơ�ĞƘƵóś�ƭŲ�Ųƙ�śĞơơ�ƭľóŦ�ƭľĞ�
óǍóŃśóďśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ĶŲƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�
ķƙŃėȰ

Ȩ��ďóƭƭĞƙŃĞơ�ƭľóƭ�ľóǍĞ�śŲơƭ�ƖĞƙĶŲƙŤóŦĐĞ�
ĶŲƙ�ƵơĞ�ŃŦ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ďƵƭ�óƙĞ�ơƭŃśś�ơƵŃƭóďśĞ�
ĶŲƙ�ƵơĞ�ŃŦ�ó�ơƭóƭŃŲŦóƙǔ�ơĞƭƭŃŦķ�ǎŃƭľ�ó�
ŤŲƙĞ�ķĞŦƭśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ƵơĞ�ƖƙŲǦśĞ�ȾơƵĐľ�óơ�
ĶŲƙ�ŲǍĞƙŦŃķľƭ�ƙĞĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŲĶ�ó�ǍĞľŃĐśĞȿȰ

Ȩ��ƵơĞƙơ�ǎľŲ�ďŲƭľ�ķĞŦĞƙóƭĞ�óŦė�ĐŲŦơƵŤĞ�
ĞŦĞƙķǔȰ

Ȩ��ĞŦơƵƙŃŦķ�ƭľóƭ�ƖĞŲƖśĞ�ǎľŲ�ƭƙóǍĞś�óĐƙŲơơ�
ĐŃƭǔ�Ųƙ�ĐŲƵŦƭƙǔ�ďŲƙėĞƙơ�ĐóŦ�ŤóŃŦƭóŃŦ�
ơĞóŤśĞơơ�óĐĐĞơơ�ƭŲ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ĶóĐŃśŃƭŃĞơȰ

Ȩ��ó�ďóƭƭĞƙǔ�ŃŦơƭóśśĞė�ŃŦ�ó�ǦǓĞė�śŲĐóƭŃŲŦ�
ơƵĐľ�óơ�ó�ķóƙóķĞ�Ųƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ľƵď�
ƙóƭľĞƙ�ƭľóŦ�Ųƙ�ŃŦ�óėėŃƭŃŲŦ�ƭŲ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ŃƭơĞśĶȰ

ÞŲƙėơĞóƙĐľ�ĐƙĞóƭĞė�ǍŃó�ǎǎǎȯśóŘĞơľŲƙĞśĞóƙŦŃŦķȯĐŲŤ�

ėĞŤóŦėȪ�śŲóė�ďóśóŦĐŃŦķȪ�ƖƙŲơƵŤĞƙơȪ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�
ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭȪ�ơĞĐŲŦė�śŃĶĞȪ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦóƙǔ�ďóƭƭĞƙǔ���
Feature 
Photo �

Puzzled VVVV



Project Partners

!ŲŲƙėŃŦóƭŲƙ

¾ǎŃƭƭĞƙȩ�GreenCharge2020
jŃŦŘĞėŃŦȩ�GreenCharge Project
1ŤóŃśȩ�info@greencharge2020.eu

www.greencharge2020.eu
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UŤóķĞȩ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȵ±Uv¾1H

The GreenCharge partners at the first project meeting in Trondheim, Norway on a 
sunny day in October 2018. Our representative organisations are depicted below. 

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

UŦ�ŲƵƙ�ŦĞǓƭ�ŦĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙ�ȾƖƵďśŃơľĞė�ƭľƙŲƵķľ�UŦĶŲƙŤĞė�!ŃƭŃĞơȿȩ
Focus on electric charging business models and prototypes for cities
(ƵĞ�ĞŦė�ŲĶ�ǭǫǬǴȬ

©ĞĐĞŃǍĞė�ƭľŃơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ó�ĶƙŃĞŦėȰ��±ŃķŦ�ƵƖ�ŲŦ�ŲƵƙ�ǎĞďơŃƭĞȯ

Who 
are We? �

¾ľŃơ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�ľóơ�ƙĞĐĞŃǍĞė�ĶƵŦėŃŦķ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�1ƵƙŲƖĞóŦ�ÅŦŃŲŦɏơ�
PŲƙŃǞŲŦ�ǭǫǭǫ�ƙĞơĞóƙĐľ�óŦė�
ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞ�ƵŦėĞƙ�
ķƙóŦƭ�óķƙĞĞŤĞŦƭ�vŲ�ǲǱǴǫǬǱ

S U M P S - U P

S U M P S - U P

ǎǎǎȯŃŦĶŲƙŤĞėĐŃƭŃĞơȯĞƵ
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“…to dream of a modern city
with zero emission transport -
and traffic jams and parking
problems just things of the
past." 
Joe Gorman, GreenCharge project coordinator

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



The Power of Electric Mobility
 
Electric mobility is becoming a pervasive force, enabling experiments with new
transport options as well as offering existing established forms of transport
opportunities to improve their sustainability credentials. By de-linking movement
from reliance on the internal combustion engine, we can harness green energy
but must still create new, sensible and business-savvy ways to manage the
peaks in demand for energy across all our societies’ requirements. 
 
This Informed Cities newsletter edition focuses on the world of personal
mobility – from influences of the “shared economy” in enabling a new wave of
journey sharing options, to putting people back at the centre of the journeys
they make. We link out to the first in a special series of newsletters on e-
mobility at the European level, considering progress and proposals in a range
of European cities, from Edinburgh to Barcelona. Please click below and read
on to find out more. 
 
Read the GreenCharge project newsletter » 
 

Trending
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Why is SUMP 2.0 vital?
 

A revised version of the EU Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning (SUMP)
Guidelines is coming in 2019. Hear Matthew Baldwin, Deputy Director-
General, DG MOVE, discuss its importance. 
 
Watch now »

Residents play a key role in Zurich's
mobility planning
In Zurich, citizens are not only regularly involved
in the mobility planning process but they in many
ways guide the decisions that are made by the
local authority and subsequently the path the city
is taking.  
 
Read more » 
 

SUMP2.0 - The journey so far
For the past six years, the SUMP Guidelines
have acted as the main reference document for
urban transport and mobility practitioners and
other stakeholders involved in the development
and implementation of Sustainable Urban
Mobility Plans (SUMPs). Now an update of the
guidelines is being developed. 

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



 
Read more »

Cēsis - transforming a town through
street design and traffic calming
Mobility has become a crucial part of attempts to
make the Latvian city of Cēsis more livable - both
to attract  new residents and retain existing ones.
How is it doing this, considering its many faces? 
 
Read more »

Spotlight: user-centric mobility

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



Which car sharing service is right for your city?
 

A new policy brief from the STARS project sheds light on what
policymakers can do to implement better car sharing practices in Europe. 
 
Read more »

Smart Ways to Antwerp: Creating a
marketplace for Mobility as a Service
It's easier than ever to get around cities thanks to
new mobility services that use real-time
information and smartphone apps. But are people
able to connect these different modes of travel?
Antwerp is taking action to address this issue by
developing its own travel planning application to
help connect various modes of transport within
the port city.

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



Read more » 
 

Smart multimodal mobility services:
applying the MaaS concept in Turku
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a concept that
facilitates the development of high-quality
mobility alternatives created in an integrated and
user-friendly approach. It also has the potential to
encourage citizens to use more sustainable
modes of travel. Turku (Finland) is currently
piloting a MaaS service - how is it being
implemented and how is it changing transport in
the city? 
 
Read more » 
 

13 European cities join forces through a "Handshake" to
become more bicycle friendly.
 
Read more »

Three Good Reads
These articles have been making headlines in the mobility and transport world: 

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



 

New Index Shows Urban Growth Is Inextricably
Tied To Future Mobility Innovation » 
Forbes 
 
How an emerging African megacity cut
commutes by two hours a day » 
The Guardian 
 
What Cities Are Getting Wrong About Public
Transportation » 
CityLab

social media

Facebook Twitter Informed Cities Website

Informed Cities is an initiative by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability to share and discuss activities and results
of governance and social innovation research among local governments and a variety of other stakeholders across Europe.
Informed Cities publishes this newsletter and organizes the Informed Cities Forum conferences.

This edition of the Informed Cities newsletter is published in cooperation with
the GreenCharge project. GreenCharge receives funding from the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 769016. The content of this publication does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility for the
information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
 
Find GreenCharge on Twitter and LinkedIn! 
 

     
 

imprint
 
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability 
European Secretariat
Leopoldring 3, 79098 Freiburg, Germany 
 
Email: newsletter@informedcities.eu 
 
Read our Data Privacy Policy here. You can also update your subscription preferences and unsubscribe from the Informed
Cities Newsletter at any time through the links at the bottom of the newsletter.
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The Generation Game: How do we help 
the Business Models for Electric Mobility 
and Green Energy work together?

Since we commenced GreenCharge in 
October 2018, we have been working 
to develop initial business cases for 
electric mobility using the example 
projects in our pilot cities. This has 
shone a spotlight - from a local to a 
ţðƪŀůţðŘʅŘěǊěŘʅɫʅůţʅƪĻěʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅĔƖŀǊěƖƞʅ
and enablers necessary in providing 
infrastructure to support strong, 
electrically-mobile societies. In this 
second newsletter from GreenCharge, 
we outline the processes undertaken 
to date in Barcelona, Bremen and 
�ƞŘůʅɫʅŀţǊůŘǊŀţĴʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅƞƪðŕěĻůŘĔěƖƞɋʅ
ŀţʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ čůţƪěǐƪƞʅ ɮʅ ČƲƪʅ ðŀšŀţĴʅ ƪůʅ
meet the same overall goal of ‘zero-
emissions’ transport at its point of use.

to be recognised. We are researching 
and testing these concepts through 
case studies in cities, supported by 
computational simulations, covering 
variables such as energy generation, 
charging usage and revenue. In this 
newsletter, we have outlined some  
of our early learning to date from 
this work.

How much are people willing to pay 
to charge their cars at higher speeds? 
ÛĻðƪʅ ŀƞʅ ƪĻěʅ ČěţěȆƪʅ ĳůƖʅ ěŘěčƪƖŀčŀƪǑʅ
providers from  local renewable 
energy generation and investing in 
installing charging points, when they 
earn less from selling power and 
need to change their pricing road 
maps? How much support from local 
or national government is needed to 
building owners, before they modify 
their own building management 
plans, to focus more on green energy 
ðţĔʅěŘěčƪƖŀčʅǊěĻŀčŘěʅŀţĳƖðƞƪƖƲčƪƲƖěɍʆ

Policies and implementation of 
electric mobility projects are 
ĔěǊěŘůƓŀţĴʅðƪʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅƖðƪěƞʅðƖůƲţĔʅ
.ƲƖůƓěɐʅ Ûěʅ ĻðǊěʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ ŘěǊěŘƞʅ
of market maturity, which is also 
ðȁěčƪěĔʅ ČǑʅ ƪĻěʅ ŘěǊěŘʅ ůĳʅ ƖěĴƲŘðƪŀůţʅ
(or, as I prefer, stimulation) exercised 
by local and national governments; 
such stimulation includes providing 
ȆţðţčŀðŘʅ ČěţěȆƪƞʅ ƪůʅ ƓƖůĔƲčěƖƞɋʅ
consumers - and those who both 

provide and consume energy (as 
prosumers) - as well as removing 
the many small scale barriers. As 
consultancies and service providers, 
we need to keep ahead of the 
demands for knowledge and practical 
experience. Through GreenCharge, 
we are keeping track of current 
technology, thinking and behavioural 
responses and are sharing our own 
experiences to inform innovationɐʆʆ

Keep in touch with GreenCharge
for further information. 

Arno Schoevaars, PNO

Newsletter
Electric Mobility

With electric vehicle technology ownership and use growing 
strongly in our societies – involving bikes, cars, buses, trams, 
and trains – we need to start preparing our energy systems 
and transport infrastructure for this new urban mobility future. 
For our 2nd newsletter, we talk to Arno Schoevaars whose team 
is leading our work on business models for GreenCharge. Here’s 
what he has to say…

“I think the GreenCharge 
experiments - where we 
combine local energy in 
communities and use this 
for their transport mode 
- are a really interesting 
combination that could 
be inspiring for a variety 
of cities.”

www.greencharge2020.eu

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 769016
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Business models describe the 
framework of how we deliver 
solutions and earn value (often 
money) from them. Within this 
system, the motivations of each 
individual stakeholder vary and need 

EðţčǑʅðʅčůȁěěɑ
Enter our prize draw!

BACK PAGE
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In each of the GreenCharge pilot 
cities, a Business Model Innovation 
Game has been undertaken with a 
selection of stakeholders in each 
city (known as Local Reference 
Groups). The representation level 
within the group of people with 
ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ ČðčŕĴƖůƲţĔƞʅ ŀƞʅ ĔěƓŀčƪěĔʅ
by the size of the circles shown in 
the diagram below:

GreenCharge pilot cities vary 
according to e-mobility investment 
and operating costs, revenues, 
electricity grid governance, 
renewables share, transport mode 
characteristics, market demand 

Introduction to Business Model Processes
in Bremen, Barcelona and Oslo 

and national policies. These provide 
diverse testing environments for 
new electric mobility systems and 
approaches.

At a national level, many of these 
aspects have been compared by 
our GreenCharge partner Hubject, 
through their Electric Mobility Index 
(HEMI), which shows that Spain, 
Germany and Norway – hosts 
to our GreenCharge pilot cities - 
are among the leading European 
nations within electric mobility.

GreenCharge will go through two 
ƞƪðĴěƞʅƪůʅČƲŀŘĔʅðţĔʅĔěȆţěʅČƲƞŀţěƞƞʅ

models. We are starting with what is 
known as the “St. Gallen” business 
model concept. An overview is 
summarised in the diagram on 
the next page, adapted from our 
initial research and stakeholder 
engagement. Further information 
can be found in Deliverable 3.2 
"Initial Version of Business Models," 
available soon on the GreenCharge 
website. This business model will be 
monitored as it plays out in each city 
over the course of the GreenCharge 
project, and adapted and updated - 
with the help from our Uptake Cities 
Group - culminating with practical 
policy recommendations by the end 
of 2021.

Make Up of GreenCharge reference groups in the Business 
Model Innovation Game, by proportion and by sector

Electric
Vehicles &
Transport

Electricity
& Energy

Smart 
Systems

Local 
authorities

Housing

Other
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booking, charging and 
enforcement of private 
charging points at 
GreenCharge partner 
Eurecat’s premises

optimal and integrated 
charging station and building 
management processes

Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS), including the trial of 
incentives to drop e-scooters 
near battery hubs (acting as 
charging stations) through 
GreenCharge partner MOTIT 
which operates electric 
motor scooters in the city

upgrade of an e-bike 
sharing service for 
commuters in the area of 
Sant Quirze

battery swapping as an 
alternative to fast charging 
for LEVs

Barcelona, Spain

Testing Business Models in 
GreenCharge  

Goal:
to enable a shift away 
from fossil fuel powered 
motorbikes and scooters, 
toward electric ones, and 
a shift from fossil fuel 
powered cars, towards 
electric cars and Light 
Electric Vehicles (LEVs) 
such as ebikes. Components 
of the pilot include: charging EVs at work via a 

photovoltaic energy supply

new housing projects built to 
avoid the need for privately 
owned cars

charging facilities at 
intermodal hubs

use of second-life car 
batteries as stationary 
storage

Bremen, Germany

Goal:
to integrate electric cars 
into car sharing systems, 
and use of renewables 
and stationary batteries to 
balance peak demand from 
charging. Components of 
the pilot include:

booking of charging (both 
physical space and electrical 
energy needed) as a means 
to reduce range anxiety

prediction and balancing 
of energy demand in the 
neighbourhood

ȇěǐŀČŘěʅƞĻðƖŀţĴʅůĳʅƪĻěʅ
charging infrastructure 
ČěƪǋěěţʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅƲƞěƖʅ
categories (e.g. residents 
and visitors)

Oslo, Norway

Goal:
ƪůʅƓƖůǊŀĔěʅčůƞƪʅěȂčŀěţƪʅðţĔʅ
renewable home charging 
facilities for inhabitants 
ůĳʅȍȏȑʅȇðƪƞʅƪůʅšðţðĴěʅ
capacity in the electricity 
grid and in the availability 
of charging parking spaces. 
Components of the pilot 
include:

Image: Pixabay Image: UnsplashImage: Unsplash
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Testing Business Models in 
GreenCharge  

WHAT VALUE IS IN IT
FOR THE STAKEHOLDER?

Paying lower bills for supplying energy as 
part of apartment block management costs, 
and providing an attractive place to live

Gaining revenue from monthly and pay-
per-use access to electric vehicles

Gaining revenue from a fee for access to 
charging points

Gaining support for the local Sustainable 
Urban Mobility Plan by using electric mobility 
to integrate other parts of the transport 
system together and improve quality of life

VALUE PROPOSITION 
DIRECTED AT TARGET 
Â®.¦®ɜ�Â®»�q.¦®

Mobility for residents at a lower cost 
and an attractive home to stay in

Access by citizens to electric 
vehicles and charging facilities

Lowest cost for target users/
customers to charge their vehicles 
ƪĻƖůƲĴĻʅěȂčŀěţƪʅĴƖěěţʅěţěƖĴǑʅƞƲƓƓŘǑ

An e-mobility system that improves 
citizens’ quality of life

HOW DO STAKEHOLDERS ACHIEVE
»MR®ʅE�¦ʅ»�¦F.»ʅÂ®.¦®ɜ
CUSTOMERS?

By supporting and allowing the installation 
of renewable energy and EV charging 
infrastructure on their premises

By providing electric vehicles
for use/ hire

By providing charging facilities, access 
to apps/booking, and managing the 
transaction system

By subsidising, incentivising or otherwise 
stimulating the uptake of EVs and growth 
of the market

Residents

Environmentally-motivated potential EV drivers/riders

ÛM�ʅ�¦.ʅ»M.ʅ»�¦F.»ʅÂ®.¦®ɜ�Â®»�q.¦®ʅE�¦ʅ.��Mʅ
STAKEHOLDER?

Housing associations, businesses and local authorities

�ŀƪŀǛěţƞʅŀţčŘƲĔŀţĴʅţůţɮčðƖʅůǋţěƖƞɋʅƓƖŀǊðƪěʅůǋţěƖƞʅðţĔʅȇěěƪʅƲƞěƖƞ

Perspectives of stakeholders in the 
GreenCharge system merged from studying 
the 3 GreenCharge pilots

A housing association A charging point stakeholder

An electric vehicle stakeholder A local authority

WHAT

HOW

KEY

!

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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12 Uptake Cities will learn from the three pilot GreenCharge cities, through site visits and an advanced 
webinar programme. We have one space left in the programme - if you would like to join us, contact 
us today. This participation will culminate in an electric mobility road map for each city that will cover 
ŀƞƞƲěƞʅƖěŘðƪŀţĴʅƪůʅƪĻěʅčůţƞƪƖƲčƪŀůţɋʅčůţȆĴƲƖðƪŀůţʅðţĔʅŘůčðƪŀůţʅůĳʅčĻðƖĴŀţĴʅŀţĳƖðƞƪƖƲčƪƲƖěʅĳůƖʅěŘěčƪƖŀčʅðţĔʅ
hybrid vehicles, and their integration into mobility planning

In this issue we hear about electric vehicle strategies from our friends in Krakow and Zagreb

Krakow – Clean Transport and Green Procurement Comes to Town

The Municipality of Krakow 
cooperates with external entities 
in the building of electric vehicle 
charging stations. Two companies 
have already signed relevant 
agreements committing them to 
establish a network of electric 
vehicle charging stations and 
carsharing systems based on 
electric cars in the city. 

Krakow is also investing in green 
buses. Currently, all public buses are 
equipped with engines meeting at 
least the EURO 5 emission standard. 
At the end of December 2018, the 
main public transport operator ran 26 
“zero-emission” electric buses and 64 
hybrids. 28 plug-in charging stations 
are located within its depots and seven 
pantograph charging stations located 
ŀţʅĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅƖěĴŀůţƞʅůĳʅƪĻěʅčŀƪǑɐ

The Clean Transport Zone (CTZ) in 
Kazimierz district has been in force 
since January 2019. The CTZ can be 
accessed by electric cars powered 
by hydrogen or CNG gas. The right 
to enter includes the residents (with 
their existing vehicles without any 
restrictions). 

Owners of electric vehicles may 
also use separate lanes for buses 
and park free of charge in the Paid 
Parking Zones. Additionally, the 
Municipality of Krakow proposes 
further improvements, such as the 
possibility to enter certain streets in 
ƖěƞƪƖŀčƪěĔʅƪƖðȂčʅǛůţěƞɐ

The owners of electric and 
hybrid vehicles registered in the 
Municipality of Krakow, after 
purchasing an "E" type subscription 

Krakow (as a Municipality) currently has eight public charging 
points for electric vehicles in 4 stations spread across 3 Park + 
Ride car parks. 40 charging stations are in the city for electric 
cars owned by private entities (some of them publicly available). The Act on Electromobility 

and Alternative Fuels 
concerns the need to 
ěţƞƲƖěʅðʅƞƲȂčŀěţƪʅţƲšČěƖʅ
of electric vehicles in the 
ȇěěƪʅůĳʅƪĻěʅqƲţŀčŀƓðŘŀƪǑʅ
and municipal companies. 
A Procurement Group was 
established under which 
tender procedures were 
conducted to acquire 
charging stations and 
ěŘěčƪƖŀčʅǊěĻŀčŘěƞʅƪůʅĳƲŘȆŘʅ
these needs.

GreenCharge Uptake Cities – 
What’s Up in Krakow and Zagreb

Image: City of Krakow Image: Pixabay

for PLN 100 per month, are also 
able to enter certain streets in the 
ƖěƞƪƖŀčƪěĔʅ ƪƖðȂčʅ Ǜůţěɐʅ Rţʅ čðƞěʅ ůĳʅ
hybrid vehicles, the E subscription 
also entitles the holder to park in all 
paid parking zones.
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Zagreb – A Smart Framework for Electric Services in the City

To promote e-mobility, the City of 
Zagreb is constantly improving the 
conditions towards more usage 
of e-vehicles. Charging stations 
for electric vehicles were set up 
ŀţʅ ȆǊěʅ ƓƲČŘŀčʅ ĴðƖðĴěƞʅ ɢůƓěƖðƪěĔʅ
by company ZagrebHolding - 

Zagrebparking Ltd), among other 
locations.

Rţʅ ƪůƪðŘɋʅ ƪĻěƖěʅ ðƖěʅ ţůǋʅ ȒȎʅ ȆŘŘŀţĴʅ
stations in the City of Zagreb with 
43 locations, with a total of 129 
connections.

®ƲƞƪðŀţðČŘěʅ šůČŀŘŀƪǑʅ ðţĔʅ ŀšƓƖůǊěšěţƪʅ ůĳʅ ěţěƖĴǑʅ ěȂčŀěţčǑʅ
ŀţʅ ƪƖðȂčʅ ðƖěʅ ůţěʅ ůĳʅ ƪĻěʅ ŕěǑʅ ƓƖŀůƖŀƪŀěƞʅ ŀţʅ ƪĻěʅ �ŀƪǑʅ ůĳʅ ëðĴƖěČʅ
Development Strategy. The aim is to encourage the use of 
renewable energy sources and ecologically acceptable fuels, and 
ƪůʅŀšƓƖůǊěʅěţěƖĴǑʅěȂčŀěţčǑʅŀţʅƪĻěʅƓƖůĔƲčƪŀůţʅůĳʅěţěƖĴǑɋʅŀţĔƲƞƪƖǑɋʅ
ČƲŀŘĔŀţĴʅƞƪůčŕɋʅƪƖðȂčɋʅðţĔʅƓƲČŘŀčʅŘŀĴĻƪŀţĴɐ

On 26 February 2019, The 
City Council of the City of 
Zagreb adopted the Zagreb 
Smart City Framework 
Strategy vision up to 2030, 
which strongly supports the 
use of innovative operative 
(primarily electromobility) 
systems. Goals and activities 
are focused on all types of 
mobility which can achieve 
the transition from fossil 
fuels to new types of 
available fuels e.g. electrical 
energy. This includes the 
public city transport system, 
private cars, e-taxi services, 
e-car sharing systems and 
ƪƖðȂčʅƞǑƞƪěšƞʅĳůƖʅŘůĴŀƞƪŀčƞɐ

GreenCharge Uptake Cities – 
What’s Up in Krakow and Zagreb

Images: City of Zagreb
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Do cars have too much focus 
in urban e-mobility? 
A study by CREDS suggests electric 
bicycles are much better than 
electric cars for cities. Although an 
improvement over standard cars, 
electric cars as a sole initiative can 
still fail to address congestion and 
physical inactivity in the population. 
Read more at:
www.electrek.co/2019/07/08/
study-electric-bicycles-better-
than-electric-cars

City planning in Spain.
Electric vehicles are one thing, but 
they need to sit in a wider context 
of city planning with our partner 
city location Barcelona at the 
forefront of people-friendly urban 
superblocks.
Read more at:
www.vox.com/energy-and-
environment/2019/4/8/18273893/
barcelona-spain-urban-planning-
cars

Proposals in the UK for new 
homes to be EV-friendly.
The Department for Transport has 
announced a public consultation 
on the subject. 
Read more at: 
www.autoexpress.co.uk/car-
news/107439/electric-car-charge-
points-to-be-installed-in-every-
new-home

Battery swapping reaches 
rickshaws in India. 
Countering a lack of global standards 
for battery swapping, this initiative 
moves the practice beyond 2-wheelers. 
Read more at:
www.wired.com/story/india-sun-
mobility-electric-rickshaw-bus-
battery-swap

Taxi charging test for 
wireless technologies in Oslo. 
GreenCharge partner Fortum is 
piloting a new system for taxis to 
be able to pick up bite size chunks 
ůĳʅ ěţěƖĴǑʅ ðƪʅ ĔƖůƓʅ ůȁɖƓŀčŕʅ ƲƓʅ
points through induction. 
Read more at:
www.fortum.com/media/2019/03/
fortum-and-city-oslo-are-
ǋůƖŕŀţĴɮǋůƖŘĔƞɮȆƖƞƪɮǋŀƖěŘěƞƞɮĳðƞƪɮ
charging-infrastructure-taxis

World 
News Ý

Urban Mobility 
Planning

Technology

"Humans were built to 
transport themselves, and 
technology such as e-bikes 
have helped us make active 
transportation more fun and 
ěȁěčƪŀǊě."
Micah Toll, 
Electrek, July 2019

The world’s biggest EV maker 
that you might not have 
heard of.
Bloomberg reports on the Chinese 
ȆƖšʅ �á%ʅ ƪĻðƪʅ Ļðƞʅ ěǊůŘǊěĔʅ ĳƖůšʅ
consumer electronics to EVs for the 
mass market. 
Read more at:
www.bloomberg.com/news/
features/2019-04-16/the-world-s-
biggest-electric-vehicle-company-
looks-nothing-like-tesla

Bosch extends electric 
bike PowerStations in key 
European tourist areas. 
�ůƞčĻʅ ŀƞʅ ƪĻěʅ ȆƖƞƪʅ ěČŀŕěʅ šůƪůƖʅ
manufacturer to set up a network 
of dedicated electric bicycle 
charging stations using France 
and adjoining countries as a pilot 
area. 
Read more at:
www.bosch-ebike.com/en/
everything-about-the-ebike/
stories/powerstations

One of GreenCharge's test sites in Bremen, 
featuring a battery storage system using second 
life batteries from early electric car models.

Image: Greencharge
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World 
News Ý

Project Meeting and Uptake 
Cities Visit in Bremen 
8-11 October 2019.

Project Meeting and Uptake 
Cities Visit in Oslo
June 2020

Keep an eye on our website for 
other public electric mobility-
related conferences and events:
www.greencharge2020.eu

GreenCharge 
Publications

GreenCharge 
Diary

Looking for more information 
on electric mobility planning?
Then check out the 'Electric mobility 
in Sustainable Urban Mobility 
£ŘðţţŀţĴʅ ɢ®Âq£ɣɔʅ Řěðȇěƪɋʅ ǋĻŀčĻʅ ŀƞʅ
now available on the GreenCharge 
website:
www.greencharge2020.eu/public-
materials

�

�

Used electric car market 
doubles in The Netherlands. 
Figures suggest early EV adopters 
are now putting their cars on the 
market making more second-hand 
models available. 
Read more at (in Dutch):
www.parool.nl/nederland/elektrisch-
tweedehandsje-rukt-op~b13fcad0

Uber’s e-bikes spread 
across North America.
The red electric-assisted bikes are 
proving a popular mode of shared 
urban transport in cities such as 
Montreal.
Read more at:
https://montrealgazette.com/news/
local-news/ubers-jump-electric-
bikes-hit-streets-of-montreal 
https://montrealgazette.com/news/
local-news/ubers-jump-electric-
bikes-hit-streets-of-montreal

What could be the impact of 
lithium exploration for EVs? 
No one answer exists, but there could 
be negative impacts far away from 
the clean urban environments that EVs 
are intended to help create. Bloomberg 
presents a report from Chile. 
Read more at:
www.bloomberg.com/news/
features/2019-06-11/saving-the-
planet-with-electric-cars-means-
strangling-this-desert

Can solar cars reduce the 
need for charging stations 
altogether? 
Whilst currently an expensive option, 
technologies exist and this article 
discusses the feasibility of wider roll 
out. 
Read more at:
www.urbanmobilitydaily.com/the-
potential-of-solar-batteries-for-
electric-vehicle-manufacturers

Electric Vehicle 
Markets

EVs and the 
Environment

Related Projects 
and Resources

The SIMPLA project preceded 
GreenCharge in the Horizon 
2020 research programme, 
and was completed in 2019.
“SIMPLA supports local authorities 
in harmonising their SEAPs 
(Sustainable Energy Action Plans) 
and SUMPs (Sustainable Urban 
Mobility Plans).“
Final SIMPLA recommendations 
and materials including recorded 
webinars are available from:
www.simpla-project.eu

Image: Greencharge
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Barcelona project meeting 
held in March 2019. 
A number of workshops were held 
including  those on the motivations 
ůĳʅ ĔŀȁěƖěţƪʅ ƓðƖƪŀěƞʅ ŀţʅ ƪĻěʅ ěŘěčƪƖŀčʅ
mobility system and software 
ŀţĳůƖšðƪŀůţʅȇůǋƞʅðţĔʅţěěĔƞɐ

GreenCharge smart power 
and solar units introduced 
in Oslo.
The pilot site at Røverkollen has 
246 apartments and the aim is to 
control energy consumption to  
allow more electric cars charge 
on the local grid through local 
renewable energy support. 
Read more at (in Norwegian):
www.sintef.no/siste-nytt/
roverkollen-borettslag-vil-gi-alle-
muligheten-til-a-kjore-elbil

GreenCharge 
Newsbits

In 
Brief

�

Image: Fotolia

News to share? 
Contact us or share it 
with us on Twitter
@GreenCharge2020

Simulation workshop  
held in Italy.
The University of Campagnia, 
one of our project partners, 
organised a workshop to focus on 
advanced modelling of potential 
electric charging scenarios (Work 
Package 5). This focused on the 
overall scope of simulation and 
technical requirements of the 
simulator, including coding and 
software interfaces.

Linking with other projects
at the CIVITAS Forum.
Project Coordinator Joe Gorman  
presented at the CIVITAS Forum, 
attended by those involved 
in the wider group of projects 
under the CIVITAS Initiative:
www.civitas.eu
The presentation and discussion 
covered the topic
"Electric Mobility: 
Dream or Doable?"

Discussion group at the CIVITAS Forum in Graz, 
October 2019, featuring Joe Gorman, GreenCharge 
project coordinator (centre) and representatives 
from other projects and local authorities.

Image: Greencharge
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»ĻěʅFƖěěţ�ĻðƖĴěʅƓƖůŒěčƪʅǋěŘčůšěĔʅŀƪƞʅȆƖƞƪʅǊŀƞŀƪʅĳƖůšʅůƲƖʅÂƓƪðŕěʅ�ŀƪŀěƞʅFƖůƲƓɋʅǊŀƞŀƪŀţĴʅðʅ
number of sites in Bremen to help inform electric mobility "road maps" they will be creating 
as part of the project. Pictured here at the electric mobility company Rytle, based in Bremen.

Solve the conundrum in this 
newsletter to be in with a chance of 
ǋŀţţŀţĴʅðʅƓðčŕʅůĳʅčůȁěěʅƪůʅĻěŘƓʅǑůƲʅ
get through the day. The special 
FƖěěţ�ĻðƖĴěɮƓƖůčƲƖěĔʅ čůȁěěʅ
arrived in Europe, transported 
across the Atlantic by sailing boat.

Feature 
Photo �

Puzzled VVVV

What 9 letter word do these letters make?

To enter the competition, email your answer to:
info@greencharge2020.eu by 30 November 2019. A 
random draw will be undertaken and prizes sent in time 
for the winter break.

áůƲƖʅ ŀţĳůƖšðƪŀůţʅ ǋŀŘŘʅ ůţŘǑʅ Čěʅ ƲƞěĔʅ ĳůƖʅ ƪĻěʅ ƓƲƖƓůƞěʅ ůĳʅ ƪĻŀƞʅ
conundrum and will not be retained for any further marketing. 
Winner(s) should accept the requirement to provide their 
name and photo with the prize for use in reasonable publicity, 
for example in future newsletters and GreenCharge reports. 
GreenCharge reserves the right to select an alternative prize 
dependent on availability. Only one winner will be chosen.

Image: Patrick Schliffer, www.badische-zeitung.de

R E E F A N T I C

Image: Greencharge
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Project Partners

Coordinator

Twitter: GreenCharge2020
Linkedin: GreenCharge Project
Email: info@greencharge2020.eu

www.greencharge2020.eu

The GreenCharge partners at the second project 
meeting in Barcelona, Spain in March 2019. 

In our next newsletter (published through Informed Cities):
Focus on Electric Vehicle Technology and Management
Due Spring 2020! Previous copies at: www.greencharge2020.eu/newsletters

Received this from a friend? Sign up on our website.

Who 
are We? �

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 769016

S U M P S - U P

S U M P S - U P

www.informedcities.eu

RţƪěƖěƞƪěĔʅŀţʅȆţĔŀţĴʅţěǋƞʅĳƖůšʅůƲƖʅƪěčĻţŀčðŘʅƓðƖƪţěƖƞɑʅ
Check out their news pages:
ATLANTIS | ESMART | EURECAT | FORTUM | HUBJECT  
ICLEI | OSLO UNI | PNO | SINTEF

Image: Greencharge
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“It's exciting to see how cities
across Europe are reclaiming
public space and putting
people first in urban planning" 
Matthew Baldwin, EU Road Safety Coordinator, European Commission
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Power to the practitioner: the value of
guidance and advice
 
Every year, more and more advice is issued directed at practitioners to improve
the way they (you) work and are able to make effective decisions. This year has
been no exception. In this newsletter, we profile some of the latest mobility
guidance, as well as the value of the projects and networks that help these
publications gradually get into the mindsets of those working in mobility, and
ultimately affect the streets and transport services we use and see before us. 
 
Read the GreenCharge project newsletter »

Trending
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Urban mobility: the voice of citizens in Zurich
 

In Zurich (Switzerland), citizens are not only regularly involved in the
mobility planning process but they, in many ways, guide the decisions that
are made by the local authority and subsequently the path the City is
taking. Learn more about how citizens' voices guide mobility in Zurich in
this video. 
 
Watch now »

Increased participation leads to new
EUROPEAN MOBILITY WEEK record
A record-breaking 3,135 towns and cities from 50
countries took part in this year's edition of 
EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK - the European
Commission’s flagship campaign promoting clean
and sustainable urban transport. The focus of this
year's campaign was safe walking and cycling. 
 
Read more »

Second edition of EU SUMP
guidelines launched at CIVITAS
Forum 2019
An all-important update to the first edition from
2013, the document was launched at the
CIVITAS Forum 2019 in Graz (Austria). The
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guidelines make it easier for city planners and
policy makers to integrate mobility into their
visions for dynamic, modern, and liveable cities. 
 
Read more »

Local authorities turn to innovative
methods to reduce emissions
Local authorities are using procurement and
mobility sharing to reduce emissions. Guidelines
were released on cities procuring zero emission
delivery of goods and services; and a recent Car
Sharing Campout brought cities, researchers
and organisations together to tackle car-sharing
programme challenges, and to promote new
ways to reduce private car ownership.

Spotlight: guidance for EU cycling
projects

Which cycling solution is right for your city?
 

The European Commission has recently made available guidance on implementing
cycling measures in European towns and cities. Drawing from EC-funded projects,
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best practice, and other publications, the guidance contains useful information on
designing effective cycling infrastructure, using cycling to tackle specific transport
problems, and planning for cycling in urban areas. 
 
Read more »

Electrifying cities: approaching a
business case for shared mobility
Learn more about how business models for
electric mobility are being developed and tested
in Oslo (Norway), Bremen (Germany) and
Barcelona (Spain).

Read more » 
 

Turning Turin around: from motor
city to striving toward sustainability
As the home of Fiat, Turin was long known as
Italy's motor city. Now it's making its mobility
name in a different way, with its SUMP sitting at
the heart of this transformation. In this video,
learn more about how Turin is driving this change
toward sustainability. 
 
Watch now »
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Tools and activities needed to share cycling knowledge and
good practice explored at Dublin's Velo-city 2019
 
Read more »

Three Good Reads

Owning a car will soon be as quaint as owning a
horse
Kara Swisher, The New York Times (22 March 2019) 
 
[Web article]

How Utrecht became a paradise for cyclists
Laura Bliss, City Lab (5 July 2019) 
 
[Web article]

'It's a superpower': how walking makes us
healthier, happier and brainier
Amy Fleming, The Guardian (28 July 2019) 
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[Web article]

Informed Cities Forum

The Informed Cities Forum convenes local governments, researchers, policy makers,
bottom-up sustainability initiatives, activists, entrepreneurs, and civil society to
discuss Europe's most pressing sustainability issues. Here's the latest news about
the Informed Cities Forum! 

Looking back: 
7th Informed Cities Forum
Last week, the 7th Informed Cities Forum took place,
exploring the topic of urban regeneration, with a
particular focus on Praga, a rapidly changing district of
Warsaw (Poland). The event offered participants vibrant
discussions, diverse workshops, practical tools and
expert advice on how to empower communities by re-
inventing the role of heritage.

 
Read more »

social media

Facebook Twitter Informed Cities Website

Informed Cities is an initiative by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability to share and discuss activities and results
of governance and social innovation research among local governments and a variety of other stakeholders across Europe.
Informed Cities publishes this newsletter and organizes the Informed Cities Forum conferences.

This edition of the Informed Cities newsletter is published in cooperation with
the GreenCharge project. GreenCharge receives funding from the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 769016. The content of this publication does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility for the
information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
 
Find GreenCharge on Twitter and LinkedIn! 
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How can we effectively measure the effects of 
greener electric vehicle charging systems?

Evaluating the impact of GreenCharge 
against the various “dimensions” 
of the “Universe” of “Smart and 
Sustainable Cities” is crucial for 
assessing its success. GreenCharge 
innovations are being evaluated in 
practical trials in Barcelona, Bremen 
and Oslo. Together, these trials 
cover a wide variety of “dimensions”, 
including: vehicle type, ownership 
model, charging location, energy 
source, and management and 
charging support systems.

To evaluate GreenCharge, we 
collect research data in three 
complementary ways: automated 
data collection by software 
running at our trials, data on 
stakeholders’ opinions collected 
through surveys, and data from 
simulation techniques.

Together, more than 20 
environmental, social, economic and 
operational KPIs – Key Performance 
UŦėŃĐóƭŲƙơ� Ɂ� ľóǍĞ� ďĞĞŦ� ėĞǦŦĞėȪ�
informed by guidelines of the CIVITAS 
Evaluation Framework. These input 
ŃŦƭŲ� ĞǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦȪ� ơƵķķĞơƭŃŦķ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�
approaches for the realisation and of 
innovations in GreenCharge.

In the following pages of this 
newsletter, we try to explain 
“simulation”, one of the more 
technical aspects. This is a  
computer based technique which 

extends the “real Universe” of 
the three Pilot Cities within a 
“virtual universe” where several 
dimensions can be virtually 
changed (e.g. number and type 
of electric vehicles, number of 
charging points). It allows us to 
study scenarios that cannot easily 
be demonstrated in real life, 
without constraints such as lack 
of time or data, with the increased 
use of local renewable energy 
and energy storage, as well as 
extensive use of the batteries in 
connected vehicles as an energy 
source when the vehicles are not 
needed (“Vehicle to Grid”). 

In a practical example, simulation 
enables us to optimise the use of 
renewables (e.g. shifting the timing of 
appliance use – e.g. washing machines, 
dish washers - and EVs recharging). 
But how can this work in practice?

At a simple level, can this happen 
now? Household appliances can 
be made “smart” by the provision 
of a simple plug; this was achieved 
in the COSSMIC project which 
preceded GreenCharge. In due 
course, integrated smart households 
will greatly expand the potential of 
household energy management, 
but our GreenCharge research will 
help us understand to what extent 
consumers are currently willing to 
accept such levels of management. 

(ĞĐŃơŃŲŦɄŤóŘĞƙơ� ĐóŦ� óśơŲ� ďĞŦĞǦƭ�
from “smart visualisation” of KPIs 
such as the share of the total energy 
consumption that is locally produced 
ȾķƙĞĞŦȿȯ� ¾ľŃơ� ŃŦǧƵĞŦĐĞơ� ŲŦĞ� ŲĶ�
GreenCharge’s most important 
outcome indicators, CO2 reduction. 
Through our approaches we hope 
decision makers will be persuaded 
to see green energy as a real option 
for EVs to be charged and managed 
alongside other local energy needs.

Keep in touch with GreenCharge
for further information. 
Beniamino Di Martino, 
University of 
Campania Luigi Vanvitelli
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Electric Mobility

GreenCharge tests charging systems that are greener and balanced 
with available local energy supply. But what are the key performance 
indicators that help us judge whether we are successful or not? For our 
3rd newsletter, we talked to Beniamino Di Martino whose team is leading 
our work on evaluation for GreenCharge. Here’s what he’s had to say…

www.greencharge2020.eu

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 769016
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Sounds complicated, right?

Well, simulation – or using 
computers to help test, or model, 
ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ơŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ� Ųƙ� ơŃƭƵóƭŃŲŦơ� Ɂ�
is a methodology developed by 
GreenCharge for the evaluation of 
proposed new charging technologies. 
Rocco Aversa and Salvatore 

www.greencharge2020.eu

Testing the demands of an 
energy-smart society

Venticinque from the University of 
Campania Luigi Vanvitelli tell us 
more on the following pages.

In particular, simulation allows us to 
imagine GreenCharge innovations 
being implemented in larger and 
more diverse neighbourhoods, which 
manage energy in a “smart” way.

Simulation allows the following 
options to be tested: 

Increases in scale:
• Increased number of connected 

infrastructures (e.g. more 
charging points or renewable 
energy inputs)

• Increased number of active 
participants (e.g. people wanting 
to charge cars, scooters, bikes 
etc.)

More elaborate  
technology configurations:
• Wider diversity of technologies
• Increased availability of 

infrastructure

Better data availability:
• Easier interoperability between 

parts of the system
• More integrated data systems 

catering for privacy demands
• A greater level of time, budget 
óŦė�ĞǣŲƙƭ�ƭŲ�óŦóśǔơĞ�óŦė�
connect data

Greater availability of  
emergent technologies:
• For example, Vehicle to Grid 

technologies that are supported 
by a wider range of e-cars and 
charge points 
 

¤




ў

^

An example of a dashboard for visualising a set of relevant KPIs. Levels of “self-
consumption”, for example, can be visualised - the amount of energy produced 
locally that is consumed locally.

Over a day, the supply of local renewable energy (green) reduces the energy 
supply required from the grid (mid-blue). This can be stored for later use (e.g. 
overnight charging).

Consumers of energy in households cumulatively have a large impact on peaks 
of energy demand: smart neighbourhood management can help with this
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Testing the demands of an 
energy-smart society 

Simulation is allowing GreenCharge 
ƭŲ� ĞǍóśƵóƭĞ� ơƖĞĐŃǦĐ� ĐŲŤďŃŦóƭŃŲŦơ�
of charging and energy generation 
during the design stage, when 
the return on investment, or the 
capacity and positioning of new 
charging stations (as well as the 
acquisition of new e-vehicles), needs 
to be predicted.

But what is an energy-smart 
neighbourhood?

This means that the generation 
and use of electricity is balanced, 
not only within an individual 
household, but across a number 
of homes sharing the same main 
electricity grid supply. Demand 

for energy from uses such as 
vehicle charging is moderated, 
so that maximum use is made 
of renewable energy according 
to energy need, and demand on 
the grid is kept within practical 
limits, both within a household and 
across households (as shown in 
the picture below).

The GreenCharge system has been 
designed to simulate an Energy 
Smart Neighbourhood, computing 
the best time to switch-on smart 
devices, or to charge batteries or 
electric vehicles.

So, through using a simulation 
Ńƭ� Ńơ� ƖŲơơŃďśĞ� ƭŲ� ĐŲŦǦķƵƙĞ� ǎľĞŦ�
energy consuming devices (such 
as a washing machine, dishwasher, 
etc.) use energy to coincide with 
availability from energy producing 
or storage devices (e.g. solar panel 
and battery). A user, in this case the 
home owner, can set parameters 
such as an Earliest Start Time and 
a Latest Finish Time – to make sure 
the dishes are done, the clothes are 
washed, and the vehicle charged, but 
not necessarily all done at the same 
time, but still ready when needed.

Note: The GreenCharge simulator, 
extends a simulation tool 
developed by a previous FP7 
project (CoSSMic).
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Up to 12 Uptake Cities will learn from the three pilot GreenChargecities, through site visits and an 
advanced webinar programme. We have one space left in the programme-if you would like to join 
us, contact us today. In this issue we hear about electric vehicle strategies from our friends in Budapest 
and Donostia / San Sebastian.

Budapest’s approach to e-mobility 
recognises that electric vehicles still 
result in cars on their streets and 
the requirement for car parking 
spaces. Therefore, as opposed to 
swapping all traditional cars, which 
use internal combustion engines, 
with electric vehicles, they plan to 
enhance the city’s public transport 
system, where the share of electric 
trips is already around 66 percent.

The refurbishment of the M3 metro 
line, line extensions to the tramway 
system, and the purchase of 
new tram and trolleybus vehicles 
ŃŦĐƙĞóơĞơ� ƭľĞ� ĞǤĐŃĞŦĐǔ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ�
public transport system. The use 
of new technologies allows for the 

recuperation of the braking energy, 
electricity savings, and extended 
wireless trolleybus running. In the 
ĐƵƙƙĞŦƭ� ďƵơ� ǧĞĞƭ� ȾĐȯ� Ǭǰǫǫ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȿȪ�
Budapest runs 19 fully electric buses, 
as well as 40 diesel-electric hybrids.

In the greater region of Budapest, 
there are currently around 8,000 
electric cars (representing c. 1 
percent share), out of which more 
ƭľóŦ� ǰǫ� ƖĞƙĐĞŦƭ� óƙĞ� ĶƵśśǔ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȪ�
and the remainder hybrid. They can 
be charged at 280 public charging 
points in the city, out of which 30 are 
fast chargers. There are currently 
ǰǬ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ƭóǓŃơ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĐŃƭǔ�óŦė�ƭľƙĞĞ�
carsharing companies operating 
ǯǰǫ�ĶƵśśǔ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ

Budapest's first Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) was 
developed by the City's transport authority, BKK Centre for 
Budapest Transport, and approved by the Municipality in 
May 2019.

The national e-mobility 
strategy (Jedlik ÁnyosPlan), 
was approved in 2015 
and updated in 2019. It 
introduced the green 
licence plate for electric 
vehicles and several 
discounts, such as 
financial support for the 
purchase of e-vehicles 
and exemptions from 
registration and company 
car tax. Municipalities 
introduced free parking 
for vehicles equipped with 
green licence plates in the 
charged parking zones to 
support e-mobility. As this 
sector is rapidly growing, 
further regulations and 
subsidies will come in the 
near future.

Image: City of Budapest

Budapest – Rapid revolutions in electric mobility
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Donostia / San Sebastian – catering for urban 
transport needs and setting an example

The city of Donostia / San Sebastian 
is taking a two-pronged approach 
toward e-mobility, focusing on 
charging infrastructure and the 
promotion of electric vehicles.

A network of charging points 
is being deployed in order to 
cater for the demand for public 
recharging by both citizens and 
visitors. For those sectors in which 
the use of vehicles is unavoidable, 
electric vehicles are promising 

short-term solution to reduce 
urban emissions.

The deployment of electric vehicles 
ƵŦėŲƵďƭĞėśǔ� ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞơ� ĞǤĐŃĞŦƭ�
coordination with the other actors and 
systems involved in urban mobility, 
ơŲ� ƭľóƭ� ƭľĞŃƙ� ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭŃŲŦ� óǣĞĐƭơ� ƭľĞ�
urban space as little as possible, while 
maintaining the strategies envisaged 
in the sustainable urban mobility plan 
(SUMP) with regard to the rational 
use of the private vehicle.

The City of San Sebastian first started working with electric 
mobility in 2007. Since then, the City introduced hybrid public 
transport vehicles in 2011, Europe's first public, 100 percent 
e-bike hire fleet in 2013, and electric buses in 2014. The City now 
has 50 charging sockets, across 20 charging point locations, 
including 4 fast charging locations. Further expansion to the 
network is upcoming.

At the same time, the 
City’s municipal offices 
are gradually renewing 
their fleets of vehicles, 
both for public transport 
and internal services, with 
clean vehicles. This is done 
in order to set an example, 
illustrating that alternative 
energies are a reality and 
capable of meeting the 
daily needs of the city.

www.greencharge2020.eu

GreenCharge Uptake Cities – What’s up in 
Budapest and Donostia / San Sebastian?

Image: PixabayImage City of Donostia / San Sebastian
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New Electrification 
SUMP guide 
The SUMPs-Up project 
ľóơ�ƖƵďśŃơľĞė�Ńƭơ�ǦŦóś�
recommendations, including 
ó�ơƖĞĐŃǦĐ�ƭŲƖŃĐ�ķƵŃėĞ�ŲŦ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦȯ�

Read more at:
www.ơƵŤƖơɄƵƖȯĞƵȵǦśĞóėŤŃŦȵƵơĞƙȶ
ƵƖśŲóėȵ¾ŲŲśơȶóŦėȶ©ĞơŲƵƙĐĞơȵ
¦ƵďśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơȶóŦėȶƙĞƖŲƙƭơȵ¾ŲƖŃĐȶ
IƵŃėĞơȵĞśĞĐƭƙŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦȶƖśóŦŦŃŦķȶ
ĶŲƙȶĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȶƙŲóėȶƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭȶŃŦȶ
ƭľĞȶơƵŤƖȶĐŲŦƭĞǓƭȯƖėĶ

Edinburgh launches its range 
of public hire ebikes
Edinburgh becomes the latest 
Scottish city to introduce electric 
bikes as part of its hire bike range, 
alongside those already in Stirling 
and Glasgow.
Read more at:
www.edinburghnews.scotsman.
com/news/transport/e-bikes-
arrive-edinburgh-just-eat-bike-
scheme-extended-2018781

Is battery swapping the 
future for electric scooters? 
1,000 “GoStations” have been 
introduced across Taiwan. 
Read more at:
https://electrek.co/2019/09/23/
check-out-gogoros-giant-new-
battery-swap-stations-for-its-
electric-scooters

What's thefuture for 
urban air mobility? 
vĞǎ�ǧǔŃŦķ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐɄƖŲǎĞƙĞė�
vehicles are being tested across 
Europe. 
Read more at:
www.theguardian.com/world/ 
ǭǫǭǫȵŤóƙȵǫǲȵóƙĞɄǧǔŃŦķɄƭóǓŃơɄ
ƙĞóėǔɄĶŲƙɄśŃĶƭɄŲǣ

Bus batteries with an afterlife
Gothenburg (Sweden) is already 
ǦŦėŃŦķ�ƵơĞơ�ĶŲƙ�ďƵơ�ďóƭƭĞƙŃĞơ�ŲŦĐĞ�
they have reached the end of their 

World 
News Ý

Urban Mobility 
Planning

Technology useful capacity for public transport 
vehicles –powering services in 
residential buildings. 
Read more at:
www.themayor.eu/en/repurposed-
e-bus-batteries-supply-
gothenburg-homes-with-energy

Can electric vehicles actually 
charge each other? 
A patented e-bike energy transfer 
technology has been developed. 
Read more at:
https://medium.com/zoov/
zoov-ebike-sharing-service-
ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐĞơɄƭľĞɄǦƙơƭɄƖóƭĞŦƭĞėɄŃŦƭĞƙɄ
bike-energy-transfer-technology-
óƭɄǱĐǭǰǭďǴǲǰǮǴĐ

Image: Just Eat Cycles 

"The revolution in cycling 
has hit the streets of 
Edinburgh as a brand 
new fleet of e-bikes was 
launched."
Edinburgh Evening News, 
March 2020
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World 
News Ý

�

What could the road ahead 
for e-mobility be? 
A new report looks at recent 
progress and future trends 
to assess car and vehicle 
manufacturer readiness. 
Read more at:
www.mckinsey.com/industries/
automotive-and-assembly/our-
insights/the-road-ahead-for-e-
mobility

E-bikes lead the way
300 million electric bikes expected 
to be on the streets by 2023.
Read more at:
www.caranddriver.com/news/
a30364809/electric-bikes-future

Are second-hand sales the 
way to a “just” electric mobile 
society?
While electric cars are expensive, 
accelerating the second hand 
market may be a way to ensure the 
poorest in society also have access 
to clean vehicles.
Read more at:
https://greenallianceblog.org.
uk/2019/11/12/electric-mobility-
ơľŲƵśėɄďĞŦĞǦƭɄƭľĞɄƖŲŲƙĞơƭɄŃŦɄŲƵƙɄ
society

How quickly are cities 
progressing to renewable 
energy? 
Renewables in Cities 2019 Global 
Status Report reviews the actions 
that cities are taking across policy, 
markets, business models and 
participation.
Read more at:
www.ren21.net/reports/cities-
global-status-report

How can dockless scooter 
contractors be encouraged 
to charge with green energy? 
jŃŤĞ�ŲǣĞƙơ�ĐľóƙķĞƙơ�ó�ɛǬǱǫ�ĐśĞóŦ�
energy credit when they sign up, 
which will be deducted from their 
electric bill. 
Read more at:
www.citylab.com/
environment/2019/09/lime-
electric-scooter-clean-energy-
ďóƭƭĞƙǔɄĐśŃŤóƭĞɄĐľóŦķĞȵǰǴǳǲǰǴ

How do different electric 
transport modes compare 
with combustion-engine 
vehicles? 
Studies and data don’t always tell 
the same story, but the importance 
of management and maintenance 
alongside the direct use of vehicles 
is highlighted here. 
Read more at:
https://travelandmobility.tech/
infographics/carbon-emissions-by-
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭɄƭǔƖĞȵȮǬǰǴǫǱ

Electric Vehicle 
Markets

EVs and the 
Environment

Related Projects 
and Resources

CleanMobilEnergy
CleanMobilEnergy is an ongoing 
project and part of the Interreg 
programme. It focuses on 
developing a smart energy 
management system integrating 
renewable energy and electric 
vehicles. 
“CleanMobilEnergy will make it 
possible for renewable energy 
sources to be used locally, so 
electric vehicles can be charged 
with 100% renewable energy 
ŲǣĞƙĞė�óƭ�óŦ�ŲƖƭŃŤƵŤ�ƖƙŃĐĞ.”
Information on the four pilot sites 
including videos are available 
from: www.nweurope.eu/projects/
project-search/cleanmobilenergy-
clean-mobility-and-energy-for-
cities

GreenCharge 
Publications

Looking for more information 
on electric mobility planning?
Then check out the GreenCharge 
website for all our latest publications. 
Updated on a continuous basis. 
www.greencharge2020.eu/
deliverables

�

Bremen and Sorrento project 
meetings held in October 
2019 and February 2020 
The Bremen meeting included a 
visit to Bremen’s pilot sites, while 
a special meeting in Sorrento 
(Italy) represented GreenCharge’s 
mid-point and a chance to review 
progress and focus areas.

Formal launch of 
GreenCharge pilot in Oslo
¾ľĞ�Ǧƙơƭ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ǎĞƙĞ�
connected to the pilot smart 
charging system at the pilot site 
at Røverkollen. This was attended 
by users, the Mayor of Oslo and 
GreenCharge representatives.
Read more at:
https://twitter.com/
GreenCharge2020/
ơƭóƭƵơȵǬǭǬǴǴǮǳǰǲǭǫǫǮǴǰǳǲǳǴ

GreenCharge 
Newsbits �
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In 
Brief

Image: Fotolia

News to share? 
Contact us or share it 
with us on Twitter
@GreenCharge2020

Tell us your innovation news
GreenCharge has set up a new way for you to engage with the 
project and tell us your innovation news. What new electric vehicle 
solutions or services have you seen, that might be of use to make 
ķƙĞĞŦ� ĞŦĞƙķǔ� ĶŲƙ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� ŤŲƙĞ� ĞǣĞĐƭŃǍĞ� óŦė� ĞǤĐŃĞŦƭȰ�
Please tell us using our simple form at:
www.greencharge2020.eu/innovation

Smart and Sustainable 
Mobility workshop in 
Caserta, Italy 
April 2020 (TBC)

GreenCharge at the 
European EV Charging 
Summit
May 2020

Project Meeting and Uptake 
Cities Visit in Oslo
June 2020

Uptake Cities Visit in 
Barcelona
September 2020

Keep an eye on our website for 
other public electric mobility-
related conferences and events:
www.greencharge2020.eu

GreenCharge 
Diary
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GreenCharge pilot site launch in Oslo, with address 
from the Mayor of Olso, Raymond Johansen

Can you name each step in the simulation process? 
tóƭĐľ�ƭľĞ�śóďĞśơ�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ǎŲƙŘǧŲǎȬ

Feature 
Photo �

Puzzled VVVV

The answer to the last newsletter’s “REEFANTIC” conundrum was…
Thanks to all who took part. I N T E R F A C E

Image: City of Oslo

LABELS:

• Discrete Event

• KPIs Evaluation

• Learning

• Load Management 

System

• Metering

• Open Archives

• Research Data

• Simulation Models
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Project Partners

Coordinator

Twitter: GreenCharge2020
Linkedin: GreenCharge Project
Email: info@greencharge2020.eu

www.greencharge2020.eu

GREENCHARGE Electric Mobility Newsletter Issue 3 I March 2020

In our next newsletter (published through Informed Cities):
Due Autumn 2020!
Previous copies at: www.greencharge2020.eu/newsletters

Received this from a friend? Sign up on our website.

Who 
are We?

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 769016

S U M P S - U P

S U M P S - U P

www.informedcities.eu

UŦƭĞƙĞơƭĞė�ŃŦ�ǦŦėŃŦķ�ŦĞǎơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ƭĞĐľŦŃĐóś�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơȰ�
Check out their news pages:
ATLANTIS | ESMART | EURECAT | FORTUM | HUBJECT 
ICLEI | OSLO UNI | PNO | SINTEF

Missed a copy? 
See our previous newsletters at: 
www.greencharge2020.eu/newsletters

Issue 1:
Introduction to Pilots

Issue 2:
Business Models
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March 2020

“Green and efficient mobility
offers one long-term hope for
economic and social
recovery" 
Reggie Tricker - Officer, Governance and Social Innovation, ICLEI Europe
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What we measure gets managed
 
Whilst much of our focus currently lies on making adaptions to our immediate
ways of life, EU leaders have recognised the continued need to ensure that we
emerge from current troubled times with a strong economic, social and
environmental outlook. As our work continues, we profile work that will help
meet these aims. It is now more important than ever that future investments in
our transport systems give positive future prospects, supporting growth and
employment in the green economy, reducing pressure on our energy systems,
and improving the future lives of everyone.
 
Read the GreenCharge project newsletter »

Trending

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



Co-creation in Bremen: managing conflicts over
street space

 
Excessive car-parking has been for years one of the main mobility
challenges in residential streets in Hulsberg, Bremen (Germany). Cars
have taken a considerable part of the narrow streets, including sidewalks
in some cases. Watch this video to learn more about how the City is
working to solve this problem. 
 
Watch now »

European Commission announces
sustainable mobility award
nominees
The finalists of the EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK
Awards, the Award for Sustainable Urban Mobility
Planning (SUMP Award) and the first EU Urban
Road Safety Award were recently revealed by the
European Commission. 
 
Read more »

Oslo's Governing Mayor launches
new e-mobility initiative
Earlier this year, Oslo’s Governing Mayor
Raymond Johansen launched a new e-mobility

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



pilot project in the city’s Røverkollen housing
cooperative. 
 
Read more »

Staff at the City of Ghent are
travelling more sustainably
As of February 2020, the staff of the City of
Ghent will travel more sustainably. In other
words, municipal staff will travel by train to
destinations that are one working day (or less)
away from the city. For destinations that require
more travelling hours, staff members can choose
between taking the (night) train or travelling by
plane. 
 
Read more »

Spotlight: new SUMP self-assessment
tool launched

Subscribe Past Issues Translate



Does your city need help designing or evaluating its
SUMP?

 
A new Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) self-assessment tool has just been
launched to provide cities with support and guidance in developing and evaluating
their SUMPs. By answering custom-made questions, local authorities can assess
how their current urban mobility plan compares with the SUMP approach. Individual
feedback is given to help identify potential areas of improvement, to determine areas
that are already aligned with SUMP principles, and to provide specific measures on
how to advance the process. 
 
Read more »

Helsinki reports zero cycling
fatalities in 2019
In 2019, no pedestrians or cyclists were killed as
a result of traffic collisions on the streets of
Helsinki. The Finnish capital cited speed
reductions as being essential to achieving this
landmark result.

Read more » 
 

New fact sheets from across Europe
share best practice knowledge on
Sustainable Urban Mobility
Planning 
A new series of fact sheets chronicling good
practice examples of measures, instruments and
planning procedures related to SUMPs are now
available. The fact sheets draw on the
expereinces of Birmingham (United Kingdom),
Budapest (Hungary), Malmö (Sweden), Donostia-
San Sebastian (Spain), Sofia (Bulgaria),
Thessaloniki (Greece), and Turin (Italy). 
 
Read the fact sheets »
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From 29 September to 1 October 2020, the European
Commission will host its first Urban Mobility Days
conference in Brussels (Belgium) on the theme of "Zero-
emission mobility for all".

 
Read more »

Three Good Reads

Vienna's cultural approach to going car-free
Feargus O'Sullivan, City Lab (29 January 2020) 
 
[Web article]

How a Belgian port city inspired Birmingham's
car-free ambitions
Carlton Reid, The Guardian (20 January 2020) 
 
[Web article]

EU cities need to do more to develop sustainable
mobility, claims auditors
Sam Mehmet, Intelligent Transport (5 March 2020) 
 
[Web article]
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8th Informed Cities Forum Cancelled

Due to the escalating public health crisis in Europe, the Informed Cities team regrets
to inform you that we have cancelled the 8th Informed Cities Forum, scheduled to
take place on 2-3 April 2020 in Lucca, Italy. Instead, we will have a webinar with
Carolyn Steel, who was scheduled to give a keynote address at the Forum. More
information below.

Webinar with Carolyn Steel
Join us for this Informed Cities webinar (Apr 2,
2020, 1:30 PM-3:00 PM CEST) with author
Carolyn Steel, who will discuss "Sitopia:
rethinking our lives through food", and share her
perspectives on rural-urban linkages, sustainable
food systems, and COVID-19's new and ever
evolving contributions to the dialogue.

Register here » 
 

social media

Facebook Twitter Informed Cities Website

Informed Cities is an initiative by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability to share and discuss activities and results
of governance and social innovation research among local governments and a variety of other stakeholders across Europe.
Informed Cities publishes this newsletter and organizes the Informed Cities Forum conferences.

This edition of the Informed Cities newsletter is published in cooperation with
the GreenCharge project. GreenCharge receives funding from the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 769016. The content of this publication does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility for the
information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
 
Find GreenCharge on Twitter and LinkedIn! 
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ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability 
European Secretariat
Leopoldring 3, 79098 Freiburg, Germany 
 
Email: newsletter@informedcities.eu 
 
Read our Data Privacy Policy here. You can also update your subscription preferences and unsubscribe from the Informed
Cities Newsletter at any time through the links at the bottom of the newsletter.

Share Tweet
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This edition we take a roam around the world of EV charging 
and how we can make it work together across Europe

Why is roaming important?
©ŲóŤŃŦķ� ŲǣĞƙơ� 1Ý� ėƙŃǍĞƙơ� ƭľĞ�
ŲƖƭŃŲŦ� ƭŲ� ĐľóƙķĞ� ƭľĞŃƙ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� óƭ�
óśś�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�Ɂ�ƙĞķóƙėśĞơơ�ŲĶ�
óŦǔ�ĐŲŦƭƙóĐƭơ�ǎŃƭľ�ơƖĞĐŃǦĐ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ƖŲŃŦƭ� ŲƖĞƙóƭŲƙơȯ� ¾ľĞ� ďŃśśŃŦķ� ŲĐĐƵƙơ�
ơƵďơĞƘƵĞŦƭśǔ�ǍŃó�ƭľĞ�ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙɏơ�ŲǎŦ�
ĐŲŦƭƙóĐƭƵóś�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙȯ

What is the current state of 
charging point access?
Modern and well-functioning 
information and communication 
technologies (ICT) play an 
important role in electric mobility, 
and are therefore the prerequisite 
for a functioning overall electric 
mobility system. They control all 
important functions in the electric 
vehicle and form the basis for 
its integration into intelligent 
energy and transport systems, 
which often includes a customer 
smartphone app.

PŲǎĞǍĞƙȪ� ƭŲėóǔɏơ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ƖƙŲĐĞơơ�
ȾǎľŃĐľ� ĐŲŦŦĞĐƭơ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ƖŲŃŦƭơ� ƭŲ�
ƭľĞ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȿ�Ńơ�ŦŲƭ�óơ�ƵơĞƙ�ĶƙŃĞŦėśǔ�óơ�Ńƭ�
ơľŲƵśė�ďĞȪ�óŦė�ƭľĞ�ĞǓĐľóŦķĞ�ĶƙŲŤ�©HU(�
Đóƙėơ� óŦė� óƖƖơ� ƭŲ� ŃŦŃƭŃóƭĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ǍŃó� ƖƙŲƭŲĐŲśơ� óŦė�ŲƭľĞƙ� ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķŃĞơ�
ŲƖĞŦơ� ƵƖ� ƖŲƭĞŦƭŃóś� ơĞĐƵƙŃƭǔ� ŃơơƵĞơ�
ĐƙĞóƭŃŦķ� ó� ŦĞĞė� ƭŲ� ĞŦơƵƙĞ� óķóŃŦơƭ�
ǍƵśŦĞƙóďŃśŃƭǔ�ƭŲ�ľóĐŘŃŦķȯ�

What will the future hold?
UŦƭĞƙŦóƭŃŲŦóś� ơƭóŦėóƙėơ� ĶŲƙŤ� óŦ�
ŃŤƖŲƙƭóŦƭ� Ɩóƙƭ� ŲĶ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�
ķŲǍĞƙŦóŦĐĞȪ� óŦė� ľĞśƖ� ƭŲ� ĞŦơƵƙĞ�
ơǔơƭĞŤơ� óƙĞ� ĐŲŤƖóƭŃďśĞ� óĐƙŲơơ�
ŦóƭŃŲŦơ� óŦė� ŲƖĞƙóƭŲƙơȯ� ISO 15118 
Ńơ� ŲŦĞ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞơĞȪ� óŦė� ėĞóśơ� ǎŃƭľ�
ɌǍĞľŃĐśĞ� ƭŲ� ķƙŃėɍ� ĐŲŤŤƵŦŃĐóƭŃŲŦ�
ŃŦƭĞƙĶóĐĞơ�ŃŦ�ƙŲóė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ�ÅƖėóƭĞė�
ŃŦ� ǭǫǬǴȪ� Ńƭ� Ńơ� ĐŲŦơŃėĞƙĞė� ƭŲ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞ�
ó� ķóŤĞɄĐľóŦķŃŦķ� ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķǔ� ĶŲƙ�
ŃŦƭƵŃƭŃǍĞ�óŦė�ơĞĐƵƙĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȯ� óơĞė�
ŲŦ� U¾ɄĐĞƙƭŃǦĐóƭĞơ� ŃŦơƭóśśĞė� ŃŦ� Đóƙơ�
óŦė� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơƭóƭŃŲŦơȪ� ŤóĐľŃŦĞơ�
ĐóŦ� ĐŲŤŤƵŦŃĐóƭĞ� óƵƭŲŦŲŤŲƵơśǔȪ�
ơĞóŤśĞơơśǔ�óŦė�ơĞĐƵƙĞśǔȯ�¾ľŃơ�ŤĞóŦơ�
ó� ơľŃĶƭ� ƭŲǎóƙėơ�ėŃơƙƵƖƭŃǍĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ĐŲŦĐĞƖƭơȪ� ơƵĐľ� óơ� ďŃɄėŃƙĞĐƭŃŲŦóś� Ųƙ�
ŃŦėƵĐƭŃǍĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ƖƙŲĐĞơơĞơȯ

How is enhanced ICT being 
implemented in GreenCharge?
¾Ų� ƵŦėĞƙơƭóŦė� ƭľĞ� ƙŲśĞ� ŲĶ� U!¾� ŃŦ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ó�ďƙŃĞĶ�ėĞơĐƙŃƖƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�
ơŲŤĞ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�óƖƖơ�óŦė�ƭĞĐľ�ƵơĞė�ŃŦ�
ƭľĞ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ƖŃśŲƭ� ơŃƭĞơ� Ńơ� ķŃǍĞŦ� ŲŦ�
ƭľĞ�ĶŲśśŲǎŃŦķ�ƖóķĞơȯ

hĞĞƖ�ŃŦ�ƭŲƵĐľ�ǎŃƭľ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ĶŲƙ�
ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ�ŃŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦȯ�
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Newsletter
Electric Mobility

For our 4th newsletter, we talked to Jürgen Werneke and 
Arjun Subramanian from Hubject, one of the world leaders 
in EV charging roaming and partner in GreenCharge

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

¾ľŃơ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�ľóơ�ƙĞĐĞŃǍĞė�ĶƵŦėŃŦķ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�1ƵƙŲƖĞóŦ�ÅŦŃŲŦɏơ�
PŲƙŃǞŲŦ�ǭǫǭǫ�ƙĞơĞóƙĐľ�óŦė�
ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞ�ƵŦėĞƙ�
ķƙóŦƭ�óķƙĞĞŤĞŦƭ�vŲ�ǲǱǴǫǬǱ
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ǎǎǎȯŃŦĶŲƙŤĞėĐŃƭŃĞơȯĞƵ

Issue 4 | September 2020

EVs Webinar Special
Round-Up 

Inside

The future charging process 
should be fully automated 
without any manual interaction, 
beside plugging in the cable.
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Electric Vehicle Roaming 
in GreenCharge

¾ľĞ�ǍóƙŃŲƵơ�ƖśóǔĞƙơ�ǎŃƭľŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ŤóƙŘĞƭ�óƙĞ�ĐŲŦŦĞĐƭĞė�ǍŃó�ó�ďƵơŃŦĞơơ�óŦė�U¾�ƖśóƭĶŲƙŤȯ�
UŦ� ƭľĞ� ĐóơĞ� ŲĶ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȪ� ƭľŃơ� Ńơ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞė� ďǔ� ŲƵƙ� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ� PƵďŕĞĐƭȪ� ǎľŲ� ǎŲƙŘơ� óśŲŦķơŃėĞ� ŲƭľĞƙ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�óŦė�ŤóƙŘĞƭ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơȯ

UŦ�ƭľĞ�ƖóơƭȪ�ƭľĞ�ĶŲśśŲǎŃŦķ�ơĐĞŦóƙŃŲơ�ǎŲƵśė�ľóǍĞ�ŲŦśǔ�ďĞĞŦ�ó�ǍŃơŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ǎľóƭ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ŤŃķľƭ�śŲŲŘ�
śŃŘĞȯ� Ƶƭ�ƭŲėóǔȪ�ƭľóŦŘơ�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�óėǍóŦĐĞŤĞŦƭơ�ŲĶ�ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķǔ�óŦė�ơŲĶƭǎóƙĞ�ĐóƖóďŃśŃƭŃĞơȪ�óśś�ŲĶ�ƭľĞŤ�óƙĞ�ó�
ƙĞóśŃƭǔ�óŦė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ǍĞƙǔ�ŦĞóƙ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞ�ĐóŦ�ľĞśƖ�ĐƙĞóƭĞ�ķƙĞĞŦĞƙ�óŦė�ŤŲƙĞ�ơƵơƭóŃŦóďśĞ�ơǔơƭĞŤơ�ŲĶ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭȯ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞȳơ�ƖŃśŲƭ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơ�ŃŦ�ƭľŃơ�óƙĞó�óƙĞ�ơƵŤŤóƙŃơĞė�ďĞśŲǎȯ

UŦ� óƙĐĞśŲŦóȪ�ó�ŦƵŤďĞƙ�ŲĶ�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�
U!¾� óƖƖƙŲóĐľĞơ� óƙĞ� ďĞŃŦķ� ƖŃśŲƭĞė�
ƭŲ� ėĞóś� ǎŃƭľ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ŤŲėĞơ� ŲĶ�
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ� ŃŦ� ĞǓƖĞƙŃŤĞŦƭơ� ŃŦ� óŦė�
óƙŲƵŦė�ƭľĞ�ĐŃƭǔȯ

IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ� 1ƵƙĞĐóƭ�
Ńơ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖŃŦķ� an app for the 
booking� ŲĶ� Đóƙ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� � ƖŲŃŦƭơ�
óśŲŦķ�ǎŃƭľ�ĐŲśśĞĐƭŃŦķ�ơŲŤĞ�ŃŦƖƵƭơ�

ĶŲƙ� ơŤóƙƭ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơƵĐľ� óơ�
ƭľĞ� ŃŦŃƭŃóś� ơƭóƭĞ� ŲĶ� ĐľóƙķĞ� ȾľŲǎ�
ŤƵĐľ� ĞŦĞƙķǔ� Ńơ� ĐƵƙƙĞŦƭśǔ� ŃŦ� ƭľĞ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞȿ� óŦė� ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞė� óŤŲƵŦƭ� ŲĶ�
ĐľóƙķĞ� ȾľŲǎ� ŤƵĐľ� ĞǓƭƙó� ĞŦĞƙķǔ�
Ńơ� ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞė� ĶƙŲŤ� ƭľĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ƖƙŲĐĞơơȿȯ�¾ľĞ�óƖƖ�óśơŲ�ķƵŃėĞơ�ƭľĞ�
ƵơĞƙ� ƭŲ� ƭľĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ƖŲŃŦƭ� óŦė�
ƖƙŲǍŃėĞơ� ƭľĞ� ơƭóƭƵơȵƖƙŲķƙĞơơ� ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơĞơơŃŲŦȯ� ¾ľŃơ� óƖƖ�
Ńơ� ŃŦƭĞŦėĞė� ƭŲ� ďĞ� ƖŃśŲƭĞė� ďǔ� ƭľĞ�
ĞŤƖśŲǔĞĞơ� ŲĶ� 1ƵƙĞĐóƭ� ĶŲƙ� ƭľĞŃƙ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�Đóƙơȯ

Barcelona HƵƙƭľĞƙŤŲƙĞȪ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�
�ƭśóŦƭŃơ�Ńơ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖŃŦķ�Ńơ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖŃŦķ�
óŦ�óƖƖ�ĶŲƙ�ó�bike sharing�ơĞƙǍŃĐĞ�
ȾƖŃĐƭƵƙĞėȿȯ� UŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ� ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�
ƭľĞ�śŲĐóƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ďŃŘĞȪ�ƭľĞ�ơƭóƭĞ�ŲĶ�
ĐľóƙķĞȪ�ƙŲƵƭĞ�ľŃơƭŲƙǔ�óŦė�ėŃƙĞĐƭŃŲŦơ�
ƭŲ�ó�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦ�óƙĞ�óǍóŃśóďśĞ�
ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�óƖƖȯ

±ŃŤŃśóƙśǔȪ�óŦ�óƖƖ�Ńơ�ďĞŃŦķ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė�
ĶŲƙ� óŦ� electric scooter sharing 
service� ďǔ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�
tŲƭŃƭȯ

Image: Enchufing
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Electric Vehicle Roaming 
in GreenCharge

UŦ� �ơśŲȪ� ƭľĞ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�
ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŃŲŦ� ơŃƭĞơ� óƙĞ� ľĞóǍŃśǔ�
ėĞƖĞŦėĞŦƭ� ŲŦ� ƭľĞ� ėĞǍĞśŲƖŤĞŦƭ�
óŦė� ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭŃŲŦ� ŲĶ� ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķǔ� ĶŲƙ�
ƭľĞŃƙ� ŲƖĞƙóƭŃŲŦóś� ƖĞƙĶŲƙŤóŦĐĞ�óŦė�
óĐĐĞơơŃďŃśŃƭǔ�ďǔ�ƭľĞŃƙ�ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙơȯ

UŦ� �ơśŲɏơ� energy smart 
neighbourhood� ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŃŲŦȪ�
ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ƖƙŲėƵĐĞė�ĶƙŲŤ�ƖľŲƭŲǍŲśƭóŃĐ�
ĐĞśśơ� Ńơ� ơƭŲƙĞė� ŃŦ� ďóƭƭĞƙŃĞơ� óŦė�
ƭƙóŦơĶĞƙƙĞė� ǍŃó� ó� ơŤóƙƭ� ďóƭƭĞƙǔ�
ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ� ơǔơƭĞŤ� ƭŲ� ĐľóƙķĞ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ� ƖóƙŘĞė� ŃŦ� ǯ� ơƭŲƙĞǔ�
ƙĞơŃėĞŦƭŃóś� ƖóƙŘŃŦķ� ķóƙóķĞȯ� ¾ľŃơ�
ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞơ� ƭľĞ� ŃŦǍŲśǍĞŤĞŦƭ� ŲĶ� ŤóŦǔ�
ơŲĶƭǎóƙĞ� ơǔơƭĞŤơ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞė� ďǔ�
ƭľĞ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơȩ� � ƭľĞ�
ŦĞǎ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� óƖƖ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė� óŦė� ėĞśŃǍĞƙĞė� ďǔ� î1¾Ȫ�
ƭľĞ� ĞŦĞƙķǔ� ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ� ơǔơƭĞŤ�
ƖƙŲǍŃėĞė� ďǔ� Ğ±Ťóƙƭ� óŦė� ƭľĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ� ơǔơƭĞŤ�
ƖƙŲǍŃėĞė� ďǔ� HŲƙƭƵŤ� óŦė� ƭľĞ� ơƵďɄ
ơƵƖƖśŃĞƙ� �ŦĞ!Ųȿȯ� ¾ľŃơ� ŃŦėŃĐóƭĞơ�
ƭľĞ� ƭĞĐľŦŃĐóś� óŦė� ơƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙ�
ĐŲŤƖśĞǓŃƭǔ� ŃŦ� ķĞƭƭŃŦķ� ó� ƙĞśóƭŃǍĞśǔ�

ơŤóśś� ơŤóƙƭ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơǔơƭĞŤ� ƵƖ�
óŦė�ƙƵŦŦŃŦķȯ

±ĞŤŃ�Ķóơƭ�ĐľóƙķĞƙơ�ŲŦ�óŦ�óėŕóĐĞŦƭ�
ơŃƭĞ� óƙĞ� ďĞŃŦķ� ƖƵƭ� ŃŦ� ƖśóĐĞ� ŃŦ�
óŦ� óĐĐĞơơŃďśĞ� visitor outdoor 
location� ƭŲ� ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭĞ� ĞŦĞƙķǔ�

Oslo

¾ľĞ� ƖŃśŲƭ� ơŃƭĞ� ŃŦ�  ƙĞŤĞŦ� ĐŲŦơŃơƭơ�
ŲĶ� ó� ǍóƙŃĞƭǔ� ŲĶ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ� 
óėėƙĞơơŃŦķ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ƭǔƖĞơ� ŲĶ� ƵơĞƙơ� 
óŦė� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ƭǔƖĞơ� ŲĶ� ĞŦǍŃƙŲŦŤĞŦƭ�
ȾĞȯķȯ� ƙĞơŃėĞŦƭŃóśȪ� ǎŲƙŘƖśóĐĞȿȯ� ¾ľĞơĞ�
ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�óśśŲǎ�car sharing�ďĞƭǎĞĞŦ�

ƵơĞƙơ� ŦŲƭ� ŲǎŦŃŦķ� ó� ĐóƙȪ� ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�
ĐóƭĞƙŃŦķ� ĶŲƙ� ơƖŲƙóėŃĐ�usage in the 
combination with public transport 
óŦė� ƭŲ� ĐŲŤŤƵƭĞƙơ� ƭƙóǍĞśśŃŦķȵ 
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�óƭ�ǎŲƙŘ�ŲŦ�ó�ƙĞķƵśóƙ�ďóơŃơȯ�

!ľóƙķŃŦķ� ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ� óƙĞ� ĞŃƭľĞƙ�
ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭĞė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ķƙŃė�ŲĶ�śŲĐóś�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�

Bremen

ơľóƙŃŦķ� ŃŦ� ó� ŦĞŃķľďŲƵƙľŲŲė� óŦė�
ƭľĞ� ĐŲŦǍĞŦŃĞŦĐĞ� ŲĶ� Ğ©ŲóŤŃŦķ� 
ƭŲ� ǍŃơŃƭŲƙơ� ėƙŃǍŃŦķ� ƭŲ� ƭľĞ� ơŃƭĞȯ�
HŲƙƭƵŤɏơ� óŦė� PƵďŕĞĐƭɏơ� ơŲĶƭǎóƙĞ�
ơǔơƭĞŤơ� óƙĞ� ŃŦǍŲśǍĞė� ŃŦ� ƭľŃơ�
ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŃŲŦȪ� óśŲŦķơŃėĞ� óŦ� óƖƖ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė�ďǔ�î1¾ȯ

ƵƭŃśŃƭǔ� ĐŲŤƖóŦǔ� Ųƙ� óƙĞ� Ɩóƙƭ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ�
śŲĐóś� ķƙŃė� ŃŦ� ó� ėŃơƭƙŃĐƭ� óƙĞóȯ� ¾ľĞ�
ơŲĶƭǎóƙĞ� óŦė� ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķǔ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞƙơ�
ĶŲƙ� ƭľĞ� ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŲƙơ� ŃŦ�  ƙĞŤĞŦ�
óƙĞ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơ� î1¾�
ȾƖƙŲǍŃėŃŦķ� Đóƙ� ơľóƙŃŦķ� ơĞƙǍŃĐĞơ�
óŦė� ơŲĶƭǎóƙĞȿ� óŦė� ¦t!� ȾƖƙŲǍŃėŃŦķ�
ǎŲƙŘƖśóĐĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơǔơƭĞŤơȿȯ
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GreenCharge Uptake Cities – What’s up in 
Burgas and Thessaloniki?
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ÅƖ� ƭŲ� Ǭǭ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ� !ŃƭŃĞơ�ǎŃśś� śĞóƙŦ� ĶƙŲŤ� ƭľĞ� ƭľƙĞĞ� ƖŃśŲƭ� IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ� ĐŃƭŃĞơȪ� ƭľƙŲƵķľ� ơŃƭĞ� ǍŃơŃƭơ� óŦė� óŦ�
óėǍóŦĐĞė�ǎĞďŃŦóƙ� ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞȯ� ¾ľĞ� ŃŦĐśƵėĞė� ĐŃƭŃĞơ� óƙĞ� ơƭŃśś� óƭ� Ğóƙśǔ� ơƭóķĞơ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞŃƙ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�
ŕŲƵƙŦĞǔȪ�ǎľŲ�ơĞĞŘ�ƭŲ�śĞóƙŦ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖŃśŲƭơ�óŦė�ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭŃŲŦơȯ�UŦ�ƭľŃơ�ŃơơƵĞ�ǎĞ�ľĞóƙ�óďŲƵƭ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ơƭƙóƭĞķŃĞơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ĶƙŃĞŦėơ�ŃŦ� Ƶƙķóơ�ŃŦ� ƵśķóƙŃó�óŦė�¾ľĞơơóśŲŦŃŘŃ�ŃŦ�IƙĞĞĐĞȯ

 Ƶƙķóơ� ďĞķóŦ� ŃŤƖƙŲǍŃŦķ� Ńƭơ�
ƵƙďóŦ� ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ� ơǔơƭĞŤ� ŃŦ� ǭǫǬǫ� Ʉ�
ƙĞŦĞǎŃŦķ� Ńƭơ� ďƵơ� ǧĞĞƭȪ� ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐŃŦķ�
ďƵơ� ƙóƖŃė� ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ� Ⱦ ©¾ȿ� śóŦĞơȪ�
ƙĞŦŲǍóƭŃŦķ�ƙŲóė�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�óŦė�
ďƵơ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơȯ

¾ľĞ� Ǧƙơƭ� óĐƭŃǍŃƭǔ� ƵŦėĞƙƭóŘĞŦ� ďǔ� ƭľĞ�
!Ńƭǔ� ǎóơ� ƭŲ� ĞŦơƵƙĞ� ƭľĞ� ƖƙĞơĞŦĐĞ� ŲĶ�
óśś� ŦĞĐĞơơóƙǔ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞȯ� ¾ľĞ�
!Ńƭǔ� ľóơ� óśơŲ� ơƭóƙƭĞė� śŲŲŘŃŦķ� ƭŲ� ƭľĞ�
ĶƵƭƵĞȪ�óŦė�Ńơ�ĐŲŦơƭóŦƭśǔ�ơĞóƙĐľŃŦķ�ĶŲƙ�
ŦĞǎ�ŲƖƖŲƙƭƵŦŃƭŃĞơ�ƭŲ�ďƵŃśė�ƵƖŲŦ�óŦė�
ƵƖķƙóėĞ�ƭľĞŃƙ�óĐľŃĞǍĞŤĞŦƭơȪ�ŤóŘŃŦķ�
ƭľĞŤ�ķƙĞĞŦĞƙ�óŦė�ơŤóƙƭĞƙȯ�(ƵƙŃŦķ�ƭľĞ�
śóơƭ�ĶĞǎ�ǔĞóƙơȪ�ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�ľóơ�ėĞƖśŲǔĞė�
ĐŲŦơŃėĞƙóďśĞ� ĞǣŲƙƭơ� ŃŦ� ŲƙėĞƙ� ƭŲ�
ĞŦľóŦĐĞ�ĞɄŤŲďŃśŃƭǔȪ�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķȩ

• 1ÝɄĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�Ɂ�ƭľĞƙĞ�
óƙĞ�Ǯ�1Ý�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�óƭ�

tƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�ƖóƙŘŃŦķ�śŲƭơ�óŦė�ǳ�
ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�óƭ�
ơľŲƖƖŃŦķ�ĐĞŦƭƙĞơ�óŦė�ŲƭľĞƙ�
ĐŲŤŤƵŦŃĐóƭŃǍĞ�ƖƵďśŃĐ�ƖśóĐĞơȯ���
ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ�ŲƖĞƙóƭŲƙ�ǎŃśś�ŃŦơƭóśś�ǰǫ�1Ý�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�ďǔ�ƭľĞ�ĞŦė�ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ�ǔĞóƙȯ

• 1ɄǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ĶŲƙ�ƭľĞ�ŦĞĞėơ�ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ�tƵŦŃĐŃƖóśŃƭǔ�Ɂ�ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�Ńơ�
ƖƙŲķƙĞơơŃǍĞśǔ�ƭƙǔŃŦķ�ƭŲ�ƙĞƖśóĐĞ�
ĐŲŦǍĞŦƭŃŲŦóś�ŤƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�
ǎŃƭľ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ��ƭ�ƭľĞ�
ŤŲŤĞŦƭȪ�ǭ�ĞɄơĐŲŲƭĞƙơȪ�ǯ�ĞɄǍóŦơ�
óŦė�ǯ�ĞɄǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ľóǍĞ�ďĞĞŦ�
óėėĞė�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ŤƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�ǧĞĞƭȯ

• ǰǱ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ďƵơĞơ�ǎŃśś�ďĞ�
ƖƵƙĐľóơĞė�ďǔ�ƭľĞ�ďĞķŃŦŦŃŦķ�ŲĶ�
ŦĞǓƭ�ǔĞóƙ�óŦė�ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐĞė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
ƵƙďóŦ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�ďƵơ�ǧĞĞƭȯ

Mobility is of crucial importance to the development of the 
city of Burgas. With its harbour, airport, railway, roadway, and 
connection to the Trans-European-Network for Transport 
(TEN-T), it is considered to be an intermodal transport hub.

A shared rent a bike 
system was created in 
2015. 20 e-bikes were 
introduced in 2017 with 
26 charging points for 
e-bikes at 10 charging 
stations, in total, there are 
120 bicycles across all 14 
stations. The network of 
bike lanes within the city 
has reached 62 km.

Electric bike hire station. 
Image: City of Burgas

Burgas – Getting Rolling with Light Electric Vehicles
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Thessaloniki – Building on a New Metro System

�ĐĐŲƙėŃŦķ� ƭŲ� ƙĞĐĞŦƭ� ƙĞơĞóƙĐľȪ� ƭľĞ�
ƵơĞ� ŲĶ� ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ� ďƵơĞơ� ĶŲƙ� ƖƵďśŃĐ�
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭóƭŃŲŦ� ŃŦ� ƭľĞ� ĐŃƭǔ� ľóơ� śĞė�
ƭŲ� ƭľĞ� ŦĞĞė� ĶŲƙ� ǰǫ� ƭŲ� Ǭǫǫ� ŦĞǎ�
ơƭóŦėóƙė� ȾǬǭŤȿ�  1Ýơȯ� �ơ� Ɩóƙƭ� ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ� ŃŦǍĞơƭŃķóƭŃŲŦ� ŲĶ� śŲĐóƭŃŲŦơ� ĶŲƙ�
ƭľĞ� ǬǭŤ� ďƵơĞơȪ� ƭľĞ� ƙĞơĞóƙĐľ� ľóơ�
óśơŲ� ľŃķľśŃķľƭĞė� ƭľĞ�ŲƖƖŲƙƭƵŦŃƭǔ� ƭŲ�
ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐĞ��ƙƭŃĐƵśóƭĞė� ȾǬǳŤȿ�1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�
ÝĞľŃĐśĞơ� ŲŦ� ơŲŤĞ� ƙŲƵƭĞơȯ� ¾ľĞơĞ�
ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ĐóŦ�ƭóŘĞ�óėǍóŦƭóķĞ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�

Ķóơƭ� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ� ƭľóƭ�
Ńơ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞė� óƭ� ƭľĞ� ƭĞƙŤŃŦŃ� ƵơĞė� ĶŲƙ�
ƭľĞ�ǬǭŤ�ďƵơĞơȯ�±ƵĐľ�ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦơ�ǎŃśś�
ĐŲŦƭŃŦƵĞ�ƭŲ�ďĞ�ĞǓƖśŲƙĞėȯ

¾ľĞ�ŤƵŦŃĐŃƖóśŃƭǔ�ŲĶ�¾ľĞơơóśŲŦŃŘŃ�ľóơ�
ƙĞĐĞŦƭśǔ�óƖƖƙŲǍĞė�ƭľĞ�ƖƙŲĐƵƙĞŤĞŦƭ�
ŲĶ�ǰǫ�ĞɄǍĞľŃĐśĞơȯ�¾ľĞơĞ�ǎŃśś�ơĞƙǍĞ�ƭľĞ�
ŦĞĞėơ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�(ŃƙĞĐƭŲƙóƭĞ�ŲĶ�©ĞĐǔĐśŃŦķ�
óŦė�tƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�ÞóơƭĞ�tóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ�
óơ�ǎĞśś�óơ�ƭľĞ�tƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�¦ŲśŃĐĞȯ

Thessaloniki looks to data to help the City and its partners, such 
as the central government, as well as other local authorities, 
define the parameters of the e-mobility sector. For example, 
infrastructure for Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) should be 
supported by a detailed route-by-route analysis of vehicle use 
in order to properly understand the requirements to ensure 
continuous operation (such as depot provision and on-street 
charging).

GreenCharge Uptake Cities – What’s up in 
Burgas and Thessaloniki?

A crucial aspect in 
Thessaloniki is the 
operation of the metro 
(subway) system within 
the coming years. This 
is expected to lead to 
changes in the operational 
patterns of buses. For this 
reason, the BEV assessment 
for buses has been 
focussed on those routes 
where there is no obvious 
overlap with impacts 
from the use of the metro. 
A proper incorporation 
of data will inform the 
distribution of locations 
for installing fast charging 
systems.

Impression of Metro. 
Image: City of Thessaloniki
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��4 hours
Organiser: EFFICIENCE
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳǴ(ėÝtȶľķIǴǫʋ 
ĶĞóƭƵƙĞɳǔŲƵƭƵȯďĞ

• !ŃƭŃĞơ�ŃŦǍŲśǍĞė�ŃŦ�
1ǤĐŃĞŦĐĞ�ėŃơĐƵơơŃŦķ�ėóƭó�
ĶŲƙ�ƖƵďśŃĐ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�óŦė�
ƭƙŲśśĞǔďƵơĞơ

��1.5 hours
Organiser: ECCENTRIC
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳ�ĐķtƘŤ©vƘƭĐʋ 
ƭɳǭǰǭǳơ

• ±ƭŲĐŘľŲśŤ�Ʉ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�óŦė�1Ý

• ¾ƵƙŘƵ�Ʉ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�
ŤƵŦŃĐŃƖóśŃƭǔ�ǧĞĞƭ
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Online EV seminars
- EU Projects v¡v¡
ǭǫǭǫ�ľóơ�ǎŃƭŦĞơơĞė�ó�ơƭƙŲŦķ�ķƙŲǎƭľ�ŃŦ�ŲŦśŃŦĞ�ơĞŤŃŦóƙơ�ĶŲƙ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔȯ�UŦ�ó�ĐľóŦķĞ�ƭŲ�ŲƵƙ�ƵơƵóś�
ŦĞǎơ�ƙĞǍŃĞǎȪ�óŦė�óơ�Ɩóƙƭ�ŲĶ�ŲƵƙ� ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ�óĐƭŃǍŃƭŃĞơȪ�ǎĞ�ŘĞĞƖ�óŦ�ĞǔĞ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞơĞȯ� UŦ� ƭľŃơ�
ơƖĞĐŃóś�ĞėŃƭŃŲŦȪ�ǎĞ�ƖŃĐŘ�ŲƵƭ�ó�ĶĞǎ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ďĞơƭ�ơŲƵƙĐĞơ�ŲĶ�ŘŦŲǎśĞėķĞ� ŃŦ�ƙĞĐĞŦƭ�ƙĞĐŲƙėŃŦķơ� ŃŦ�ó�ơƖĞĐŃóś�
śĞóƙŦŃŦķ�ǞŲŦĞȯ�¾ľĞƙĞ�Ńơ�ŲǍĞƙ�ǰǫ�ľŲƵƙơ�ŲĶ�ĐŲŦƭĞŦƭ�ƭŲ�ĐľŲŲơĞ�ĶƙŲŤȯ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ŤŲŦŃƭŲƙơ�ƭľĞŤ�ƭľƙŲƵķľ�
ŲƵƙ�ŃŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ�ơƭƙóƭĞķǔȯ

Promoting electric 
mobility and 
electrification

Data-based 
planning of 
energy efficient 
public transport 
infrastructure
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��2 hours

• !�ÝU(ɄǬǴ�ŃŤƖóĐƭ�ŲŦ�ĞɄŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ
• !ŃƭŃĞơȳ�ĞǓƖĞƙŃĞŦĐĞ�ėƵƙŃŦķ�óŦė�
óĶƭĞƙ�ƭľĞ�śŲĐŘėŲǎŦ�Ⱦ©ŲŤóȪ�
¾ƙŃŘóśóȪ� óƙŃȿ

• �ǍĞƙǍŃĞǎ�ŲĶ�ƙĞƖŲƙƭ�óŦė�ƭľĞ�
ƙĞĐŲŤŤĞŦėóƭŃŲŦơ�Ʉ�1jÝU¾1v�
ľóơ�ơŲƵķľƭ�ƭŲ�ŤóŘĞ�ƵơĞƙơ�
ŤŲƙĞ�ĶóŤŃśŃóƙ�óŦė�ĶóĐŃśŃƭóƭĞ�
ƭľĞŤ�ƭŲ�ƵơĞ�1jɄÝơ�ĶŲƙ�ƭľĞŃƙ�
ƖƙŃǍóƭĞ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�óŦė�ĶŲƙ�śŃķľƭ�
ƵƙďóŦ�ėĞśŃǍĞƙŃĞơȯ�Uƭ�ľóơ�óśơŲ�
ĐŲśśĞĐƭĞė�ŃŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ�ơĞƭơ�
ŤóėĞ�ŲĶ�ƙĞóś�ƵơóķĞ�ėóƭóȪ�
ƭƙóĐĞơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ėĞėŃĐóƭĞė�U!¾�
ƭŲŲśơȪ�óŦė�ƵơĞƙơɏ�ŲƖŃŦŃŲŦơ�óĶƭĞƙ�
ƙĞóś�ƭƙŃƖơȯ

Experiences and 
recommendations 
for Light Electric 
Vehicles (EL-Vs) 
usage

Organiser: ELVITEN
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵĐľóŦŦĞśȵ
Å!Ǳ¾IǍǫƘ©©ƵėÅP�Ųǭǲǯ 
ĐƖǞ±ķȵǍŃėĞŲơ

Image: Pixabay / Pexels



��
Report of internal 
discussion session

Organiser: ICLEI
ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵȵ
ŦĞǎơȵǎĞďŃŦóƙɄƙŲóėŤóƖɄƭŲɄĞɄ
ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ

• ¾ľĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�
ĐŲŲƙėŃŦóƭĞơ�óŦ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ�!ŃƭŃĞơ�
IƙŲƵƖ�ȾÅ!Iȿȯ�¾ľŃơ�ėŲĐƵŤĞŦƭ�
ơƵŤŤóƙŃơĞơ�ƭŃƖơ�ƭŲ�ľĞśƖ�
ƭľĞŤ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖ�óŦ�ĞɄŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�
ƙŲóėŤóƖ

• ÞľŃśơƭ�ƭľĞ�ŤĞĞƭŃŦķ�ǎóơ�ľĞśė�
ŃŦƭĞƙŦóśśǔ�ƭŲ�óŃė�ƭľĞ�ĶƙĞĞ�
ĞǓĐľóŦķĞ�ŲĶ�ŃėĞóơȪ�ƭľŃơ�ŦŲƭĞ�
ơƵŤŤóƙŃơĞơ�ŘĞǔ�śĞóƙŦŃŦķ�
ƖŲŃŦƭơ�ƭľóƭ�óƙĞ�ŲĶ�ǎŃėĞƙ�
ŃŦƭĞƙĞơƭȯ

I©11v!P�©I1�1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�tŲďŃśŃƭǔ�vĞǎơśĞƭƭĞƙ�UơơƵĞ�ǯ�U�±ĞƖƭĞŤďĞƙ�ǭǫǭǫ

Online EV seminars
- EU Projects v¡v¡

Roadmaps to 
E-mobility

��2 hours
Organiser: EuroCities

ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵǔŲƵƭƵȯďĞȵǫķ1ȶ!1ǍǴśŤä

• �śƭĞƙŦóƭŃǍĞ�HƵĞśơ�UŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
(ŃƙĞĐƭŃǍĞ�Ⱦ�HU(ȿ�ƙĞǍŃơŃŲŦ

• !ŃƭŃĞơɏ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
ėĞƖśŲǔŤĞŦƭ�ơƭƙóƭĞķŃĞơ

• UŦŦŲǍóƭŃǍĞ�ƖśóŦŦŃŦķ�ƭŲŲś�ďĞŃŦķ�
ėĞǍĞśŲƖĞė�ďǔ�ƭľĞ�Å±1©Ʉ!PU�
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�ȾǎǎǎȯƵơĞƙĐľŃȯĞƵȿȪ�
ƭľĞ�!ľóƙķŃŦķ�UŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
jŲĐóƭUŲŦ�óŦė�PŲśŃơƭŃ!�¦śóŦŦŃŦķ�
hŃƭ�Ⱦ!jU!hȿȯ

• ÞŃƭľ�ƭľóŦŘơ�ƭŲ�tóƭŃśėĞ�
!ľŃŦĞśśóƭŲ�óƭ�1ƵƙŲĐŃƭŃĞơ�ĶŲƙ�
ơľóƙŃŦķ�ƭľĞ�śŃŦŘ�ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�óƵėŃĞŦĐĞ

Cities approaches 
to EV charging 
infrastructure 
deployment

Image: Pixabay / Pexels
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Online EV seminars 
- Conferences v¡v¡
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��8 hours

• ±ŤóƙƭȪ�!śĞóŦ�1ŦĞƙķǔ�óŦė�
1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ÝĞľŃĐśĞơ�ĶŲƙ�ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�
Ⱦ±11ÝǯɄ!ŃƭǔȿȪ�ĶƵŦėĞė�ďǔ�ƭľĞ�
1Å�UŦƭĞƙƙĞķ�vŲƙƭľ�±Ğó�©ĞķŃŲŦ�
¦ƙŲķƙóŤŤĞȪ�ŕƵơƭ�ĐóŤĞ�ƭŲ�Ńƭơ�
ĐŲŦĐśƵơŃŲŦȯ

• Uƭơ�ŤóŃŦ�ŲďŕĞĐƭŃǍĞ�ǎóơ�ƭŲ�
ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭĞ�ƭľóƭ�ơŤóƙƭ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�
ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ơŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ�ƭľóƭ�ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭĞ�
ƙĞŦĞǎóďśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ơŲƵƙĐĞơ�
ĞŦĐŲƵƙóķĞ�ƭóŘĞɄƵƖ�ŃŦ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ

Organiser: SEEV4-City
ľƭƭƖȩȵȵĞǍĞŦƭȯơĞĞǍǯɄĐŃƭǔȯĞƵ

SEEV4-City Closing 
Webinars

��3+ hours

• ��ėĞƭóŃśĞė�ƙóŦķĞ�ŲĶ�ĐŲŦƭĞŦƭ�
óĐĐŲŤƖóŦŃĞė�ďǔ�óŦ�ŲŦśŃŦĞ�
śĞóƙŦŃŦķ�ĐŲƵƙơĞȪ�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķȩ

•  ±©�1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǦŦóś�ƙĞơƵśƭ
• ¦ƙŲĐƵƙĞŤĞŦƭ�óŦė�óĐƘƵŃơŃƭŃŲŦ�
ŲĶ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ďƵơĞơ�ŃŦ��ơśŲȪ�
IŲƭľĞŦďƵƙķ�óŦė�PóŤďƵƙķ

• UŤƖśĞŤĞŦƭóƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃǦĞė�
ĐŲŤŤĞƙĐŃóś�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�óŦė�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ŃŦ�
1ƵƙŲƖĞ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞ

Organiser: BSR Electric
ǎǎǎȯďơƙɄĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȯĞƵȵŦĞǎơȵ
ďơƙɄĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐɄǦŦóśɄĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞɄóɄ
śŲŲŘɄďóĐŘɄóƭɄŲƵƙɄďŃķķĞơƭɄĞǍĞŦƭ

Baltic Sea Region 
(BSR) Electric –  
virtual conference

Image: iStock / Gremlin



Online EV seminars 
- Charging Systems v¡v¡

��1 hour

• (ĞǍĞśŲƖŃŦķ�ėĞƖŲƭ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
• ¾ǔƖĞơ�óŦė�ơŃǞĞơ�ŲĶ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ơǔơƭĞŤơ�óŦė�ƭƙóėĞɄŲǣơ

• hĞǔ�ĐŲŦĐĞƖƭơ�óďŲƵƭ�ƖĞóŘ�śŲóė
• ¦ĞóŘɄơľóǍŃŦķ�ơƭƙóƭĞķŃĞơ�Ɂ�ơƵĐľ�
óơ�ėĞŤóŦė�ƙĞơƖŲŦơĞ�óŦė�
ơƭŲƙóķĞ�ĐóƖóĐŃƭǔ

• ±ƭĞƖơ�ŲƙķóŦŃǞóƭŃŲŦơ�ŦĞĞė�ƭŲ�
ƭóŘĞ�ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞŃƙ�ƵƭŃśŃƭŃĞơ�ȾóŦė�
ǎľĞŦȿ�ƭŲ�ėĞǍĞśŲƖ�ƭľĞ�ŦĞĞėĞė�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ĐóƖóĐŃƭǔ

Organiser: Environmental 
Defense Fund Climate 
Corps Webinar Series
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȯ
ķŲƭŲǎĞďŃŦóƙȯĐŲŤȵ
ƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȵǭǲǴǰǭǲǭǮǭǰǱǱǭǬǬǬǲǰǳ

Charging System 
Development

��1 hour

• 1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȪ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ƭľĞŤȪ�
óŦė�ƭľĞ�ĞǣĞĐƭ�ŲĶ�ƭľŃơ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�ŦĞƭǎŲƙŘ

• 1śĞĐƭƙŃĐ�vóƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�¦óƙŘ�ʋ�
!ľóƙķĞ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơ

Electric Vehicles: 
broadening access 
and supporting 
electricity 
networks

Organiser: Oxford 
University Programme on 
Integrating Renewable 
Energy
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳŲǳƘǲUŦȶǓǫėtʋƭɳǭǬǫǲơ

Image: Pixabay / Stux
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Online EV seminars 
- Hubs v¡v¡

��1 hour

• �ƵƭƖƵƭơ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ĞPÅ ±�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȪ�
ŃŦ�ƖóƙƭŃĐƵśóƙ�ƭľĞ�ŲďŕĞĐƭŃǍĞ�
ŲĶ�ėĞƖśŲǔŃŦķ�Ǵǭ�ĞPÅ ±��ŃŦ�Ǳ�
ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ�ďǔ�ƭľĞ�ĞŦė�ŲĶ�ǭǫǭǬ

• (ĞǍĞśŲƖŤĞŦƭ�ŲĶ�ó�ėŃķŃƭóś�ŘŃŲơŘ�
óŦė�ėóƭóďóơĞ�ĶŲƙ�ĞPÅ ±�ĶŲƙ�
ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�óŦė�tóó±ɄƖƙŲǍŃėĞƙơȯ�

Organiser: eHubs
ǎǎǎȯŦǎĞƵƙŲƖĞȯĞƵȵ
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơȵƖƙŲŕĞĐƭɄơĞóƙĐľȵ
ĞľƵďơɄơŤóƙƭɄơľóƙĞėɄ
ķƙĞĞŦɄŤŲďŃśŃƭǔɄľƵďơȵŦĞǎơȵ
ơľóƙĞėɄóŦėɄĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐɄŤŲďŃśŃƭǔɄ
ľƵďơɄƭľĞɄĞľƵďơɄĐŲŦĐĞƖƭɄóŦėɄ
ƭľĞɄĐŲŦŦĞĐƭŃŲŦɄŲĶɄėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭɄ
ŤŲėĞơɄŃŦɄóɄŤóóơɄśóŦėơĐóƖĞȵ

��2 hours
Organisers:  
Regen / CENEX
ǎǎǎȯƙĞķĞŦȯĐŲȯƵŘȵĞǍĞŦƭȵ
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐɄǍĞľŃĐśĞɄóŦėɄĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔɄ
ơǔơƭĞŤɄĶŲƙƵŤɄĐľóƙķŃŦķɄľƵďơ

• (ĞǍĞśŲƖŤĞŦƭ�óŦė�ƙŲśĞ�ŲĶ�ƵśƭƙóɄ
ƙóƖŃė�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ľƵďơ�óŦė�ƭľĞ�
ŃŤƖśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơ�ĶŲƙ�ƭľĞ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�
ŦĞƭǎŲƙŘȯ

• ¾ľĞ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙ�ľĞóƙė�ĶƙŲŤ�
ŃŦėƵơƭƙǔ�śĞóėĞƙơ�ŃŦ�ƵśƭƙóɄƙóƖŃė�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ľƵďơ�óŦė�ĶƙŲŤ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�ŦĞƭǎŲƙŘơȪ�ėŃơĐƵơơŃŦķ�
ƖƙŲķƙĞơơ�óŦė�ĞǓóŤŃŦŃŦķ�
ƭľĞ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞ�ĶŲƙ�ƭľŃơ�ķƙŲǎŃŦķ�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ŲƖƖŲƙƭƵŦŃƭǔȯ

Ultra rapid 
charging hubs

Shared and electric 
mobility hubs

��2 hours

• !ľóśśĞŦķĞơ�ĶóĐĞė�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�
ơǔơƭĞŤơ�ėƵĞ�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ŃŦĐƙĞóơĞė�
ƖƙŲėƵĐƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ƙĞŦĞǎóďśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�
óŦė�ķƙŲǎƭľ�ŲĶ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ

• jĞơơŲŦơ�śĞóƙŦƭ�ĶƙŲŤ�ơŃǓ�ơŤóƙƭ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ƖŃśŲƭơ�ƭľóƭ�ľóǍĞ�ďĞĞŦ�
Ɩóƙƭ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�UŦƭĞƙƙĞķ�v±©�Ɏ±11ÝǯɄ
!Ńƭǔɏ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȯ�UŦ�ƭľĞơĞ�ƖŃśŲƭơȪ�
ơĞǍĞƙóś�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ơŤóƙƭ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
óŦė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞɄƭŲɄķƙŃė�ȾÝǭIȵÝǭãȿ�
ơŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ�ǎĞƙĞ�ėĞŤŲŦơƭƙóƭĞė�
ǎľŃĐľ�óŃŤĞė�ƭŲ�ŲƖƭŃŤŃơĞ�
ƭľĞ�ơƵƖƖśǔ�óŦė�ėĞŤóŦė�ŲĶ�
ƙĞŦĞǎóďśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�óƭ�śŲĐóƭŃŲŦơ�
ǎľĞƙĞ�1Ýơ�óƙĞ�ƵơĞė�óŦė�ƖóƙŘĞėȯ�

Energy Synergies 
in Transportation 
Hubs & Smart 
Charging Pilots

Organiser: Cenex 
Nederland
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵĐĞŦĞǓķƙŲƵƖȯ
ŦśȵǭǫǭǫȵǫǱȵǬǰȵƙĞƖśóǔɄƭľĞɄ
ǎĞďŃŦóƙɄĞŦĞƙķǔɄơǔŦĞƙķŃĞơɄ
ŃŦɄƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭóƭŃŲŦɄľƵďơɄ
óŦėɄơŤóƙƭɄĐľóƙķŃŦķɄƖŃśŲƭơɄ
ŕƵŦĞɄǬǫɄǭǫǭǫ

Image: Pixabay / Wikimedia Images
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Online EV seminars 
- Thought pieces v¡v¡

��1 hour

• PŲǎ�ĐśŲơĞ�óƙĞ�ǎĞ�ƭŲ�ƙĞóśśǔ�
ķŲŃŦķ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȰ

• ÞŃśś�ƭľĞơĞ�ŦĞǎ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ŤóŘĞ�
ƭƙóǤĐ�óŦė�ƖŲśśƵƭŃŲŦ�ó�ƭľŃŦķ�ŲĶ�
ƭľĞ�ƖóơƭȰ

E-mobility: lifeline 
for cities – or an 
illusion?

��1 hour

• ©ĞơĞóƙĐľ�ƭľóƭ�ĞǓƖśŲƙĞơ�
ƭľĞ�ŤóĐƙŲ�ĞĐŲŦŲŤŃĐ�óŦė�
ơŲĐŃĞƭóś�ŃŤƖóĐƭơ�ŲĶ�ďŲƭľ�
ŃŦǍĞơƭŃŦķ�ƭŲ�ƙĞŃŦĶŲƙĐĞ�ƭľĞ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�ŦĞƭǎŲƙŘ�óŦė�ĶƙŲŤ�
ơľŃĶƭŃŦķ�ĶƵĞśśŃŦķ�ĶƙŲŤ�ĶŲơơŃś�
ĶƵĞśơ�ƭŲ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔȯ

• !ŲŦơŃėĞƙóƭŃŲŦơ�ĶŲƙ�ó�fƵơƭ�
¾ƙóŦơŃƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�ƙĞķƵśóƭŲƙǔ�
óŦė�ƖŲśŃĐǔ�ŃŤƖśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơȯ

Organiser: DecarboN8 
Research Network
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳơǯîäîƵľǲ�Uķ

Exploring the 
economic and societal 
impacts of the roll  
out of electric  
vehicles in the UK

Organiser: Shaping 
Mobility/PTV
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵǔŲƵƭƵȯďĞȵvtǯơ¾Ń¨ė(ǫǫ

��1 hour

• ¾óśŘ�ďǔ��ŦƭľŲŦǔ�±ŃŤƖơŲŦ
• �ƙĞ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ƙĞóśśǔ�
ķƙĞĞŦĞƙ�ƭľóŦ�ƖĞƭƙŲśȵėŃĞơĞśȰ

• PŲǎ�ėŲĞơ�Ńƭ�ĐŲŤƖóƙĞ�ƭŲ�ŲƭľĞƙ�
ĶŲƙŤơ�ŲĶ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭȰ

• PŲǎ�ĐśŲơĞ�Ńơ�ƭľĞ�1Ý�ƭƙóŦơŃƭŃŲŦȰ
• !óŦ�ŲƵƙ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�ơǔơƭĞŤ�ĐŲƖĞȰ
• �Ŧė�ėŲĞơ�Ńƭ�ŤóƭƭĞƙ�ǎľóƭ�ƭŃŤĞ�ŲĶ�
ėóǔ�U�ĐľóƙķĞ�ƭľĞ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞȰ

• HŃŦóśśǔȪ�ƭľŃơ�ƭóśŘ�ơĞĞŘơ�ƭŲ�
ĐŲŦǍŃŦĐĞ�ĞǍĞƙǔŲŦĞ�ǎľǔ�
ĞŤďƙóĐŃŦķ�ơŤóƙƭ�ŤĞƭĞƙơ�Ńơ�ó�
ǍŃƭóś�ơƭĞƖ�ƭŲǎóƙėơ�ŦĞƭ�ǞĞƙŲ

Climate for  
Electric Vehicles?

Organiser: Understanding 
the Climate Crisis - 
Building a Better World
ǎǎǎȯĶóĐĞďŲŲŘȯĐŲŤȵǎóƭĐľȵȰǍɳ
ǲǫǬǱǭǲǲǭǯǫǭǭǫǮǭʋĞǓƭŃėɳƖÝÅǓ
t¾ǴĶ�ǳśǎǱ�ft

��1 hour

• PŲǎ�ǎŃśś�ƭľĞ�ĞǓƖĞĐƭĞė�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭ�ǎŃśś�
ľóƖƖĞŦȰ

• PŲǎ�ŤƵĐľ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐŃƭǔ�Ńơ�ŦĞĞėĞėȰ
• ÞľĞƙĞ�ĞǓóĐƭśǔ�Ńơ�Ńƭ�ŦĞĞėĞėȰ
• PŲǎ�ėŲ�ǎĞ�ŃŦĐƙĞóơĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ǎŃƭľ�ĐśĞóŦ�ƖŲǎĞƙȰ

eVision – 
Powering European 
e-mobility

Organiser: Eurelectric
ǎǎǎȯĞƵƙĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐȯŲƙķȵĞǍĞŦƭơȵ
ĞǍŃơŃŲŦɄƖŲǎĞƙŃŦķɄĞƵƙŲƖĞóŦɄĞɄ
ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ

Image: Pixabay / Sponchia
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Online EV seminars 
- Series v¡v¡

��8+ hours

¾ľŃơ�ơĞƙŃĞơ�ŲĶ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙơ�ƖƙŲǍŃėĞơ�
óŦ� ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐƭŃŲŦ� ƭŲ� ǍĞľŃĐśĞ� ƭŲ�
ķƙŃė�ȾÝǭIȿ�óŦė�ơŤóƙƭ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơ�óŦė�ƭŲƖŃĐơȪ�ǎŃƭľ�ŃŦǍŃƭĞė�
ķƵĞơƭ�ơƖĞóŘĞƙơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŃŦơƭŃƭƵƭŃŲŦơ�
ŃŦ� ƭľĞ� Åh� óŦė� ŲǍĞƙơĞóơȪ�
ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙơ�ŲŦȩ

• ±Ťóƙƭ�!ľóƙķŃŦķ�óŦė�ÝǭI
• �ƖĞŦ�!ŲŤŤƵŦŃĐóƭŃŲŦ�
¦ƙŲƭŲĐŲśơ�ĶŲƙ�1Ý�!ľóƙķŃŦķ

• 1ǓóŤƖśĞơ�ĶƙŲŤ�(ĞŦŤóƙŘȪ�
!óśŃĶŲƙŦŃó�óŦė�¨ƵĞďĞĐ

• !ǔďĞƙ�±ĞĐƵƙŃƭǔ
• �ƙƭŃǦĐŃóś�UŦƭĞśśŃķĞŦĐĞ

Organiser: Newcastle 
University/Supergen 
Energy Networks Hub
ǎǎǎȯŦĐśȯóĐȯƵŘȵĐĞơŃȵĞǍĞŦƭơȵ
ǎĞďŃŦóƙơȵǍǭķǎĞďŃŦóƙơ

��8+ hours

HƙĞĞ� śŃďƙóƙǔ� ŲĶ� ǎĞďŃŦóƙơ� ŃŦ�
ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơľŃƖ� ǎŃƭľ� ƭľĞ� Åhɏơ�
�ǤĐĞ� ĶŲƙ� jŲǎ� 1ŤŃơơŃŲŦ�
ÝĞľŃĐśĞơ� Ⱦ�j1Ýȿ� ƭóŃśŲƙĞė� ĶŲƙ�
ĐŲƵŦĐŃś� ŲǤĐĞƙơ� ŲŦ� ƭŲƖŃĐơ� ơƵĐľ�
óơ� 1Ý� ĐľóƙķŃŦķ� ơŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ� óŦė�
ơƵơƭóŃŦóďśĞ� ĐŃƭŃĞơȪ� ĶĞóƭƵƙŃŦķ�
ŃŦơŃķľƭơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�IŲ�Åśƭƙó�jŲǎ�
!ŃƭŃĞơȪ�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙơ�ŲŦȩ

Ȩ� ±ƵơƭóŃŦóďśĞ�ĞŦĞƙķǔ�ŲƖƭŃŲŦơ�
ĶŲƙ�ĐľóƙķĞƖŲŃŦƭ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ

Ȩ� �ŦɄơƭƙĞĞƭ�!ľóƙķŃŦķȩ�!óơĞ�
±ƭƵėŃĞơ�óŦė�HƵŦėŃŦķ

Ȩ� �ŦɄơƭƙĞĞƭ�!ľóƙķŃŦķȩ�
±ƭƙóƭĞķŃĞơ�óŦė�±ŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ

Ȩ� UŦơŃķľƭơ�ĶƙŲŤ��ǓĶŲƙėȪ�tŃśƭŲŦ�
hĞǔŦĞơȪ�(ƵŦėĞĞ�óŦė�ÞĞơƭ�ŲĶ�
1ŦķśóŦė�

Go Ultra Low City 
webinar series

Electric Vehicles' 
Smart Charging 
Webinar Series

Organiser: Energy 
Savings Trust
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵĞŦĞƙķǔơóǍŃŦķƭƙƵơƭȯŲƙķȯ
ƵŘȵƭƙóŦơƖŲƙƭȵśŲĐóśɄóƵƭľŲƙŃƭŃĞơȵ
śŲĐóśɄķŲǍĞƙŦŤĞŦƭɄơƵƖƖŲƙƭɄ
ƖƙŲķƙóŤŤĞ

Image: Pixabay / Deniz Turgut
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Online EV seminars 
- Industry Talks v¡v¡

��2 hours

• (ŃơĐƵơơŃŲŦ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�ďĞŦĞǦƭơ�
ŲĶ�U±�ȵU1!�ǬǰǬǬǳɄĞŦóďśĞė�1Ý�
!ľóƙķŃŦķ

• IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�PƵďŕĞĐƭ�
óśŲŦķơŃėĞ�1!±�óŦė�UŲ¾ĞĐľó�
ĞǓƖśóŃŦĞė�ľŲǎ�ƭľĞǔ�ľóǍĞ�
ŃŦƭĞķƙóƭĞė�ƭľĞŃƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ơŲśƵƭŃŲŦơ�óŦė�ĞŦóďśĞė�
ó�ơĞóŤśĞơơ�ĞŦėɄƭŲɄĞŦė�
ŃŤƖśĞŤĞŦƭóƭŃŲŦȯ

•  óƙƭ�±ŃėśĞơ�ĶƙŲŤ�PƵďŕĞĐƭ�UŦĐȯ�
ķóǍĞ�óŦ�ŲǍĞƙǍŃĞǎ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�U±�ȵ
U1!�ǬǰǬǬǳ�ƖƙŲƭŲĐŲśȪ�ľŲǎ�ǍóƙŃŲƵơ�
ơƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙơ�ŃŤƖśĞŤĞŦƭ�ƭľĞ�
ƖƙŲƭŲĐŲśȪ�óŦė�Ńƭơ�ĶŲƵŦėóƭŃŲŦ�
ŃŦ�ó�ėŃķŃƭóś�ĞĐŲơǔơƭĞŤ�ĶŲƙ�1Ý�
ơƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙơ�ƭŲ�ĞŦơƵƙĞ�ƭľóƭ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơĞơơŃŲŦơ�óƙĞ�ơĞĐƵƙĞȯ

Delivering Easy 
EV Charging, 
Plug&Charge  
In Action

Organiser: Clean Technica 
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵĐśĞóŦƭĞĐľŦŃĐóȯ
ĐŲŤȵǭǫǭǫȵǫǯȵǬǴȵėĞśŃǍĞƙŃŦķɄ
ĞóơǔɄĞǍɄĐľóƙķŃŦķɄƖśƵķĐľóƙķĞɄ
ŃŦɄóĐƭŃŲŦɄǎĞďŃŦóƙɄǎƙóƖɄƵƖ

��2 hours

• �!¦U�ơƭóŦėơ�ĶŲƙ�ŲƖĞŦ�óŦė�
ŃŦėĞƖĞŦėĞŦƭ�ƖƙŲƭŲĐŲśȯ�ÞľǔȰ�¾Ų�
óśśŲǎ�óŦǔ�1Ý�ėƙŃǍĞƙ�ƭŲ�ĐľóƙķĞ�óƭ�
óŦǔ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�1Åȯ

• ¾ľŃơ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙ�ŃŦƭƙŲėƵĐĞơ�ƭľĞ�1Ý�
©ŲóŤŃŦķ�HŲƵŦėóƭŃŲŦ�ƭŲ�ľĞśƖ�
ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�óĐĐŲƙėŃŦķ�ƭŲ�
ŲƖĞŦ�ơƭóŦėóƙėơ

Organiser: NKL Nederland
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵǎóƭĐľȰǍɳǳî
�±ǔî¨ãśŃǎʋĶĞóƭƵƙĞɳǔŲƵƭƵȯďĞ

EV roaming 
webinar

��1 hour

• Uơ�ǦŦóŦĐŃŦķ�ĞŦŲƵķľ�ƭŲ�ơƵơƭóŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
ƙŃơĞ�ŃŦ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȰ

• �ƙĞ�ƭľĞ�ƙŃķľƭ�ŃŦǍĞơƭŤĞŦƭ�ĐƙŃƭĞƙŃó�
ŃŦ�ƖśóĐĞ�ƭŲ�óĐĐĞśĞƙóƭĞ�ƭľĞ�ƭóŘĞɄƵƖ�
1Ý�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ

• �ƙĞ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ƭóƙķĞƭơ�ĶŲƙ�
ŤĞŤďĞƙ�ơƭóƭĞơ�óƙĞ�ŦĞĞėĞėȰ

• Þľóƭ�ėĞơ�ƖƙŃĐĞ�ƭƙóŦơƖóƙĞŦĐǔ�ŤĞóŦȰ
• PŲǎ�ĐóŦ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�ďĞ�ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ�ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞė
• Þľóƭ�ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞŤĞŦƭơ�óƙĞ�ŦĞĞėĞė�
ĶŲƙ�ó�ƭƙƵśǔ�ŲƖĞŦ�ŤóƙŘĞƭ

Organiser: IDTechEx
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȯ
ķŲƭŲǎĞďŃŦóƙȯĐŲŤȵ
ƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȵǬǴǮǱǲǮǳǳǭǮǲǬǰǬǱǬǲǰ

Here Comes  
Zero Emission  
EV Charging  
Off-Grid

��2 hours

• Þľóƭ�óƙĞ�ƭľĞ�ŦĞǎĞơƭ�ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķŃĞơ�
ĶŲƙ�ǎŃƙĞśĞơơ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȰ�ÞľĞŦ�
óƙĞ�ķŲŃŦķ�ƭŲ�ơĞĞ�ŦĞǎ�1Ý�ŤŲėĞśơ�
ĞƘƵŃƖƖĞė�ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞơĞ�ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķŃĞơ�
ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�ŤóƙŘĞƭȰ�Þľóƭ�óƙĞ�ƭľĞ�
ŤóŃŦ�ďóƙƙŃĞƙơ�ƭŲ�ŲǍĞƙĐŲŤĞȰ

• UŦơŃķľƭơ�ŲĶ�ĐŲŤƖóŦŃĞơ�ơƖĞĐŃóśŃǞĞė�
ŃŦ�ŤóŦƵĶóĐƭƵƙŃŦķ�ŲĶ�ŦĞǎ�
ƭĞĐľŦŲśŲķŃĞơ�óŦė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞ�ŤŲėĞśơȯ

Organiser: AVERE
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳ(ƙfǓƖ¾ǯ¾t¨Ř

Inductive charging: 
The future of the 
e-mobility sector?

��1 hour

• PŲǎ�1Ý�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ǎŃśś�
Ɩśóǔ�ó�ƙŲśĞ�ŃŦ�ŃŦĐƙĞóơŃŦķ�ƭľĞ�
óėŲƖƭŃŲŦ�ŲĶ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȰ

• ¾ľĞ�ĐŲŤƖĞśśŃŦķ�ĐóơĞ�ĶŲƙ�ó�
ĐľóŦķĞ�ŃŦ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ŃŦ�ŲƵƙ�ĐŃƭŃĞơ

• ¦ĞƙơƖĞĐƭŃǍĞȩ�ėƙŃǍĞƙ�óŦė�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ

• ¾ľĞ�ǰ�ŘĞǔ�ĞŦóďśĞƙơ�ŲĶ�1Ý�
ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�

Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure as 
part of Future 
Cities

Organiser: SIEMENS 
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵơơŃȯǍŃėĞŲŤóƙŘĞƭŃŦķ 
ƖśóƭĶŲƙŤȯĐŲȵėŃơĐŲǍĞƙɄĞĐľóƙķ 
ŃŦķɄĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐɄǍĞľŃĐśĞɄǬȵŕŲŃŦ
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��1 hour

• Uơ�ǦŦóŦĐŃŦķ�ĞŦŲƵķľ�ƭŲ�ơƵơƭóŃŦ�ƭľĞ�
ƙŃơĞ�ŃŦ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơȰ

• �ƙĞ�ƭľĞ�ƙŃķľƭ�ŃŦǍĞơƭŤĞŦƭ�ĐƙŃƭĞƙŃó�
ŃŦ�ƖśóĐĞ�ƭŲ�óĐĐĞśĞƙóƭĞ�ƭľĞ�ƭóŘĞɄƵƖ�
1Ý�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ

• �ƙĞ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�ƭóƙķĞƭơ�ĶŲƙ�
ŤĞŤďĞƙ�ơƭóƭĞơ�óƙĞ�ŦĞĞėĞėȰ

• Þľóƭ�ėŲĞơ�ƖƙŃĐĞ�ƭƙóŦơƖóƙĞŦĐǔ�
ŤĞóŦȰ

• PŲǎ�ĐóŦ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�ďĞ�ĶƵƙƭľĞƙ�
ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞė

• Þľóƭ�ƙĞƘƵŃƙĞŤĞŦƭơ�óƙĞ�ŦĞĞėĞė�
ĶŲƙ�ó�ƭƙƵśǔ�ŲƖĞŦ�ŤóƙŘĞƭ

• ¦óƙƭ�ŲĶ�ó�ơĞƙŃĞơ�Ɂ�ŲƭľĞƙ�ĞƖŃơŲėĞơ�
ȾŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ��ƵƭśŲŲŘ�ŲŦ�1Ý�ơŤóƙƭ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķȩ�ÞľĞƙĞ�ėŲ�ǎĞ�ķŲ�ĶƙŲŤ�
ľĞƙĞȰȿ�óƙĞ�óǍóŃśóďśĞ�ŲŦśŃŦĞ

Organiser: EV Box
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ǎóƭĐľȰǍɳ¨Ǟî©ǭ(ĐjĐ¨Ų

��1 hour

• �ŦóśǔơŃơ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ŤóŕŲƙ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�ĐŲŦėƵĐƭŃǍĞȪ�ǎŃƙĞśĞơơ�
óŦė�ďóƭƭĞƙǔ�ơǎóƖƖŃŦķ

• �ŦóśǔơŃơ�ŲĶ��Ķóơƭ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�
ŃŦėƵĐƭŃǍĞ�óŦė�ĐóƖóĐŃƭŃǍĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�ƙŲďŲƭŃĐ�óŦė�
óƵƭŲŦŲŤŲƵơ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�
ŲǣɄķƙŃė�ĐľóƙķŃŦķȪ�ŤŲďŃśĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�óŦė�ǍĞľŃĐśĞɄƭŲɄ
ľŲŤĞȵķƙŃė�ȾÝǭPȵÝǭIȿ�óŦė�
ŤóƙŘĞƭ�ƭƙĞŦėơ

• tóƙŘĞƭ�ĶŲƙĞĐóơƭơ��ďǔ�ƙĞķŃŲŦ�
Ⱦ!ľŃŦóȪ�1ƵƙŲƖĞȪ�ƭľĞ�Å±��óŦė�
©ŲÞȿȪ�ơĞĐƭŲƙ�ȾƖóơơĞŦķĞƙ�Đóƙơ�
óŦė�ǧĞĞƭ�1ÝơȿȪ�óƖƖśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơ�
ȾƖƙŃǍóƭĞ�óŦė�ƖƵďśŃĐȿ�óŦė�
ƖŲǎĞƙ�śĞǍĞś�Ⱦ�!�óŦė�(!ȿȯ

Organiser: IDTechEx
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȯ
ķŲƭŲǎĞďŃŦóƙȯĐŲŤȵ
ƙĞķŃơƭĞƙȵǳǴǲǬǭǰǯǯǭǲǮǫǮǫǬǲǯǳǲ

The Landscape for 
EV Charging

EV policies: What's 
happening in 
Europe?

Online EV seminars 
- Industry Talks v¡v¡

��1 hour

• ©ŲóŤŃŦķ�ƙĞĶĞƙơ�ƭŲ�óŦ�1Ý�
ėƙŃǍĞƙȳơ�óďŃśŃƭǔ�ƭŲ�ƵơĞ�ǍóƙŃŲƵơ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�ĞǍĞŦ�ŃĶ�
ƭľĞǔȳƙĞ�ŲŦśǔ�ó�ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙ�
ŲĶ�ŲŦĞ�ơĞƙǍŃĐĞ�ƖƙŲǍŃėĞƙȯ�
UŦ�ƖƙóĐƭŃĐĞȪ�Ńƭ�ŤĞóŦơ�ƭľóƭ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�Đóƙ�ėƙŃǍĞƙơ�ĐóŦ�ƵơĞ�
ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơƭóƭŃŲŦơ�ǎŃƭľ�ŕƵơƭ�
ŲŦĞ�ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙ�óĐĐŲƵŦƭȯ

• PŲǎ�óŦė�ǎľǔ�ėŲĞơ�ƭľŃơ�Ɩśóǔ�
ó�ĐƙƵĐŃóś�ƙŲśĞ�ŃŦ�1Ý�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�
ďƵơŃŦĞơơȰ

• UŦƭĞƙŦóś�ʋ�ĞǓƭĞƙŦóś�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ
• ¦ĞĞƙ�ǭ�¦ĞĞƙ�Ⱦ¦ǭ¦ȿ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ
• ¾ľĞ�óŦóƭŲŤǔ�ŲĶ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�
ľƵďơ�ʋ�ƭľĞŃƙ�ĞǣĞĐƭơ

Organiser: Virta
ǎǎǎȯǍŃƙƭóȯķśŲďóśȵƙŲóŤŃŦķɄŃŦɄ
ĞǍɄĐľóƙķŃŦķɄǎĞďŃŦóƙ

Roaming in EV 
charging - What 
it is and why you 
should care

Image: Pixabay / Paulbr75

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ
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Online EV seminars 
- Industry Forums v¡v¡

��2 hours

• !óơĞ�ơƭƵėŃĞơ�óŦė�ėŃơĐƵơơŃŲŦ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�Åh�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�jŲŦėŲŦȪ�
�ǓĶŲƙė�óŦė� ƙŃơƭŲśȯ

• ¦óƙƭ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�1Ý�!óĶğ�ơĞƙŃĞơȪ�
ǎľŃĐľ�ďƙŃŦķơ�ƭŲķĞƭľĞƙ�ŃŦėƵơƭƙǔ�
śĞóėĞƙơ�óŦė�ŃŦǧƵĞŦĐĞƙơ�ŃŦ�śŃǍĞśǔ�
ėĞďóƭĞ�óŦė�ėŃơĐƵơơŃŲŦȪ�ŃŦ�óŦ�
ŃŦĶŲƙŤóś�śƵŦĐľƭŃŤĞ�ĶŲƙŤóƭȯ

• HƵƙƭľĞƙ�ƙĞĐŲƙėĞė�ĞƖŃơŲėĞơ�ĐóŦ�
ďĞ�ĶŲƵŦė�ŲŦśŃŦĞ

Organiser: Jonny Berry 
(Renault)
ǎǎǎȯǔŲƵƭƵďĞȯĐŲŤȵ
ƖśóǔśŃơƭȰśŃơƭɳ¦j�1©ɄǔơîľǭơǔƵɄ
óǲŘ(Řf(ƙǞävȶľhơĞśƖÝ

The Electric Vehicle 
Café - Public Sector

��2.5 hours

• HĞóƭƵƙŃŦķ�ơƖĞóŘĞƙơ�ĶƙŲŤ� ¦�
!ľóƙķĞŤóơƭĞƙȪ�I©U(±1©Ý1�óŦė�
 ƙŃơƭŲś�!Ńƭǔ�!ŲƵŦĐŃśȪ�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķȩ

• PŲǎ� ƙŃơƭŲś�Ńơ�ŃŦǍĞơƭŃŦķ�ŃŦ�Ńƭơ�1Ý�
UŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�óŦė�ĐŲśśóďŲƙóƭŃŦķ�ƭŲ�
óĐľŃĞǍĞ�ó�ķƙĞĞŦĞƙ�ĶƵƭƵƙĞȯ

• PŲǎ�ƭĞśĞŤóƭŃĐơ�Ńơ�ėƙŃǍŃŦķ�Ťóơơ�1Ý�
óėŲƖƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�ǎľóƭ�ǧĞĞƭơ�ŦĞĞė�ƭŲ�
ĐŲŦơŃėĞƙ�ǎŃƭľŃŦ�ƭľĞŃƙ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
ƖśóŦŦŃŦķȯ�

• Þľóƭ�ƖƙŲķƙĞơơ�ǧĞĞƭơ�ĐóŦ�ĞǓƖĞĐƭ�ƭŲ�
ơĞĞ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ŃŦĶƙóơƭƙƵĐƭƵƙĞ�
Ŧ�ƭľĞ�ŦĞǓƭ�Ǭǭ�ŤŲŦƭľơ�óŦė�óśơŲ�ƭľĞ�
śŲŦķĞƙ�ƭĞƙŤ�ŲƵƭśŲŲŘȯ

• ¦óƙƭ�ŲĶ�ó�ơĞƙŃĞơ�ŲĶ�1Ý�HŲƙƵŤ�ǎĞďŃŦóƙơ�
ǎľŃĐľ�ďƙŃŦķ�ƭŲķĞƭľĞƙ�ƖƙóĐƭŃƭŃŲŦĞƙơ�
óŦė�ĞǓƖĞƙƭơ�ƭŲ�ơľóƙĞ�ŘŦŲǎśĞėķĞȪ�
ŃŦơŃķľƭơ�óŦė�ďĞơƭ�ƖƙóĐƭŃĐĞ

Organiser: 360 Media
ǎǎǎȯǮǱǫŤĞėŃóķƙŲƵƖśƭėȯĐŲŤȵ
ƖŲơƭȵĞǍɄĶŲƙƵŤơɄķóŃŦŃŦķɄ
ŤŲŤĞŦƭƵŤ

EV Forums – EV 
Infrastructure

Image: Pixabay / The Picture Box
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In 
Brief

Image: Fotolia

News to share? 
Contact us or share it 
with us on Twitter
@GreenCharge2020

New Coordinator 
ÞĞ�ǎĞśĐŲŤĞ�fóĐƘƵĞśŃŦĞ�HśŲĐľ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�±Uv¾1H�ǎľŲ�ľóơ�
ƭóŘĞŦ�ŲǍĞƙ�ĐŲŲƙėŃŦóƭŃŲŦ�ėƵƭŃĞơ�
ĶŲƙ�ƭľĞ�ơĞĐŲŦė�ľóśĶ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�
ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƵƙ�ƖƙĞǍŃŲƵơ�ĐŲŲƙėŃŦóƭŲƙ�
fŲĞ�IŲƙŤóŦȯ�ÞĞ�ǎŃơľ�fŲĞ�ǎĞśś�
óŦė�ǎóƙŤśǔ�ǎĞśĐŲŤĞ�fóĐƘƵĞśŃŦĞȯ�
äŲƵ�ĐóŦ�ǦŦė�ŲƵƭ�ŤŲƙĞ�óďŲƵƭ�ľĞƙ�
óŦė�ľĞƙ�ŃŦƭĞƙĞơƭơ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�±Uv¾1H�
ǎĞďơŃƭĞȯ
ǎǎǎȯơŃŦƭĞĶȯŦŲȵĞŦȵóśśɄĞŤƖśŲǔĞĞơȵ
ĞŤƖśŲǔĞĞȵȰĞŤƖŃėɳǮǫǮ

GreenCharge 
Newsbits � �GreenCharge 

Publications

GreenCharge has published 
a number of technical project 
reports which can be found 
online.
tŲơƭ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞơĞ�ƙĞśóƭĞ�ƭŲ�ŃŦƭĞƙŦóś�
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭ�ƖśóŦŦŃŦķ�ƖƙŲĐĞơơĞơȪ�ďƵƭ�
óƙĞ�ŤóėĞ�ƖƵďśŃĐśǔ�óǍóŃśóďśĞ�ĶŲƙ�
óŦǔŲŦĞ�ƭŲ�ǍŃĞǎ�óŦė�ľóǍĞ�ó�ơľŲƙƭ�
ĞǓĞĐƵƭŃǍĞ�ơƵŤŤóƙǔ�ƭŲ�óŃė�Ğóơǔ�
ƙĞóėŃŦķȯ�©ĞĐĞŦƭ�ƖƵďśŃĐóƭŃŲŦơ�
ŃŦĐśƵėĞȩ
• (ǬȯǬ�(óƭó�ŤóŦóķĞŤĞŦƭ�¦śóŦ
• (ǬȯǮ�UŦŦŲǍóƭŃŲŦ�vĞǎơ�ʋ�ÅƖėóƭĞơ
• (ǰȯǬ�1ǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦ�(ĞơŃķŦ
• (ǱȯǬ�±ƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙ��ĐĐĞƖƭóŦĐĞ�
1ǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦ�tĞƭľŲėŲśŲķǔ�óŦė�
¦śóŦ

• (ǰȯǭ�±ŃŤƵśóƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�ÝŃơƵóśŃơóƭŃŲŦ�
¾ŲŲśơ

• (ǰȯǬ�1ǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦ�(ĞơŃķŦ
• (ǱȯǬ�±ƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙ��ĐĐĞƖƭóŦĐĞ�
1ǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦ�tĞƭľŲėŲśŲķǔ�óŦė�
¦śóŦ

• (Ǳȯǭ�(óƭó�!ŲśśĞĐƭŃŲŦ�óŦė�
1ǍóśƵóƭŃŲŦ�¾ŲŲśơ

• (ǳȯǬ�!ŲŤŤƵŦŃĐóƭŃŲŦ�±ƭƙóƭĞķǔ�
óŦė�¦śóŦȯ

ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵȵ
ėĞśŃǍĞƙóďśĞơ

�
Hardware installed in Oslo 
vĞǎ�ŲƵƭėŲŲƙ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ƵŦŃƭơ�óƙĞ�
ďĞŃŦķ�ŃŦơƭóśśĞė�óƭ�ƭľĞ�ƖŃśŲƭ�ŃŦ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞɏơ�óƖóƙƭŤĞŦƭ�ďśŲĐŘ�
ĞǓƖĞƙŃŤĞŦƭ�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�ŲƵƭơŘŃƙƭơ�
ŲĶ��ơśŲȯ�¾ľĞơĞ�ǎŃśś�ďĞ�ƖƵďśŃĐśǔ�
óǍóŃśóďśĞ�óŦė�ľĞśƖ�ƭĞơƭ�ƙŲóŤŃŦķ�
ŃŦƭĞƙĶóĐĞơȪ�ŃȯĞȯ�ƭľĞ�óďŃśŃƭǔ�ĶŲƙ�
ĐƵơƭŲŤĞƙơ�ƭŲ�óĐĐĞơơ�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�
ơƵƖƖśŃĞƙơɏ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơǔơƭĞŤơȯ

Networking with EV projects 
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ľóė�óŦ�ŃŦƭĞƙŦóś�
ŲŦśŃŦĞ�îŲŲŤ�ŤĞĞƭŃŦķ�ŃŦ�fƵŦĞ�
ǭǫǭǫȯ�±ľŲƙƭ�ƖŃƭĐľĞơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ŲƭľĞƙ�1Ý�
ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơ�ŃŦĐśƵėŃŦķ�tĞŃơƭĞƙȪ�±¾1Ý1�
óŦė�1HHU!U1v!1�ǎĞƙĞ�ĶŲśśŲǎĞė�ďǔ�
ó�ơľŲƙƭ�ėŃơĐƵơơŃŲŦ�ŲŦ�ơǔŦĞƙķŃĞơ�
ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖƙŲŕĞĐƭȯ

New GreenCharge Project Coordinator, 
Jacqueline Floch of SINTEF

New hardware in Oslo for Fortum’s 
Charge & Drive system
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Reinhard Scholten of PNO presenting GreenCharge’s work at 
the EV Charging Summit in Rotterdam in September 2020

Feature 
Photo �

European EV Charging Summit 
(1-2 September 2020)  
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ƖƙĞơĞŦƭĞė�óƭ�ƭľŃơ�
ĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�ŃŦ�©ŲƭƭĞƙėóŤȯ���ĶŲśśŲǎ�
ƵƖ�ơƭŲƙǔ�ǎŃśś�ďĞ�ƖŲơƭĞė�ŲŦ�ƭľĞ�
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ǎĞďơŃƭĞȯ
ǎǎǎȯķƙĞĞŦĐľóƙķĞǭǫǭǫȯĞƵ

World EV Day  
(9 September 2020)  
±ŲĐŃóś�ŤĞėŃó�ĐóŤƖóŃķŦ�ƭŲ�ƖƙŲŤŲƭĞ�
ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�Đóƙ�ŲǎŦĞƙơľŃƖȪ�óŦė�ơƖƙĞóė�
óǎóƙĞŦĞơơ�ŲĶ�ĞśĞĐƭƙŃĐ�ǍĞľŃĐśĞơ�ŤŲƙĞ�
ǎŃėĞśǔȯ�ǎǎǎȯǎŲƙśėĞǍėóǔȯŲƙķ

European Mobility Week  
(16-22 September)  
¾ľĞ�ƭľĞŤĞ�Ńơ�ȲîĞƙŲɄĞŤŃơơŃŲŦ�
ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔ�ĶŲƙ�óśśɌ�óŦė�ŲŦĐĞ�óķóŃŦ�
ĐŃƭŃĞơ�óĐƙŲơơ�1ƵƙŲƖĞ�ǎŃśś�ďĞ�ƭóŘŃŦķ�
Ɩóƙƭȯ�UŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ�ŲŦ�óĐƭŃǍŃƭŃĞơ�
ėƵƙŃŦķ�ƭľĞ�ǎĞĞŘ�ĐóŦ�ďĞ�ĶŲƵŦė�óƭȩ
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵŤŲďŃśŃƭǔǎĞĞŘȯĞƵȵǭǫǭǫɄ
ƖóƙƭŃĐŃƖóŦƭơ

GreenCharge 
Diary �

Keep an eye on our website for 
other public electric mobility-
related conferences and events, 
and follow our twitter feed for 
our latest updates 
    @GreenCharge2020.

European Sustainable Cities 
and Towns Conference 
(9.30am, 2 October 2020)  
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ǎŃśś�ľŲơƭ�ó�ơĞơơŃŲŦ�
óƭ�ƭľŃơ�ĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�ŲƙķóŦŃơĞė�ďǔ�
U!j1U�ŃŦ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơľŃƖ�ǎŃƭľ�ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�
ŲĶ�tóŦŦľĞŃŤȯ�¾ľŃơ�ǎŃśś�ĶĞóƭƵƙĞ�
ơƖĞóŘĞƙơ�ĶƙŲŤ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙơ�U!j1U�óŦė�
ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�ŲĶ� ƙĞŤĞŦȪ�ŲƵƙ�ÅƖƭóŘĞ�
!Ńƭǔ�ŲĶ�±ƭŲĐŘľŲśŤȪ�ƭľĞ�ÅŦŃǍĞƙơŃƭǔ�
ŲĶ�ÞĞơƭŤŃŦơƭĞƙ�óŦė�ƭľĞ�1ƵƙŲƖĞóŦ�
!ŲŤŤŃơơŃŲŦȯ��ƭƭĞŦėóŦĐĞ�óƭ�ƭľĞ�
ĞǍĞŦƭ�Ńơ�ĶƙĞĞ�óŦė�ƙĞķŃơƭƙóƭŃŲŦ�Ńơ�
óǍóŃśóďśĞ�ľĞƙĞȩ
ľƭƭƖơȩȵȵĐŲŦĶĞƙĞŦĐĞơȯ
ơƵơƭóŃŦóďśĞĐŃƭŃĞơȯĞƵȵ
ŤóŦŦľĞŃŤǭǫǭǫȵƙĞķŃơƭƙóƭŃŲŦ

Urban Mobility Days  
(2pm, 30 September 2020)  
IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�ǎŃśś�ďĞ�ƙĞƖƙĞơĞŦƭĞė�ďǔ�
ŲƵƙ�ƖóƙƭŦĞƙ�ĶƙŲŤ�ƭľĞ�!Ńƭǔ�ŲĶ��ơśŲ�
óƭ�ƭľŃơ�ĶƙĞĞ�ŲŦśŃŦĞ�ĞǍĞŦƭȪ�ĶĞóƭƵƙŃŦķ�
ǍóƙŃŲƵơ�óơƖĞĐƭơ�ŲĶ�ƵƙďóŦ�ŤŲďŃśŃƭǔȯ��
©ĞķŃơƭƙóƭŃŲŦ�Ńơ�óǍóŃśóďśĞ�ľĞƙĞȩ�
ǎǎǎȯĞƵŤėȯŲƙķ
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Who 
are We?
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“Cleaner modes are high on
the agenda both at a political
and technical level, and this
reflects in the general public
which is very curious to test
new technologies " 
Maria-Angeliki Evliati, Project Manager for Clean Vehicles, City of Stockholm
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A roam around sustainable mobility
 
As people have found it difficult to travel between houses, towns, cities and
countries recently, patterns and choices of travel may have changed for the
long term. What is clear is that clean environments are at the forefront of many
citizens' desires for their local areas, and by tackling mobility and energy
solutions together this can be achieved. This issue of Informed Cities includes a
look in at some of the solutions to ensuring that electric vehicles do not
recognise borders that people are travelling across, as cities invest in cleaner
charging technologies for the future.
 
Read the GreenCharge project newsletter »

Trending
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Electric mobility needs to be clean, smart and
efficient

 
How we get around is central to how we live, where we work, what we do to enjoy
our lives, and the services we can access. However, as recent events have shown,
we are not locked-in to particular mobility patterns or choices, even though this has
been perpetuated for many years. There is the opportunity to reduce the huge
negative impact from transport, and to accentuate the many positives of travelling
sustainably. For this to be happen, we need to refresh our transport methods, so that
they are clean, smart and efficient. 
 
Read more »

Join a dialogue on future urban
mobility
In 2020, all those that can make change happen
will gather online for inspiration, to take
commitment and action on sustainability to the
next level. Clean and Efficient Mobility forms part
of the programme for this free upcoming
conference organised by ICLEI and the City of
Mannheim.

 
Register for free here» 
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Applications open for stars of
sustainable mobility planning
This year's award will focus on sustainable urban
mobility planning (SUMP) which includes aims to
create zero-emission and inclusive transport. The
topical focus is based on this year's
EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK theme, which puts
the spotlight on zero emission mobility for all. 
 
Apply today »

Greater Manchester protects people
on bikes with pioneering design
The UK‘s first CYCLOPS (Cycle Optimised
Protected Signals) junction was recently
launched in Hulme, South Manchester. The
unique design separates pedestrians and cyclists
from traffic, reducing the possibility of collisions or
conflict. By fully segregating cyclists, it improves
safety for all road users. 
 
Read more »

Spotlight: European Commission
public consultation on the future of
transport
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The European Commission has launched a public consultation on the future of
transport to allow both stakeholders and citizens to comment and identify their
priorities. The consultation will close tomorrow 23 September and will enable the
Commission to better understand how the EU can help the sector become more
sustainable and competitive, more modern and resilient to crises. 
 
Read more »

New factsheet presents 10 lessons
learnt during COVID-19 lockdown
A new factsheet has been launched presenting
towns and cities with 10 lessons learnt from the
COVID-19 lockdown regarding better urban
mobility.

 
Read more »

COVID-19 mobility practitioners'
briefing now available
The newly released briefing investigates how
cities can respond to the exit from lockdown
whilst prioritising long-term goals and ambitions
for sustainable urban mobility. It draws on best
practice from across Europe during the COVID-
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19 crisis, highlighting case studies of cities which
have prioritised sustainable and active modes of
mobility during recent months to keep cities
moving. 
 
Read more »

Registration for Urban Mobility Days 2020 - the European
Commission's first free large-scale digital urban mobility
conference - has now closed, but join the conversation
online by following #UrbanMobility

 
Read more »

Three Good Reads

Britain Is Creating a Government Organisation
Devoted to Biking and Walking
Feargus O'Sullivan, City Lab (29 July 2020) 
 
[Web article]
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Electric cars have few downsides except price.
One company is looking to change that
Royce Kurmelovs, The Guardian (29 July 2020) 
 
[Web article]

Carbon emissions have dropped under lockdown.
Will it make a difference?
Natalie Huet & Lindsay Rempel, Euronews (20 May 2020) 
 
[Web article]

social media

Facebook Twitter Informed Cities Website

Informed Cities is an initiative by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability to share and discuss activities and results
of governance and social innovation research among local governments and a variety of other stakeholders across Europe.
Informed Cities publishes this newsletter and organizes the Informed Cities Forum conferences.

This edition of the Informed Cities newsletter is published in cooperation with
the GreenCharge project. GreenCharge receives funding from the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 769016. The content of this publication does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility for the
information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 
 
Find GreenCharge on Twitter and LinkedIn! 
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Fusing new energy with green mobility

The underlying concept behind 
GreenCharge is smart and green 
charging that is built upon cross 
sectorial collaboration, involving 
businesses and technical systems 
from three sectors:

• Transport – to support users' 
mobility needs and electric 
vehicle (EV) charging demands

• Electric energy supply – to 
manage smart energy use and  
its storage 

• Buildings – to coordinate energy 
use across consumptive activities 
in neighborhoods

Electric vehicles, charge management 
and local energy management need 
to work together – this is essential 
to facilitate smart EV charging with 
green energy. The integration of the 
three sectors is highly complex as 
ŤóŦǔ� ơƭóŘĞľŲśėĞƙơ� ǎŃƭľ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�
motivations and concerns are 
involved. In many instances there are 
śĞķóĐǔ�ơǔơƭĞŤơ�ǎŃƭľ�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ơĐŲƖĞơ�
to be integrated. Yet currently there is 
a lack of standards to support such 
integration. This is what GreenCharge 
has been exploring and trying to 
overcome the challenges for the 
past three years.

A “reference architecture” for 
complex smart and green EV 
charging systems

The RA is generic and holistic, 
describing a possible architecture 
ŲƖĞŦ�ƭŲ�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ơƖĞĐŃǦĐ�ƵŦėĞƙƖŃŦŦŃŦķ�
technologies. The Reference 
Architecture serves as a blueprint 
for the planning and construction 
of GreenCharge demonstrators in 
the pilot sites, and at the same time, 
supports deployment and further 
exploitation outside the project.

The term "reference architecture" 
means that the focus is on the 
integration of logical services, from 
ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ƖƙŲǍŃėĞƙơȯ� ¾ľĞ� ėĞƭóŃśĞė�
realisation of the physical system 
which contains these software 
services is not emphasised and 

Ťóǔ�ėŃǣĞƙ� ĶƙŲŤ�ơǔơƭĞŤ�ƭŲ�ơǔơƭĞŤȪ�
depending on the provider. However, 
they must be compliant with the RA. 

To understand the role of the 
GreenCharge RA and its intended 
use, we will give a brief description of 
its content with some examples and 
show how GreenCharge uses the RA 
in the demos on the following pages.

Keep in touch with GreenCharge for 
further information.

Shanshan Jiang, SINTEF

 1

For our 5th newsletter, we talked to Shanshan Jiang, 
Technical Manager of the GreenCharge project  
based at SINTEF in Norway.

www.greencharge2020.eu

Issue 5 | September 2021

To cope with the 
complexity and bridge the 
different sectors, we need 
a full-fledged specification 
for the ecosystem for 
smart and green charging. 
In GreenCharge, what 
is known as a Reference 
Architecture (RA) provides 
such a specification. It 
contributes to a common 
understanding of the 
GreenCharge concept and 
supports the integration 
of legacy systems into 
the ecosystem in a well-
defined way.

Newsletter
Electric Mobility

Find all details about the 
GreenCharge final 

conference 
on page 7

This project has received funding 
from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under 
grant agreement No 769016
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www.informedcities.eu
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The role of the GreenCharge 
Reference Architecture

¾ľĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�©��Ńơ�ó�ƙĞĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�óƙĐľŃƭĞĐƭƵƙĞ�ĶŲƙ�ó�ơǔơƭĞŤ�ŲĶ�ơǔơƭĞŤơ�óơ�Ńƭ�ƖƙŲǍŃėĞơ�ó�ǎĞśśɄėĞǦŦĞė�
way for the integration of three sectors – transport, electricity, and buildings - and the integration of 
legacy systems.

Our approach to realising the GreenCharge concept is to extend the functionality of and the collaboration 
between these already existing systems.

In GreenCharge, each of the 
demonstrations being run in 
the GreenCharge pilot cities of 
Barcelona, Bremen and Oslo 
involves local businesses with 
their own existing systems and 
technologies. Each demonstration 
thus implements a subset of the 
GreenCharge concept according 
to the local needs and context. 
Each aims to adapt the selected 
technologies to comply with the 
ơƖĞĐŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦ� ŲĶ� ƭľĞ� ©�Ȫ� ǎľŃĐľ�
ensures that these systems are 
able to collaborate and function 
smoothly together.

The Reference Architecture 
specifies:

• the new and/or added 
responsibilities,

• adapted/extended 
functionality,

• new collaboration 
patterns, and

• new/changed interfaces 
for realizing the “system 
of systems”. 

Reference 
Architecture 
for system 
of systems

Implementation
of system
of systems
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The role of the GreenCharge 
Reference Architecture

The content of the RA is categorised 
according to the required technical 
competence to understand it. Some 
diagrams describe the GreenCharge 
concept without requiring technical 
knowledge (the below green and 
yellow categories), for example, 
motivation diagrams describing the 
stakeholder concerns and use case 
diagrams describing functionality in 
the context view.

For stakeholders who are 
interested in a deeper insight into 
smart and green charging, the 

RA provides an overview of the 
GreenCharge concept.

For example, policy makers 
can benefit from this 
understanding and get a 
better position to influence the 
transition towards sustainable 
eMobility. Commercial actors 
within eMobility can get a 
better understanding of the 
role they can play and obtain 
input on the requirements to 
their system components and 
services/products. 

Intended readership and content of the RA
From a cities’ perspective, 
we believe most transport 
and mobility officers 
will be concerned with 
the overall issues and 
basic architecture views. 
However, trusted suppliers 
and partners local authority 
officials work with and rely 
on will need to understand 
the technical specification 
(“architecture views”) for 
designing such a smart and 
green charging system.

The most advanced diagrams are 
ĶŲƙŤóś� ƭĞĐľŦŃĐóś� ơƖĞĐŃǦĐóƭŃŲŦơ�
with details for software 
implementation (the red category), 
for example, component view 
with system information model 
specifying information to be 
exchanged, system component 
and interface model as well 
as collaboration model for 
interoperability via interfaces.

Such “architecture 
views” are comparable to 
architecture drawings of 
a building with different 
views and models using 
diagrams with standard 
software modelling 
notations and various 
technical details.

For technology providers who 
plan to design and implement 
smart and green charging, 
the RA provides specifications 
that can serve as input to their 
software engineering processes. 

Details and more information can be 
found in project deliverables D4.1 and 
D4.2 at: www.greencharge2020.eu/
deliverables

Three content categories 
of the reference architecture
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The role of the GreenCharge 
Reference Architecture

An overall diagram describing new 
functionality and overall information 
ǧŲǎơ�ŃŦ�ƭľĞ�ĐľóƙķŃŦķ�ơǔơƭĞŤȯ�

Communicating the systems

A more advanced diagram 
showing logical services providing 
functionality and interoperability 
via interfaces.

a use case which is higher 
level functionality and 
can be decomposed to 
detailed use cases

a stakeholder

Composite use case

UŦĶŲƙŤóƭŃŲŦ�ǧŲǎ

Association

www.smartdraw.com/use-case-diagram
www.smartdraw.com/component-diagram
www.sparxsystems.com/enterprise_architect
_user_guide/14.0/model_domains/generalize.html 

Further information on graphics 
used in diagrams:
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The role of the GreenCharge 
Reference Architecture

¾ľĞ�IƙĞĞŦ!ľóƙķĞ�©��Ńơ�ó�ƙĞĶĞƙĞŦĐĞ�óƙĐľŃƭĞĐƭƵƙĞ�ĶŲƙ�ó�ơǔơƭĞŤ�ŲĶ�ơǔơƭĞŤơ�óơ�Ńƭ�ƖƙŲǍŃėĞơ�ó�ǎĞśśɄėĞǦŦĞė�
way for the integration of three sectors – transport, electricity, and buildings - and the integration of 
legacy systems.

Our approach to realising the GreenCharge concept is to extend the functionality of and the collaboration 
between these already existing systems.

To illustrate the use of the RA, in 
the following table we show the 
relationship between the “logical 
ơĞƙǍŃĐĞơɍ� ėĞǦŦĞė� ŃŦ� ƭľĞ� ©�� óŦė�
the physical components/systems 
realising them in 3 of the 7 demos 
in the GreenCharge pilot sites. 
Each demonstration implements a 
subset of the features of the RA, 
in this case, electric car charging 

óƭ� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ� ĐŲŦƭĞǓƭơ� ȾĐľóƙķĞ� óƭ�
home or at work).

Each RA service is realised by one 
implementation (software system 
or component provided by project 
partners) in each demo, either 
through new development in the 
project or by adapting / extending 
existing systems or components.

äŲƵ� ĐóŦ� ǦŦė� ŲƵƭ� ŤŲƙĞ�
background to the GreenCharge 
demonstrations by visiting the 
democards on the website: 
www.greencharge2020.eu/
pilot-overview

GreenCharge Demo (implementation of system of systems)

Service (stakeholder role 
providing the service) 
defined in the RA

Energy smart 
housing cooperative 
in Oslo

Charging at work 
in Bremen

Energy smart 
workplace in 
Barcelona

Charge service provisioning
 - EV charging app 
(EMobility Provider)

ZET.charge APP 
(new)

PMC 
“GreenCharge” App 
(new)

Eurecat Booking App 
(new)

Charge station operation 
& EV charging 
(Charge Point Operator)

Fortum charge & drive 
management system 
(adapt / extend)
ZET charge algorithm 
(new)

PMC gridctrl.ENCORE 
(adapt / extend) 

Eurecat charge 
management 
system 
(new)

Local energy management 
(Local Energy Manager)

eSmart Connected 
prosumer platform 
(adapt / extend)

PMC gridctrl.
aggregator 
(new)

Eurecat SEM 
scheduler and 
forecaster 
(adapt /extend)
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Up to 12 Uptake Cities will learn from the three pilot GreenCharge cities, through site visits and an 
advanced webinar programme. The included cities are still at early stages of their electric mobility 
journey, who seek to learn from our GreenCharge pilots and demonstrations. In this issue we hear about 
electric vehicle strategies from our friends in Porto, Portugal.

Following the setup of two electric 
vehicles charging stations last 
February, one in the Rua de 
Leonardo Coimbra and the other 
in the Avenida do Parque, the setup 
of the new PCE in the city has 
accelerated over the past months 
with the implementation of another 
10 charging stations, namely at 
the Praça Francisco Sá Carneiro 
(2), at the Avenida do Conselho da 
Europa (2), at the Rua do Doutor 
José António Marques (1), at the 
Rua de Henrique Medina (1), at the 
Rua do Jornal de Notícias (2), and 
the Rua de Nove de Abril (2).

The operators for the ten electric 
charging stations for automobiles 
are in place, following the draw 
held among the candidates. 
Permits were dispensed, alongside 
the respective public space license. 
Electric charging stations are 
now operating, with the estimates 
pointing that by October all 
equipment should be installed.

EDP Comercial, Horizondistance, 
Kilometer Low Cost and Mobiletric 
are the operators in charge of 
managing the ten car Electric 
charging stations, distributed 
throughout the city. The type of 
voltage is 50 kilowatts DC (direct 
current) and 43 kilowatts AC 
(alternate current).

The tender to implement electric 
charging stations was launched in 
the end of 2019 and the application 
deadline was held throughout the 
Ǧƙơƭ�ƭǎŲ�ŤŲŦƭľơ�ŲĶ�ƭľĞ�ǔĞóƙȯ

As regards the setting up of electric 
charging stations (PCE) in car 
parking, it will be implemented  
this year, with the Empark Company 
already expressing interest in  
the issue.

The Municipality of Porto has been 
pioneering electric mobility both by 

Porto already provides 12 electric charging stations (PCE) for automobiles, in eight different 
locations within the municipality. This measure is part of the municipal strategy to promote 
an increasingly less polluting city. Ten spots are already in place, out of 15 estimated  
charging stations.

Electric charging stations are set up and running in Porto

ƖƵƙĐľóơŃŦķ�óŦ�ĞŦƭŃƙĞ�ŤƵŦŃĐŃƖóś�ǧĞĞƭ�
of electric vehicles and promoting 
policies of positive discrimination 
and educational guidance in 
municipal parking.

See here the location of all the PCE 
already running in the city.

www.porto.pt/en/news/
electric-charging-stations-are-
set-up-and-running-in-porto

Used with permission from 
the City of Porto.

Image: Filipa Britto / City of Porto
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In 
Brief

USER-CHI project videos 
4 episodes on emobility challenges 
from Barcelona, Turku, Murcia and 
Berlin now available:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0
fYC64ioqU&list=PLvzHLhum83v
tT6cpfssA85GBh3489MM7H

Visit USER-CHI for further resources: 
www.userchi.eu/products

CleanMobilEnergy new digital 
seminar series  
Introduction event on  
28 September 2021:
www.nweurope.eu/
projects/project-search/
cleanmobilenergy-clean-
mobility-and-energy-for-cities/
events/cleanmobilenergy-
digital-seminar-series-an-
introduction-to-cme

EV Energy final conference 
materials
Presentations from event in June 
2021 available for download:
www.interregeurope.eu/
evenergy/library/#folder=2968

EV News - EU 
Projects updates�

How to fit EVs into UK 
transport policy 
Some still think electric cars are no 
panacea. Read more at: 
https://theecologist.org/2021/
feb/23/electric-cars-are-no-
panacea

Procuring EV infrastructure?  
New handbook for public 
authorities on how to design 
tenders for e-charging 
infrastructure. Read more at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/
themes/urban/news/2021-02-
15-stf-handbook_en

Other EV News 
and updates

GreenCharge 
in Brief �

In addition, participants will be able 
to explore the individual topics 
of cultural heritage and electric 
mobility in more depth through 
deep dive sessions.

Unlike other online conferences, 
Informed Cities Forum is an 
interactive, collaborative event, 
which makes use of innovative 
formats, and is willing to explore 
unconventional topics. Active 
participation by the audience is not 
just encouraged, but is required, 
and will be rewarded with lively 
and energetic discussions.

Interested? 
Join us on 26-28 October 2021 for 
this unique experience.

The 9th Informed Cities is co-
ŲƙķóŦŃơĞė� ďǔ� ƭľĞɔ GreenCharge, 
óŦėɔOpenHeritageɔƖƙŲŕĞĐƭơȯ

Re-purpose. Re-charge. Re-think. 
Heritage and e-mobility at the crossroads
ɔ
Mark your calendars: 
9th Informed Cities Forum to take place 26-28 October 2021!

www.informedcities.eu/events/9th-informed-cities-forum

�

To celebrate the return of 
our popular interactive “un-
”conference, not one, but two topics 
will be explored through the 9th 
Informed Cities Forum. Organised 
under the title: "Re-purpose. Re-
charge. Re-think. Heritage and 
e-mobility at the crossroads", the 
Forum will cast light on cultural 
heritage and electric mobility.

Through a series of interactive 
sessions, we will explore how these 
topics align, and how problem 
ơŲśǍŃŦķȪ�Ųƙ�ơƖĞĐŃǦĐ�ƖƙŲĐĞơơĞơ�ŤŃķľƭ�
ďĞ� óėėƙĞơơĞė� ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭśǔȯ� ¾ľĞŤĞơ�
explored through the joint sessions 
include: How do experts from the 
ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ǦĞśėơ�ƙĞơƖŲŦė�ƭŲ�ƭľĞ�ơóŤĞ�
administrative hurdles, how do they 
interact with interest groups and 
the public? How do we approach 
new technology? Do we see similar 
ƖóƭƭĞƙŦơȪ�Ųƙ�ėŃǣĞƙĞŦƭ�ŲŦĞơȰ
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“The 9th Informed Cities Forum,
taking place in October, will be very
interactive and creative, bringing
together two topics that normally
don't join forces: electric mobility and
heritage." 
Jasmin Miah, Officer, Governance and Social Innovation, ICLEI Europe

Electric mobility to take centre stage at
9th Informed Cities Forum 
 
Registration is now open for the 9th Informed Cities Forum, taking place
online 26-28 October. Organised under the title “Re-purpose. Re-charge. Re-
think. Heritage and e-mobility at the crossroads”, the Forum will cast light on
cultural heritage and electric mobility. The Informed Cities Forum event series is
a popular European interactive “un-”conference, which aims to bridge the gap
between research, policy-making and action in sustainable development, both
at and for the local level. 

The 9th Informed Cities is co-organised by the GreenCharge and OpenHeritage
projects. GreenCharge aims to demonstrate how technological solutions and
associated business models can be integrated and deployed to overcome
barriers to wide-scale adoption of electric vehicles in  Barcelona (Spain),
Bremen (Germany), and Oslo (Norway). 
 
Read the GreenCharge newsletter to learn more about the project  »

Trending

Subscribe Past Issues RSSTranslate



In July, EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK organised an online workshop, which brought
together young people (aged 16 to 24) and policy-makers to discuss the importance
of collaborating on urban mobility policy-making processes and campaigns.
Participants heard from youth activists, academics, city planners, and
representatives of youth networks, and together co-developed a list of five
recommendations cities can follow to better engage young people in urban mobility
initiatives and campaigns.

Dublin more than doubles cycle
parking spaces
In 2015, Dublin City Council (Ireland) undertook a
survey which found that there were 4,625 cycle
parking spaces in the city centre. Since then, the
city has committed itself to increasing this
number, and has achieved impressive results
- 6,054 additional cycle parking spaces have
been created, representing an increase of 130%
since the 2015 survey.

Read more »

Mobility Match: connecting cities
with mobility tools
On September 30, the CIVITAS Initiative will
organise a Mobility Match session, to introduce
cities to the CIVITAS Urban Mobility Tool
Inventory - an online database of 100+ tools and
methods that will help local authorities make
better informed decisions about which planning
tools to apply in their given local context. The
inventory can be accessed here. 

Read more »

Helsinki "well on its way" at Helsinki
Summit
Last month, cycling took centre stage in the
Finnish capital, as Helsinki organised a summit to
discuss the role of cycling in the sustainable and
human-centric cities of the future.

Read more to discover what was discussed »

Have your say: New Urban Mobility
Initiative – Open Public Consultation

Subscribe Past Issues RSSTranslate



To help the EU build on its 2013 Urban Mobility Package and meet its 2050 climate
target, the new Urban Mobility Initiative will propose measures to encourage EU
countries to develop urban transport systems that are safe, accessible, inclusive,
affordable, smart, resilient, and emission-free. The European Commission is inviting
the general public and stakeholders to express their opinion on this new initiative.
The Open Public Consultation closes 23 September 2021. 

Have your say »

EUROPEAN MOBILITY WEEK
celebrates 20th anniversary
Watch out for car-free streets, walking tours and
interactive workshops as
EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK comes to towns
and cities across Europe from 16-22 September.
The clean and sustainable transport campaign,
which celebrates its 20th anniversary, will see
close to 3,000 towns and cities from over 40
countries hosting events on the theme "Safe and
healthy with sustainable mobility". 

Read more »

Google EIE makes sustainable
mobility data available to cities
Google Environmental Insights Explorer (EIE)
has expanded their offering,
making transportation emissions data freely
available to cities. 

Read more »

The CIVITAS Forum Conference 2021 will take place on 20-21 October in Aachen
(Germany). The 18th edition of the EU's CIVITAS Initiative’s flagship event will gather
the keenest sustainable mobility minds to debate and analyse the most urgent topics
in the field. The Forum will take place over the course of two days as a hybrid event,
combining online and onsite activities. The programme will consist of, among other
things, interactive workshops, intriguing sessions, and interesting site visits.

Click here to attend »

Three Good Reads

New study: EVs’ greenhouse gas emissions are
lower than those from combustion engines
Electric Autonomy Canada (July 2021) 

Subscribe Past Issues RSSTranslate



[Web article]

Topic Guide: Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning
in Smaller Cities and Towns.
ELTIS (July 2021)

[Web article]

E-scooters are replacing more walking and
cycling than car journeys
The Bristol Cable (July 2021) 

[Web article]

9th Informed Cities Forum
Re-purpose. Re-charge. Re-think.
Heritage and e-mobility at the
crossroads 

26-28 October 2021 
Online
Registration for the 9th Informed Cities Forum is
now open. Under the title: "Re-purpose. Re-
charge. Re-think. Heritage and e-mobility at the
crossroads," the Forum will cast light on the
adaptive reuse of cultural heritage and the design
of zero emission transport systems, enabling an
unconventional, interdisciplinary dialogue about
sustainable urban development. 

Register now »

social media

Facebook Twitter Informed Cities Website

Informed Cities is an initiative by ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability to share and discuss activities and results
of governance and social innovation research among local governments and a variety of other stakeholders across Europe.
Informed Cities publishes this newsletter and organizes the Informed Cities Forum conferences.

This edition of the Informed Cities newsletter is published in cooperation with
the GreenCharge project. GreenCharge receives funding from the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 769016. The content of this publication does not necessarily
reflect the official opinion of the European Union. Responsibility for the
information and views expressed therein lies entirely with the author(s). 

Find GreenCharge on Twitter and LinkedIn! 
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For our 6th, and final, newsletter, we talked to Jacqueline Floch, Project Coordinator 
of the GreenCharge project, based at SINTEF in Norway. What have we learnt over the 
last 3.5 years, and how can the rest of the world benefit? 
GreenCharge2018-2022 

This is a farewell from the GreenCharge project. I jumped into the project as Coordinator 
mid-way through. I had the opportunity to influence the work since, but much work was 
decided when I joined. Therefore, I look at the project from two angles, one internal and one 
external. The project is both mine and not mine, and this is what this final summary might 
reflect.  

A complex projects with multiple lines of focus 

GreenCharge is one of the most complex projects I ever contributed to. The project has tried 
to address so many concerns. We wished to increase confidence in the availability for 
charging such that more drivers go for e-mobility. This is important for private ownership, 
and even more for fleet managers where charging management is paramount. We wished to 
maximize sharing of the greenest available energy, and to reduce the demand for grid 
infrastructure that would only preserve reliance on the status quo of existing (carbon 
intensive) energy sources. And we wished to define good ways to do business to make all 
this work and motivate mobility users to adopt flexible behaviours in when they travel and 
how they charge. 

Beyond these concerns, GreenCharge targeted different mobility cultures in 3 pilot cities, in 
Oslo with a high density of electric cars, in Bremen with focus on combining different mobility 
modes and reducing car usage, and in Barcelona where light vehicles (ebikes and 
escooters) are widely used. Demonstrators addressed concerns in different ways, and they 
were a means to evaluate different factors. At times it can be difficult to make sense of this 
level of complexity, and project participants strove with this too. We therefore developed one 
page “demo cards” that helped us -and will hopefully help you -to quickly understand what 
the demonstrators are about. We repeated such one page guides with Uptake Cities on their 
own road maps, and we hope these newsletters –of which this is the sixth –have distilled 
some complex ideas into easily digestible forms.  

Transport and energy going through transitions in parallel 

GreenCharge is a project that was very ambitious. The most ambitious goal was to support 
smart energy management across neighbourhoods–rather than only in private households or 
offices. E-mobility adds demand on the energy infrastructure. Smart energy management is 
about controlling energy use to make the best use of energy when it is available. Of course, 
keeping in mind the goal of climate-neutrality, it aims at best exploiting renewable energy 
and prioritising new investment in developing those new sources, provided through the grid 
or produced more locally. Predicting consumption and production is needed. Previous 
consumption patterns, weather forecast, and other parameters can be used for prediction. 
Solutions were demonstrated by GreenCharge partners at a workplace in Barcelona and in a 
residential area Oslo.  

Going forward and using our results 

This has not been an easy journey. Much of what we are doing is at the crossroads between 
different domains, i.e., transport, energy and buildings. The development of solutions thus 
required the integration of technologies from these different domains. Understanding these 
domains is of course challenging. Even more challenging is the lack of standardised 
interfaces. The GreenCharge Reference Architecture–a form of masterplan bringing 
software, policy and stakeholders together, from the knowledge of all our pilots -can help 
build understanding about the main concerns for e-Mobility, as well as developing the more 
detailed technology aspects. It also identifies opportunities for formal standardisation, that 
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would allow better integration of systems, data sharing and ultimately a better, more 
sustainable customer experience. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has prevented GreenCharge to collect as many data from 
demonstrators as planned. The confinement measures have led to less mobility and less 
users for the implemented solutions. People simply stopped travelling for much of the 
project. Fortunately, GreenCharge planned to develop a hybrid evaluation approach where 
the evaluation of real cases could be extended with the simulation of new scenarios. 

The GreenCharge evaluation approach extends the CIVITAS evaluation framework with a 
set of measures related to e-mobility (i.e., actions that can be introduced), associated Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure the effects, and algorithms to calculate KPIs from 
collected data. Using simulation, it is possible to evaluate new “scenarios”. For example, it is 
possible to scale up a test or experiment to a real case, to combine elements from different 
demonstrators and to introduce new elements, e.g., Vehicle to Grid (V2G). Still simulation 
does not start from scratch. It builds upon real data, so COVID-19 has hampered us to come 
as far as envisaged. We have developed a solid framework that is available openly after the 
project. 

GreenCharge has made a tiny step towards achieving the ambitious Green Deal target goal 
of climate-neutrality. Far more steps are needed. Hopefully, new projects will learn from the 
knowledge generated in GreenCharge and build upon our results. Let us keep in touch, find 
new opportunities for collaboration and exchange knowledge. 

Jacqueline Floch, Project Coordinator of the GreenCharge project 

GreenCharge’s deliverables – how to learn more about the project 
and apply it in your own city or country 
Among 54 deliverables produced in GreenCharge, we have selected a few ones targeting 
readers with different backgrounds. Most of our deliverables will be available openly on 
GreenCharge community on Zenodo after acceptance by the European Commission. Take a 
look at the diagram below which highlights some of the best written outputs from the project 
to start with. 

•A light approach to understanding GreenCharge is to go through the project “demo cards”. 
The cards summarize the challenges to be solved, the goals and the measures implemented 
to achieve the goals.(D1.4) 

•For those who want to understand more about the GreenCharge concept, we recommend 
the GreenCharge Reference Architecture that describes an ecosystem for smart and green 
charging. Architecture may sound very technical. The Architecture covers several viewpoints 
though that are relevant for readers with different backgrounds. For instance, it describes 
stakeholders and their concerns. For those developing technical solutions, it provides formal 
and technical specifications.(D4.2) 

•For city planners and policy makers, we provide recommendations and guidelines for 
integrating e-Mobility into SUMPs. Cities and rural areas face several mobility problems . It is 
not simply about electrifying vehicles. Congestion, parking, road safety and connectivity are 
other challenges facing the transport sector. With SUMPs, priority is put on reducing 
transport needs, shifting to active modes, strengthening public transport and electrifying 
fleets.(D7.1/2) 

•The GreenCharge evaluation approach is also a central deliverable in the project. It 
describes in detail the measures being evaluated as well as the indicators used to evaluate 
the impact of these measures. Measures are defined for EV fleets, charging, smart energy 
management and business aspects. Some measures are innovative. Some are state of the 
start and used in combination with innovative ones.(D5.1) 
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GreenCharge’s results – what key technologies or products can you 
make use of yourself? 
Included within our deliverables are GreenCharge's key results –this is the equivalent of our 
product catalogue. The diagram below summarises our technological solutions and policy 
advice that we offer you to explore and use in your own city. 

"Working as Innovation Manager in GreenCharge, it has been fascinating to see this family 
of products grow, as the world around us has also grown to take e-mobility and green energy 
more and more seriously." Reggie Tricker 

Example roadmaps 
Uptake Cities learnt from the three pilot GreenCharge cities, and from each other, through 

site visits and an advanced webinar programme. This included cities are still at early stages 
of their electric mobility journey, who seek to learn from our GreenCharge pilots and 
demonstrations. Through GreenCharge, our Uptake Cities produced roadmaps to show how 
they intend to move forward with e-mobility after GreenCharge. 

The results of the Uptake Cities programme 

"I enjoyed the project not only being about technology. The project organised several 
workshops with mobility planners in Uptake Cities with the aim to discuss needs in the cities, 
actions undertaken and experiences, as well the project results. We found that smart energy 
management is not a main concern yet. Today a priority for many European cities is to build 
a charging infrastructure. Where the energy comes from and how it is managed is still a 
blurry issue. Based on these workshops as well as the project experiences, GreenCharge 
provides e-Mobility guidelines for Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning (SUMP). These 
differences in approach and backgrounds have also been evident within the consortium, but 
it has been great to see people understand each other's ideas and professions over three 
years –but the challenge will also be present in the outside world as transport and energy 
needs to operate in lockstep with one another." 

New "Urban Mobility Framework for the EU 

"Measures ... include obligations to put in place recharging and refuelling infrastructure for 
electric and hydrogen vehicles in cities, improved coordination, dedicated funding for cities 
under the EU Mission on Climate-neutral and Smart Cities, and integrate sustainable urban 
logistics plans (SULPs) within the SUMP framework." 

https://www.eltis.org/in-brief/news/european-commission-releases-new-urban-mobility-
framework  

eMobility Expertise Centre (EeMEC) Webinar: “Driving the future of eMobility. Best 
Practices from 3 EU Cities” 

23 February 2022 at 10:00 AM CET 

https://meisterproject.eu/eemec-webinar-driving-the-future-of-emobility-best-practices-from-
3-eu-cities/  

Fifth European conference on results from road transport R&I in H2020 projects 

29-30 March 2022 

https://www.2zeroemission.eu/event/h2020rtr21-5th-edition/  

Where are they at with USER-CHI? 

"It’s with the users in mind that USER-CHI wants them to charge “anywhere, anytime”. So, 
where are we at now?" 

https://www.userchi.eu/news/where-are-we-at-with-user-chi/  
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New projects on mobility behaviour: 

PS Lifestyle https://www.cscp.org/pslifestyle-kick-off/  

Shared Green Deal http://www.sharedgreendeal.eu/  

Visit the following websites to find GreenCharge's final results as they are available: 

Zenodo - https://zenodo.org/communities/h2020-greencharge  

•GreenCharge’s open source results will be stored to the GreenCharge community on 
Zenodo after approval of the deliverables by the EC. 

CIVITAS - https://civitas.eu/projects/greencharge  

•The Reference Architecture, the Evaluation Framework and the Recommendations and 
Guidelines for integrating e-Mobility into SUMPswill be uploaded to the CIVITAS platform 
after approval of the deliverables by the EC.  

Cordis - https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/769016/results  

•All open deliverables are also published by the EC on CORDIS. The description of results is 
however more concise than that we provide on Zenodo. 

App Stores – ZET.Share https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zetshare and 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zet-share/id1497321575; 

ZET.Charge https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zet-charge/id1533967472 and 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zetcharge 

GitHub - search for GreenCharge 

“Zenodo is a catch-all research data repository that enables researchers, scientists, EU 
projects and institutions to share research results, make research results citable, and search 
and reuse open research results from other projects.” 

GreenCharge on stage 
Re-purpose. Re-charge. Re-think. Heritage and e-mobility at thecrossroads: 

Informed Cities Forum 26-28 October 2021 

NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE 

Run by ICLEI with an online audience from studios in Freiburg, members of the 
GreenCharge consortium gathered to discuss the results and concepts behind GreenCharge 
with external stakeholders and audience members –as well as with members from the Open 
Heritage project partnering us with the event. Recordings from the session are available 
online, and a report of the event summarises what was discussed in less detail. 

Event home page: https://informedcities.eu/events/9th-informed-cities-forum/  

Conference summary report: https://informedcities.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/9th-Informed-
Cities-report.pdf  

Video playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLv-
mhCFisOsXBFXpU1UpELWBgx3KfnuIU  

"The most memorable event to me will not be COVID-19. It will be a glad one. GreenCharge 
and OpenHeritage co-organized the 9thInformed Cities Forum online. What happens when 
people from two worlds, electric mobility and cultural heritage, meet? Indeed, we found a 
common ground discussing the importance of sharing, of involving communities towards 
making changes. Then I realized that e-mobility is much more that recharging cars, it is 
about recharging people with knowledge so they can change behaviours. Sessions were 
recorded and are available to all. Enjoy!” 


